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Kurzfassung
Micromegas sind mikrostrukturierte Gasdetektoren, die auch bei sehr hohen Raten Teilchen-
spuren pra¨zise vermessen ko¨nnen. Micromegas Detektoren mit resistiven Streifen und einer
aktiven Fla¨che von mehreren Quadratmeter werden die im Moment im Small Wheel Be-
reich des ATLAS Myonspektrometers eingebauten Spurdetektoren ersetzen. Der Austausch
ist notwendig, um die geforderte Triggerfa¨higkeit und die genaue Spurvermessung im Myon-
spektrometer auch nach der fu¨r etwa 2020 geplanten Erho¨hung der Luminosita¨t des Large
Hadron Colliders auf Werte jenseits der Designluminosita¨t von 1034 cm−2s−1 sicher zu stellen.
In dieser Arbeit wird ein neuartiger floating strip Micromegas Detektor vorgestellt und
beschrieben, dessen Verhalten von auftretenden Entladungen nur in geringem Umfang beein-
flusst wird. Indem die Kupferstreifen, die die Auslesestruktur bilden, einzeln mit Hochspan-
nung versorgt werden, ko¨nnen die Auswirkungen von Entladungen auf einen kleinen Bereich
des Detektors begrenzt werden. Dadurch vermindert sich der Effizienzverlust durch Ent-
ladungen im Vergleich zu normalen Micromegas um drei Gro¨ßenordnungen. Die im Detektor
auftretenden physikalischen Prozesse werden untersucht und detailliert diskutiert.
Mehrere unterschiedliche Detektoren werden entwickelt: Die Optimierung des floating strip
Prinzips ist mithilfe eines kleinen floating strip Micromegas mit austauschbaren SMD Kon-
densatoren und Widersta¨nden mo¨glich. Entladungen werden mit diesem Detektor, der eine
aktive Fla¨che von 6.4 × 6.4 cm2 besitzt, ausfu¨hrlich untersucht. Eine detaillierte Detektor-
simulation, erlaubt die quantitative Beschreibung der Struktur von Entladungen.
Die Eigenschaften eines großen floating strip Micromegas mit einer aktiven Fla¨che von 48×
50 cm2 wird durch Bestrahlung mit hochenergetische Pionen vermessen. Dabei wird ins-
besondere die Homogenita¨t des Detektor im Bezug auf Pulsho¨he, Nachweiseffizienz und Orts-
auflo¨sung untersucht.
Studien zum Nachweis von Spuren kosmischer Myonen in einem 6.4 × 6.4 cm2 großen float-
ing strip Micromegas unter seitlicher Bestrahlung mit 20 MeV Protonen bei einer Rate von
550 kHz, demonstrieren die Leistungsfa¨higkeit dieser Detektoren bei hohen Untergrundraten.
Ein Detektormodul mit stark reduzierter Absorptionsla¨nge und einer aktiven Fla¨che von
6.4 × 6.4 cm2, bestehend aus zwei floating strip Micromegas, wird entwickelt. Durch Ver-
ringerung der Vielfachstreuung ermo¨glicht es die genaue Spurbestimmung von niederener-
getischen Ionen in medizinischen Bildgebungsverfahren. Seine Nachweiseffizienz fu¨r 20 MeV
Protonen bei einer Rate von 550 kHz ist hoch. Ein Verfahren zur Bestimmung der Stei-
gung von Teilchenspuren innerhalb einer Detektorlage wird untersucht und optimiert. Dabei
auftretende systematische Abweichungen der rekonstruierten Spursteigungen, werden durch
eine detaillierte Detektorsimulation quantitativ beschrieben und lassen sich so korrigieren.
Das Verhalten dieses Detektormoduls in Proton- und Kohlenstoff-Ionenstrahlen wird bei
Teilchenraten zwischen 2 MHz und 2 GHz untersucht. Eine gleichbleibend hohe Nachweis-
fa¨higkeit wird beobachtet, die mittlere Pulsho¨he verringert sich nur um 20% bei einer Erho¨hung
der Teilchenrate von 2 MHz auf 80 MHz. Der vollsta¨ndige Nachweis einzelner Teilchenspuren
ist bis zu einer Teilchenflussdichte von 7 MHz/cm2 mo¨glich. Die Detektoren sind in der Lage,
etliche Teilchenspuren gleichzeitig nachzuweisen.
v
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Abstract
Micromegas are high-rate capable, high-resolution micro-pattern gaseous detectors. Square
meter sized resistive strip Micromegas are foreseen as replacement of the currently used
precision tracking detectors in the Small Wheel, which is part of the forward region of the
ATLAS muon spectrometer. The replacement is necessary to ensure tracking and triggering
performance of the muon spectrometer after the luminosity increase of the Large Hadron
Collider beyond its design value of 1034 cm−2s−1 around 2020.
In this thesis a novel discharge tolerant floating strip Micromegas detector is presented and de-
scribed. By individually powering copper anode strips, the effects of a discharge are confined
to a small region of the detector. This reduces the impact of discharges on the efficiency by
three orders of magnitude, compared to a standard Micromegas. The physics of the detector
is studied and discussed in detail.
Several detectors are developed: A 6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip Micromegas with exchangeable
SMD capacitors and resistors allows for an optimization of the floating strip principle. The
discharge behavior is investigated on this device in depth. The microscopic structure of
discharges is quantitatively explained by a detailed detector simulation.
A 48×50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas is studied in high energy pion beams. Its homogeneity
with respect to pulse height, efficiency and spatial resolution is investigated.
The good performance in high-rate background environments is demonstrated in cosmic muon
tracking measurements with a 6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip Micromegas under lateral irradiation
with 550 kHz 20 MeV proton beams.
A floating strip Micromegas doublet with low material budget is developed for ion tracking
without limitations from multiple scattering in imaging applications during medical ion ther-
apy. Highly efficient tracking of 20 MeV protons at particle rates of 550 kHz is possible. The
reconstruction of the track inclination in a single detector plane is studied and optimized. A
quantitative description of the systematic deviations of the method is developed, that allows
for correcting the reconstructed track inclinations.
The low material budget detector is tested in therapeutic proton and carbon ion beams
at particle rates between 2 MHz and 2 GHz. No reduction of the detector up-time due to
discharges is observed. The measurable pulse height decreases by only 20% for an increase
of particle rate from 2 MHz to 80 MHz. Efficient single particle tracking is possible at flux
densities up to 7 MHz/cm2. The good multi-hit resolution of floating strip Micromegas is
shown.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
The development and the performance of novel floating strip Micromegas are discussed in this
thesis. Micromegas1 are high-rate capable, high-resolution micro-pattern gaseous detectors,
that are well suited for high-rate particle tracking applications, where good spatial resolution
is required. In the following, the underlying ideas and the functional principle of Micromegas
are introduced. An introduction to the ATLAS experiment is given and the foreseen upgrade
of the ATLAS muon spectrometer with Micromegas is described. Application of Micromegas
in medical ion transmission tomography is motivated.
1.1 The Micromegas Detector
1.1.1 Functional Principle
Micromegas are advanced parallel plate avalanche chambers that were proposed by Giomataris
et al. [1996]. Gas filled Micromegas consist of a several millimeter wide drift region and an
approximately 0.1 mm wide amplification region, separated by a thin conductive micro-mesh.
The drift region is formed by a planar metallic cathode and the micro-mesh, the amplifica-
tion region is defined by the micro-mesh and a highly segmented anode. In the detectors,
that have been developed in the course of this thesis, the anode readout structure consists of
strips.
A schematic view of a standard Micromegas detector is shown in Fig. 1.1. Traversing charged
particles or photons ionize the noble gas based mixture in the drift region of the detector.
Depending on the type and the energy of the detected particle, between 50 and 105 electron-
ion pairs are created. Produced electron-ion pairs are separated by an electric field on the
order of 0.8 kV/cm. Ionization electrons drift within 100 ns into the high-field region between
mesh and anode strips whereas the ionization ions drift towards the cathode. Upon reaching
the amplification region, the electrons are multiplied in an avalanche like process. As the
positive ions, created in the gas amplification process, drift towards the micro-mesh, elec-
trons on the anode strips are released and can be detected with charge- or current-sensitive
preamplifiers. By reading out every strip individually, the particle hit position as well as the
timing can be measured precisely. The interaction processes, the drift of electrons and ions,
gas amplification processes and the process of signal formation will be discussed in detail in
chapter 2.
Due to the fast drain of positive ions from gas amplification in about 100 ns, space-charge
effects are avoided, that limit the achievable maximum particle rates in gas detectors.
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Figure 1.1: Schematic view of a standard Micromegas with copper anode strip. The micro-
mesh is supplied with high-voltage. A charged particle ionizes the detector gas along its path
(blue line). Ionization electrons move into the high-field region between mesh and anode
structure and are amplified in gas avalanches. The resulting charge signals are detected by
charge- or current-sensitive preamplifiers.
1.1.2 Performance and Challenges
A review of the performance of Micromegas can be found in [Beringer et al. (Particle Data
Group), 2012] and [Giomataris, 2006]. In the following the performance corner stones are
summarized.
Due to the finely segmented readout structure with typically four strips per millimeter, Mi-
cromegas show a good spatial resolution on the order of 50 µm for perpendicular incident
particles. Optimum spatial resolutions below 20 µm have been reached in a detector with ten
strips per millimeter using low-diffusion gas mixtures [Derre´ et al., 2001].
The detection efficiency for traversing charged particles is usually above 95%. For perpen-
dicularly incident minimum ionizing particles, it is limited by the mesh-supporting structure
(section 2.1). The efficiency to typical background radiation like medium energy photons or
fast neutrons is low.
Charge amplification factors between a few 102 and several 104 are typical in Micromegas
and can be chosen according to the energy loss and the ionization yield of incident charged
particles or photons.
The energy resolution for low energy X-rays is typically on the order of 20%. Ultimate energy
resolutions of 12% FWHM2 for 5.9 keV X-rays can be reached in Micromegas with flat, etched
copper meshes on a Polyimide holding structure [Gala´n et al., 2010] or in integrated silicon
waver based Micromegas detectors [Chefdeville et al., 2008], which is close to the theoretical
limit of 8% in argon based mixtures [Hashiba et al., 1984].
Strongly ionizing particles can produce large charge densities, that lead to formation of
streamers and subsequent discharges between the micro-mesh and the anode structure. The
discharges are non-destructive but create dead time due to the necessary restoration of the
amplification field. The high-rate capability and the achievable gas amplification factors
are limited by the efficiency drop due to discharges. Discharges are intrinsically present in
Micromegas. Although their probability can be reduced by the use of light detector gas
mixtures with fast ion drift velocities or the addition of preamplification stages, they cannot
be completely avoided.
2Full Width at Half Maximum
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High-rate capable Micromegas development thus aims at reducing the impact of discharges.
By adding resistive structures on top of the readout plane, the effect of discharges on the
detector performance can be considerably reduced [Alexopoulos et al., 2011], [Bilevych et al.,
2011].
In this thesis a different approach is chosen. It combines the advantages of standard and
resistive strip Micromegas: floating strip Micromegas. Anode strips are individually attached
via large quenching resistors to high-voltage, signals are decoupled with small high-voltage
resistant capacitors. This concept has been proposed in an early stage by Thers et al. [2001],
Bay et al. [2002] and Kane et al. [2003] and is considerably improved in this thesis. The
resistance of the recharge resistors is considerably enlarged and coupling capacitances are
strongly reduced with respect to previous realizations. This ultimately enables the powerful
reduction of the impact of discharges in floating strip Micromegas. The discharge suppression
is investigated in detail. Discharges are shown to be limited to a small region of the readout
structure. The dead time of the affected region is by two orders of magnitude smaller than
in standard Micromegas.
The performance of novel floating strip Micromegas in high-energy pion beams and in low
and medium energy, high-rate ion beams is investigated.
1.1.3 Current Applications
A review of the development and the application of micro-pattern gaseous detectors can
be found in Dalla Torre [2013]. In the following, a few experiments are highlighted, that
successfully use Micromegas as tracking detectors or are planning to do so.
The COMPASS3 experiment at CERN4 was the first large experiment that used Micromegas
as high-rate capable tracking detectors [P. Abbon et al. (The COMPASS Collaboration),
2007]. Before the start of measurements in 2002, extensive R&D studies on Micromegas
were performed, optimizing spatial resolution, efficiency and discharge behavior [Thers et al.,
2001]. COMPASS is a fixed target experiment using high-energy muon and hadron beams.
Three stations of four 40×40 cm2 Micromegas detectors with strip readout structures provide
tracking information at particle hit rates of up to 450 kHz/cm2 [Bernet et al., 2005]. An
upgrade with pixelized Micromegas with resistive layers is proposed for future studies at
COMPASS [Thibaud et al., 2014].
T2K5 is a long baseline neutrino oscillation experiment, sending an intense beam of muon
neutrinos over a distance of 295 km through a near detector system, denoted with ND280,
to the far detector Super-Kamiokande [Abe et al., 2011]. The rectangular Time-Projection-
Chambers (TPC), forming the tracking detector of the near detector complex, are read out
with Micromegas planes [Abgrall et al., 2011].
The CAST6 collaboration searches for photon appearance in the high magnetic field of a
decommissioned LHC dipole magnet, pointing at the sun, that are produced in axion-to-
photon conversion [Zioutas et al., 1999]. Micromegas are used as low background photon
detector for conversion X-rays with a mean energy of 4 keV [Andriamonje et al., 2004]. Their
good performance in two different configurations is described by Aune et al. [2007] and Gala´n
et al. [2010]. Even better background rejection could be achieved with a novel Micro-bulk
Micromegas [Dafni et al., 2011].
3COmmon Muon and Proton Apparatus for Structure and Spectroscopy
4Conseil Europe´en pour la Recherche Nucle´aire, European Organization for Nuclear Research, Geneva,
Switzerland
5Tokai-to-Kamioka
6CERN Axion Solar Telescope
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Micromegas based neutron detector are used in the neutron time-of-flight facility nTOF
at CERN for determination of neutron scattering cross-section in different materials. The
Micromegas can be equipped with 500 nm thick solid 6Li or 10B converters, charged particles
produced in 10B(n,α)7Li or 6Li(n,α)3H reactions and by scattering of neutrons on gas nuclei
are detected [Andriamonje et al., 2002], [Pancin et al., 2004].
The use of Micromegas detectors is evaluated for the readout of the high-pressure Xenon filled
NEXT7 TPC that will be looking for the neutrinoless double-beta decay in 136Xe [Segui, 2013].
The short summary of current or future application demonstrates, that Micromegas are
versatile detectors, that can be used in very different applications. Basic R&D on Micromegas
detectors, as presented in this thesis, can be very valuable to different fields of physics.
The ATLAS muon spectrometer upgrade with Micromegas is discussed separately in sec-
tion 1.2.2. Application of Micromegas for imaging in medical ion therapy is treated in sec-
tion 1.3.
1.2 The LHC, the ATLAS experiment & Upgrade Plans with
Micromegas
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is a high-energy synchrotron designed for proton-
proton, lead-lead and lead-proton collisions. The particle beams can be accelerated in two
separate beam pipes up to the design center of mass energy of
√
s = 14 TeV with a design
luminosity of 1034 cm−2s−1 for protons and
√
s = 1150 TeV and 1027 cm−2s−1 for lead ions
[Lefevre, 2008], [Bru¨ning et al., 2004a], [Bru¨ning et al., 2004b], [Bru¨ning et al., 2004c].
The LHC commenced operation in 2009. During the proton-proton collisions in Run I, the
accelerator was operated at a center of mass energy of 7 TeV in 2010 and 2011 and of 8 TeV
in 2012. A maximum luminosity of 7.7 × 1033 cm−2s−1 has been reached. Since February
2013 the accelerator system is being upgraded, operation is to be resumed with Run II in
early 2015 at a center of mass energy of 13 TeV, the luminosity will gradually be increased
to its design value, see Fig. 1.2 for a schedule of measurement runs and upgrades.
Four large experiments are installed at crossing points of the two beams. The ATLAS8 and
the CMS detector9 [CMS Collaboration, 2006] are the two large multi-purpose experiments.
LHCb10 investigates CP-violation in the B-meson sector [LHCb Collaboration, 1998]. AL-
ICE11 is specifically designed for investigating lead ion collisions in events with very high
hit-multiplicity [ALICE Collaboration, 1995].
Three smaller detectors are operated in proximity to the larger experiments: TOTEM12 aims
at measuring the total proton-proton cross section [TOTEM Collaboration, 2004], LHCf13
investigates neutral particles in the forward region of ATLAS [LHCf Collaboration, 2006]
and MoEDAL14 searches for magnetic monopoles and other exotics [MoEDAL Collaboration,
2009].
The ATLAS experiment aims at completing the standard model of particle physics and
searches for physics beyond the standard model such as super-symmetry, large extra-dimensions
7Neutrino Experiment with a Xenon Time-projection-chamber
8A Toroidal LHC ApparatuS
9Compact Muon Solenoid
10LHC beauty
11A Large Ion Collider Experiment
12TOTal Elastic and diffractive cross section Measurement
13LHC forward
14Monopole and Exotics Detector At the LHC
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LHC startup, 900 GeV
7 + 8 TeV, L=6x1033/cm²s, Bunch spacing 50 ns
Go to design energy, nominal luminosity
13 - 14 TeV, L~1x1034/cm²s, bunch spacing 25 ns
2009
2010
2011
2012
2013
2014
2015
2016
2017
2018
2019
2020
2021
2022
2023
2024
2025
2026
...
2030?
LS1
LS2
LS3
Injector + LHC Phase-1 upgrade to ultimate design luminosity
14 TeV, L~2x1034/cm²s, bunch spacing 25 ns
HL-LHC Phase-2 upgrade: Interaction region, crab cavities?
14 TeV, L=5x1034/cm²s, luminosity levelling RUN IV
RUN II
RUN III
RUN I
~300
1/fb
~3000 1/fb
~25 1/fb
75 - 100
1/fb
Figure 1.2: Foreseen LHC schedule, beginning with the startup in 2009 up to Run IV with the
High-Luminosity LHC. At the moment, the LHC complex is upgraded in the Long Shutdown
1 (LS1) [CERN, 2014b]. Figure taken from [Zibell, 2014].
and explanations for the origin of dark matter or the asymmetry between matter and anti-
matter in the universe. In 2012 ATLAS and CMS discovered a new particle, that seems to be
the long searched for Higgs boson [ATLAS Collaboration, 2012], [CMS Collaboration, 2012].
The analysis of its properties is ongoing and will continue as more data is collected, starting
in 2015. Up to now all published data is consistent with the expectation for a standard model
Higgs boson.
1.2.1 The ATLAS Experiment
ATLAS is a multi-purpose detector with almost complete angular coverage. A schematic
drawing can be found in Fig. 1.3. A comprehensive description of the detector systems can
be found in [CERN, 2014a]. Several layers, constructed with different detector technologies,
surround the interaction point in the center of the ATLAS detector. The detector consists
of three sub-systems, that are shortly described in the following: the inner tracking detector,
the calorimeter and the muon system.
Figure 1.3: Cut-away view of the ATLAS detector [ATLAS Collaboration, 2008].
The inner detector consists of several layers of high-resolution semiconductor pixel and strip
detectors and a straw-tube transition radiation tracker, that allows for electron identification
[ATLAS Collaboration, 1997a]. The complete inner detector is enclosed in a super-conducting
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2 T solenoidal magnet. Precisely measuring the curved tracks of charged particles, allows for
a determination of their momentum.
The energy of particles, produced in collisions, is measured in the sampling calorimeter
system. It consists of the electro-magnetic lead-liquid argon and the hadronic steel-scintillator
calorimeter [ATLAS Collaboration, 1996a], [ATLAS Collaboration, 1996b].
The only particles, that are supposed to cross the calorimeter system besides neutrinos, are
muons. Muon tracks and momenta are measured in the stand-alone muon spectrometer,
that is formed by Monitored Drift Tube and Cathode Strip Chamber tracking detectors and
Resistive Plate Chamber and Thin Gap Chamber trigger detectors. Momentum measure-
ment is enabled by bending the muon tracks in toroidal magnetic fields in the barrel and in
the two end-cap regions with peak magnetic field strenghts of 3.9 T and 4.1 T respectively.
The toroidal fields are produced by super-conducting magnets. The end-cap muon systems
consists of three so called wheels: the small wheel directly outside the hadronic end-cap
calorimeter and two big wheels at 13 m and 21 m distance from the interaction point, Fig. 1.4
[ATLAS Collaboration, 1997b].
Figure 1.4: Cut through one quarter of the ATLAS detector. The Monitored Drift Tube muon
tracking chambers are marked with green boxes in the barrel region and with cyan boxes in the
end-cap region. A yellow box marks the position of the Cathode Strip Chambers. The small
wheel and big wheel region are surrounded by blue and yellow rectangles respectively [ATLAS
Collaboration, 2013]. The chamber naming nomenclature with three letters e.g. BOL is as
follows: Barrel chamber are denoted with B, end-cap chambers with E, the three stations are
named inner (I), middle (M), outer (O). Two different sizes of chambers exist per station,
named small (S) and large (L).
1.2.2 New Small Wheel Upgrade
With the upgrade of the LHC luminosity beyond its design value of 1034 cm−2s−1 in the Long
Shutdown 2 in 2018/19 (Fig. 1.2), the background hit rates in the detector systems close to
the interaction point and close to the beam pipe increase accordingly. The background
consists mainly of low-energy photons and neutrons, background hits in the detectors can be
correlated or uncorrelated to triggered collision events.
Elevated background hit rates in the muon detectors in the small wheel region limit the
overall ATLAS performance due to two dominant effects [ATLAS Collaboration, 2013]:
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1. The performance of the detectors degrades with respect to spatial resolution and effi-
ciency, due to the high occupancy in the muon chambers [Deile et al., 2004]. The muon
track reconstruction and momentum resolution is significantly degraded.
2. The Level-1 muon trigger in the end-cap region relies at the moment on a muon track
angle estimation by Thin Gap Chambers in the middle muon station i.e. the first big
wheel, Fig. 1.4. Background hits can be misinterpreted as muon tracks, pointing at the
interaction point. In 2012 already 90% of the Level-1 muon triggers in the end-cap
region are due to fake muon tracks.
Currently measured hit rates and extrapolated hit rates after the luminosity upgrade are
shown in Fig. 1.5.
Figure 1.5: Absolute hit rates in the Cathode Strip Chambers and the Monitored Drift
Tube chambers in the small wheel of the ATLAS muon spectrometer (left), measured at
L = 9.8 × 1032 cm−2s−1 and √s = 7 TeV. In the right figure, the expected hit rates are
shown, extrapolated to L = 3× 1034 cm−2s−1 and √s = 7 TeV [ATLAS Collaboration, 2013].
The expected rates would significantly distort the behavior of the currently used detectors,
such that an upgrade with high-rate capable Micromegas tracking and Thin Gap Chamber
triggering detectors is foreseen. Both detector technologies have tracking and triggering
capabilities. Details about the foreseen detector technologies and a detailed discussion of the
motivation for the upgrade can be found in [ATLAS Collaboration, 2013].
The research that is presented in this thesis and the developed analysis and reconstruction
methods are useful for choosing suitable parameters for the applied Micromegas detectors and
are helping in understanding the behavior and the limitations of this detector technology.
1.3 Medical Application of Micromegas
The use of micro-pattern gaseous detectors such as GEM15 based detectors [Sauli, 1997]
for X-ray and ion beam based radiography has been studied by several groups in the past
years [Bachmann et al., 2002], [Amaldi et al., 2010]. Micromegas are well suited for particle
tracking applications in medical ion therapy, due to their good spatial resolution, their high-
rate capability and their high detection efficiency for charged ions.
15Gaseous Electron Multipliers
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In the following, a short introduction to ion beam therapy is given. The Heidelberg Ion
Therapy center is introduced. The underlying idea behind ion transmission radiography and
tomography is presented.
1.3.1 Ion Beam Therapy and the Heidelberg Ion Therapy center
A concise introduction to ion beam therapy and its advantages with respect to conventional
radiotherapy with photon and electron beams is given by Rinaldi [2011], a detailed review
can be found in [Fokas et al., 2009]. In the following a few aspects are highlighted.
Tumor irradiation aims at damaging tumor cell beyond a point, at which a repair of the cell
is possible. Irradiation with ions exploits the specific depth profile of the energy loss and the
higher biological effectiveness of heavy charged particles. A comparison of the depth dose
distribution of photon, proton and carbon ion beams can be seen in Fig. 1.6.
Figure 1.6: Depth dose distribution for photons and energy loss distributions for monoener-
getic proton and carbon ion beams [Fokas et al., 2009].
Due to the rising energy loss of charged particles with decreasing particle energy, charged
ions deposit a considerable fraction of their energy in a narrow region, referred to as Bragg
peak [Bragg and Kleeman, 1905]. This enables a more localized dose deposition in the desired
tissue region as compared to photon beams, while sparing healthy or sensitive tissue in the
entrance channel and behind the irradiated region.
In order to reach a homogeneous dose deposition in the tumor, the so called three dimensional,
intensity controlled raster scanning technique can be used: The particle penetration depth
can be varied by adapting the initial particle energy, the beam position can be steered with
fast magnets to predefined raster points. Absolute dose deposition under irradiation with a
particle beam is controlled over the irradiation time for each raster point.
The accelerator complex at the Heidelberg Ion Therapy center, which has developed out of
a pilot project by the GSI Helmholtzzentrum fu¨r Schwerionenforschung in Darmstadt (GSI)
[Eickhoff et al., 1999] and is Europe’s first hospital based facility for tumor irradiation with
ions as heavy as carbon, is shown in Fig. 1.7. At the moment proton and carbon ion beams are
used for medical irradiation. The available energy range of 48 MeV to 221 MeV for protons
and 88 MeV/u to 430 MeV/u for carbon ions corresponds to penetration depths in water
between 20 mm and 300 mm [Ondreka and Weinrich, 2008].
1.3.2 Ion Transmission Imaging
Ion beams offer an excellent tumor-dose conformality, due to their inverted depth-dose profile
and finite range in tissue. However, they introduce sensitivity to range uncertainties. Imaging
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Figure 1.7: Overview of the accelerator complex [Ondreka and Weinrich, 2008]. A linear ac-
celerator injects ions with an energy of 7 MeV/u into the synchrotron. Two irradiation places
with horizontal beam (H1 and H2) and a 360 ◦ gantry are available for patient treatment.
An additional irradiation room (Q-A) is used for research and development. A floating strip
Micromegas system was tested there.
techniques play an increasingly important role in ion beam therapy. They support precise
diagnostics and identification of the target volume during treatment planning and ensure
the correspondance between planning and actual dose deposition. For improved treatment
quality, ion based transmitted images could be acquired at the treatment site before or during
treatment and could be employed to monitor the patient positioning. This has the advantage
of a by up to two orders of magnitude lower dose deposition as compared to conventional
X-ray computed tomography (CT) [Schneider et al., 2004]. For a description and comparison
of imaging techniques in ion beam therapy, see [Rinaldi, 2011].
The principle of ion transmission imaging is shown in Fig. 1.8. Ions with known initial energy
traverse the patient, their remaining energy is measured by the range of the particles in a
suitable telescope [Rinaldi et al., 2013]. The energy loss within the target volume is thus
determined, which depends on the properties of the transversed tissue, such as e.g. density.
The beam position, as given by the raster scanning magnets, is at the moment used for particle
localization. In the future, micromegas tracking detectors in front and behind the patient
could allow for single ion tracking and thus a more accurate localization. The image quality
is expected to be considerably improved, by the additional position information, provided by
Micromegas.
range telescopehead tumor
ions
tracking Micromegas
Figure 1.8: Principle of ion transmission imaging. Ions cross the target volume, their re-
maining energy is measured in a range telescope. Ion tracking with Micromegas detectors can
improve image quality.
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High-energy physics detectors were already used in ion range radiography e.g. [Pemler et al.,
1999],[Bucciantonio et al., 2013]. Floating strip Micromegas are well suited for high-rate ion
tracking due to their good spatial resolution and their low material budget.
The development of an imaging system consisting of floating strip Micromegas and a scin-
tillator based range telescope is ongoing in collaboration with the medical physics group of
K. Parodi at LMU. The suitability of floating strip Micromegas for the intended purpose is
demonstrated in this thesis.
1.4 On the Content of this Thesis
In this thesis the construction, optimization and performance of floating strip Micromegas
is discussed. Reconstruction methods and algorithms that have been developed and imple-
mented for the analysis of the performance in several test campaigns are described in detail.
The measurement campaigns are discussed in detail and in a self-contained way, such that
readers, interested only in a specific application, can understand the behavior without the
need to additionally go through the other test measurements. The overall behavior of floating
strip Micromegas in different particle beams and application is discussed and compared.
In the following, the topics, discussed in the different chapters, are mentioned.
 Chapter 2: Functional Principle of Micromegas
The principle and the underlying processes in Micromegas are discussed. The inter-
action processes of charged particles and photons in gas detectors, the most probable
energy loss, the drift of ions and electron in gases and the gas amplification processes
are summarized. Signal formation and the temporal structure of charge signals in
Micromegas are described, the typical drift field dependence of the pulse height is ex-
plained. The chapter is completed by a qualitative description of discharge formation.
 Chapter 3: Floating Strip Micromegas
Different types of Micromegas detectors are described, that have been developed during
the last years by different groups. The floating strip Micromegas principle is introduced,
realization and the improved performance under discharges are discussed. Comparison
of results from dedicated discharge studies and a detector simulation allows for explain-
ing the microscopic structure of discharges. Different floating strip Micromegas are
described, that were constructed and commissioned in the context of this thesis.
 Chapter 4: Methods
The applied readout electronics systems and the developed analysis methods and al-
gorithms are described. The signal reconstruction and analysis is discussed, the re-
construction of particle hit positions in the detector is explained. Methods for the
determination of spatial resolution and detection efficiency are described, relative de-
tector alignment prescriptions are given. The reconstruction of the inclination of tracks
in a single detector plane – the so called µTPC reconstruction – is discussed in de-
tail. Where appropriate, derivations and detailed descriptions have been moved to the
appendix.
 Chapter 5: Floating Strip Micromegas Characterization Measurements
Characterization measurements with standard, with resistive and with floating strip Mi-
cromegas are discussed in detail. Calibration measurements with a Micromegas based
track telescope in high-energy pion and muon beams are described. The telescope
is needed as track reference for studies with a 48 × 50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas
in high-energy pion beams. The observed pulse height behavior, detection efficiency
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and achievable spatial resolution are discussed, the discharge behavior is described.
The high-rate capability and the operation of cosmic muon detecting floating strip Mi-
cromegas in high-rate proton background is demonstrated. Irradiation with 20 MeV
proton beams is used for an investigation of the ion backflow in a resistive strip Mi-
cromegas.
 Chapter 6: Specific Applications of Floating Strip Micromegas
Two different applications of floating strip Micromegas are described: Tracking of low
energy, high-rate protons in a floating strip Micromegas doublet with low material
budget and ultra high-rate ion tracking and beam characterization measurements at
the Heidelberg Ion Therapy center. The performance of the detectors with respect to
pulse height, efficiency, spatial resolution and discharge behavior is discussed. The high-
rate capability of the detectors is demonstrated, occurring limitations are described.
 Chapter 7: Performance and Properties of Micromegas
The performance of Micromegas in general and floating strip Micromegas in particu-
lar in different particle beams and at different particle rates is discussed. Measured
pulse height and efficiency behavior is compared, the observed spatial resolution is de-
scribed. The single plane angular reconstruction capabilities in different particle beams
are discussed, discharge behavior, high-rate capability and its limits are described.
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Chapter 2
Functional Principle of Micromegas
An introduction to Micromegas has already been given in section 1.1. In the following chapter
the functional principle as well as the main features of Micromegas detectors are discussed
in detail. Readers interested in the internal setup of Micromegas detectors are referred to
section 2.1. The physics of ionization, drift and gas amplification processes are discussed in
sections 2.2 to 2.4. In section 2.5 the signal formation in Micromegas is described. Effects
related to the transparency of the micro-mesh for electrons are discussed in section 2.6. The
streamer mechanism, that leads to the formation of discharges in Micromegas, is shortly
described in section 2.7.
2.1 Internal Setup
A Micromegas is a micro-pattern gaseous detector, with strongly asymmetric drift and ampli-
fication regions. They are defined by three key components: a printed circuit board (PCB),
carrying the readout structure, a fine micro-mesh, held by insulating pillars at a small dis-
tance of about 0.1 mm to the readout structure and a cathode, which closes the typically
6 mm wide drift region.
The readout structure typically consists of photo-lithographically etched copper strips with a
width of 150 µm and a pitch of 250 µm, although more complex patterns like zig-zag-lines, pad
or pixels are easily possible [Thibaud et al., 2014]. Periodically spaced, insulating solder resist
pillars with a diameter of 0.3 mm and a height of 128 µm define the width of the amplification
region between anode and micro-mesh. Woven stainless steel meshes1 have proven to be easy
to handle during assembly, to sustain discharges and to permit a satisfactory energy and
spatial resolution.
A several millimeter wide drift region is formed by the micro-mesh and a cathode, which can
also directly close the gas filled region of the detector. Drift and amplification regions are
filled with a suitable detector gas, usually a noble gas based mixture of e.g. Argon and Carbon
Dioxide, Argon and Isobutane [Bay et al., 2002] or Neon, Ethane and Tetrafluoromethane
gas [Bernet et al., 2005].
A comparison of different Micromegas types is given in sections 3.1 and 3.2. The internal
setup of the Micromegas detectors, that have been developed in the context of this thesis, is
described in detail in section 3.4.
1e.g. 400 lines per inch, wire diameter 18µm, wire periodicity 63.5 µm
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2.2 Interaction of Particles and Photons in the Detector
The underlying principle of each particle and photon detector is the interaction of the travers-
ing particle or photon with the medium in the active volume of the detector. Since the electro-
magnetic cross sections dominate by orders of magnitude over the weak, strong or even grav-
itational cross sections, five different interaction mechanisms of charged particles are used in
gas detectors: Ionization, excitation, production of Cˇerenkov radiation, bremsstrahlung and
production of transition radiation.
The detection mechanism in Micromegas is the ionization of the detector gas by traversing
particles or photons. Photons with an energy above several 100 eV deposit energy indirectly
over production of charged particles.
Micromegas, as most gas detectors, are usually insensitive to neutral particles such as neutrons
or neutral mesons. This improves the detector tracking performance in high-rate neutron
background environments such as the ATLAS Small Wheel region [ATLAS Collaboration,
2013]. If desired, the efficiency to neutrons can be increased by the use of special converter
media with high neutron capture cross sections, where the neutron produces a charged par-
ticle which is subsequently detected. Thermal neutrons are efficiently detected in 3He-filled
detectors via the 3He(n,p)3H+764 keV reaction. In the same way the 10B(n,α)7Li+2.792 MeV
reaction is used, where the boron can either be gaseous boron trifluoride or solid elementary
boron.
2.2.1 Charged Particles
The interaction of charged particles with matter via ionization, excitation and Cˇerenkov
radiation by exchange of (virtual) photons is described in the Photo Absorption Ionization
model [Allison and Cobb, 1980]. It leads to the Bethe-Bloch formula, which describes the
mean energy loss per unit length2
〈
dE
dx
〉
= −4pir2emec2ρNA
Zz2
Aβ2
(
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Z
)
, (2.1)
with the density and atomic structure corrections in the Sternheimer-Peierls and Barkas-
Berger parametrization respectively. Tabulated values for the density correction δ and the
mean excitation energy I for various materials can be found in [Sternheimer et al., 1984]. For
compounds or mixtures the mean energy loss can be calculated from the weight fraction wj
of the jth component
1
ρ
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〈
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. (2.2)
The mean energy loss of a singly charged particle in an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture at
normal temperature and pressure, calculated from Eq. (2.1) and Eq. (2.2), is shown in Fig. 2.1.
Its universal shape is best visible by plotting it as a function of βγ. The mean energy loss
decreases approximately like 1/β2 for βγ . 1 and has a minimum with only small variations
for 2 . βγ . 8. Particles with a velocity in this region are called minimum ionizing. For
almost all materials, the mean energy loss of minimum ionizing particles is on the order of
2re: classical electron radius, me: electron mass, ρ: density of the target material, NA: Avogadro constant,
Z: atomic number and A: atomic mass in g/mol of target material, z: charge of incident particle, β = v/c:
velocity of incident particle, γ = 1/
√
1− β2: Lorentz factor, Tmax ≈ 2mec2β2γ2: maximum kinetic energy
transferable to an electron in an elastic collision, I: mean excitation energy
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Figure 2.1: Mean energy loss of a singly
charged particle in an Ar:CO2 93:7 gas mix-
ture at 20 ◦C and 1013 mbar in the range
0.1 ≤ βγ ≤ 2000. The Barkas-Berger shell
corrections for small βγ and radiative cor-
rections i.e. bremsstrahlung for large βγ have
been neglected.
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Figure 2.2: Most probable energy loss of a
singly charged particle in an Ar:CO2 93:7 gas
mixture at 20 ◦C and 1013 mbar for gas vol-
umes with different thickness d.
2 MeV cm2/g. For increasing βγ the mean energy loss rises like ln
(
β2γ2
)
and reaches the so
called Fermi plateau for βγ & 500.
It has been argued by Bichsel [2006], that the mean energy loss 〈dE/dx〉, described by
Eq. (2.1), is not directly accessible by measurements in thin detectors, since large energy
transfers to target electrons strongly influence the measured values. In particle identification
detectors, that use the repeated measurement of energy loss, methods like the so called
truncated mean have been applied to estimate the mean energy loss, where the set of highest
measured values is discarded. It is discussed by Beringer et al. (Particle Data Group) [2012]
to rather use the most probable energy loss ∆E/∆x|p, formulated in Landau’s theoretical
description of ionization in gas detectors. For charged particles in a thin detector with
thickness d we get
∆E
∆x
∣∣∣∣
p
= 4pir2emec
2NA
Zz2ρ
Aβ2
(
1
2
ln
2mec
2β2γ2ξ
I2
+
j
2
− β
2
2
− δ
2
)
, (2.3)
where ξ = 2pir2emec
2NA
Zz2ρd
Aβ2
and j = 0.200 ([Bichsel, 1988], [Grupen and Shwartz, 2008]).
It should be noted, that the most probable energy loss ∆E/∆x|p depends, unlike the mean
energy loss 〈dE/dx〉, on the thickness d or ρd of the sensitive volume. For increasing thickness,
it approaches the mean energy loss, described by the Bethe-Bloch formula. In Fig. 2.2 the
most probable energy loss for an Ar:CO2 93:7 gas mixture, calculated from Eqs. (2.3) and
(2.2), is shown.
Although the straggling of the most probable energy loss in thin gas detectors is considerably
larger than predicted by the Landau-Vavilov-Bichsel theory i.e. the measured pulse height
spectra are not adequately described by a Landau function, the maximum of the distribution
is correctly described by Eq. (2.3). In order to extract the measured most probable pulse
height from the distribution of pulse heights, the distribution is fitted with a Landau function,
convoluted with a Gaussian. The straggling can thus be absorbed into the Gaussian function.
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The ionization yield i.e. the total number of produced electron-ion pairs can then be calculated
from the mean or most probable energy loss ∆E in the active area of the gas detector
ntot =
∆E
WI
, (2.4)
where WI is the average energy, necessary for the production of one electron-ion pair. WI
is for most materials more than twice as high as the ionization potential, since energy is
lost due to excitation of the gas atoms or molecules. It is, similar to the energy loss, Bragg
additive, such that it can be calculated for mixtures from a relation similar to Eq. (2.2).
Higher energetic secondary particles or photons, leaving the detector active volume without
depositing their full energy, can complicate the relation between the calculated energy loss
and the detectable ionization yield.
A compilation of typical detector gases and their properties can be found in Tab. 2.1.
Gas Z Z/A ρ I WI np nt
[g/mol] [g/cm3] [eV] [eV] [cm−1] [cm−1]
He 2 0.49967 1.79× 10−4 41.8 41.3 3.5 8
Ne 10 0.49556 8.3851×10−4 137.0 37 13 40
Ar 18 0.45059 1.6620×10−3 188.0 26 25 97
Kr 36 0.42959 3.4783×10−3 352.0 24 22 192
Xe 54 0.41130 5.4854×10−3 482.0 22 41 312
CO2 - 0.49989 1.8421×10−3 85.0 34 35 100
CH4 - 0.62334 6.6715×10−4 41.7 30 28 54
C2H6 - 0.59861 1.2532×10−3 45.4 26 48 112
Table 2.1: Properties of typical elementary and molecular detector gases at 20 ◦C and
1013 mbar [Beringer et al. (Particle Data Group), 2012], [Sternheimer et al., 1984], [Grupen
and Shwartz, 2008]. Z: atomic number, only for elementary gases, Z/A: (average) atomic
number/atomic mass, ρ: density, I: mean excitation energy, WI : average energy per created
electron-ion pair, np and nt: mean number of primary and total number of electron-ion pairs
created by a minimum ionizing particle of unity charge.
Cˇerenkov radiation is emitted by relativistic charged particles in media with refractive index
n, when their velocity exceeds the speed of light in the medium
β ≥ 1
n
. (2.5)
The emission can be understood as the coherent sum of the electric fields of molecular dipoles,
created by the polarization of the medium by the traversing particle. As the particle is faster
than the speed of light, the sum is non-zero [Cˇerenkov, 1937].
Cˇerenkov radiation is emitted under a specific angle
cosϑCˇ =
1
βn
(2.6)
to the particle direction of flight. The number of emitted photons can be calculated from
the Frank-Tamm formula [Grupen and Shwartz, 2008] and is for the visible range between
λ = 400 nm and 700 nm given by
dN
dx
= 490 sin2 ϑCˇ cm
−1 . (2.7)
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The emission of a high-energetic photon, due to the deceleration of a particle with an energy
E above the so called critical energy in the proximity of a nucleus, is called bremsstrahlung.
Although bremsstrahlung in gases is encountered in e.g. the interaction of electrons and
positron with residual gas molecules and ions in storage rings and imposes additional radiation
protection measures [Ipe and Fasso`, 1994], the cross sections in gases are too low to be relevant
in gas detectors. The radiation length for Argon at normal temperature and pressure is with
X0 = 120 m much larger than typical detector dimensions.
Transition radiation with an energy of several keV is emitted by a highly relativistic particle
traversing a boundary with alternating refractive indices. This can be understood as the
emission of radiation from the variable dipole, formed by the incoming particle with its mirror
charge. In practice, several layers consisting of e.g. carbon or Mylar are stacked to increase
the photon yield [Beringer et al. (Particle Data Group), 2012]. Due to interference effects,
the transition radiation yield saturates at certain values. Transition radiation, produced in a
radiator between the straw tubes in the Xenon filled ATLAS Transition Radiation Tracker,
is used for electron/pion separation (section 1.2.1). There are ideas to use Xenon filled
Micromegas detectors, covered with a suitable radiator, in the same way.
2.2.2 Photons
Unlike the interaction of particles with matter, the interaction of photons, collimated to a
narrow beam, is mostly a binary process. A photon either interacts with matter and is lost
or re-emitted at lower energy or scattered out of the beam or it does not interact.
The intensity of a mono-energetic narrow photon beam with initial intensity I0 after traversing
a material with thickness d is given by
I(x) = I0 exp(−µd) = I0 exp(−µ
ρ
x) , (2.8)
where ρ is the density, x := dρ the mass thickness and µ/ρ the mass attenuation coefficient of
the material. The energy dependent mass attenuation coefficient is related to the interaction
cross section σ(E) via
µ (E)
ρ
=
σ (E)
m
, (2.9)
where m is the atomic mass of the absorber material.
For mixtures and compounds, an effective mass attenuation coefficient can be calculated
µ
ρ eff
=
∑
i
wi
µ
ρ i
, (2.10)
with the weight fraction wi of the ith component with coefficients µ/ρi.
Three main processes dominate the underlying photon interaction with matter: Photoelectric
effect, Compton scattering and electron-positron pair production [Deslattes et al., 2005], see
Fig. 2.3.
Photoelectric effect, the absorption of a photon with energy Eγ by an atom, accompanied by
the release of a shell electron, dominates the interaction cross section for low photon energies
up to several 100 keV. The emitted electron energy is given by
Ee− = Eγ − Eb , (2.11)
where Eb is the binding energy of the electron. If the emitted electron comes from a lower
shell, the atom is left in an excited state and will typically deexite by emission of low energy
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Figure 2.3: Mass attenuation coefficient as a function of the photon energy for an Ar:CO2
93:7 vol. % gas mixture. The data are taken from [Deslattes et al., 2005]. Photoelectric effect,
Compton scattering and nuclear pair production dominate the mass attenuation coefficient for
low, medium and high photon energies. Coherent Rayleigh scattering of photons on electrons,
i.e. without excitation or ionization of the material and pair production in the electron field,
add small contributions for low and high photon energies respectively.
photons with total energy ∼ Eb. If a photon interacts via photo-effect in the active volume
of a gas detector, and the active region is thick enough to also detect the photons from the
atom deexcitation, the whole incident photon energy is deposited in the detector.
The photoelectric cross section strongly depends on the atomic number Z of the material
σphoto ∝ Z5 , (2.12)
such that high-Z materials like Xenon can be used in gaseous photon detectors to considerably
increase the detection efficiency [Kleinknecht, 1992].
Compton effect can be interpreted as elastic scattering of photons on quasi free electrons.
From energy and momentum conservation, the energy of the scattered photon can be calcu-
lated as
E′γ =
Eγ
1 + (1− cosϑ)Eγ/mec2 . (2.13)
Thus the scattered electrons possess a maximum kinetic energy
T ′e,max = Eγ
2Eγ/mec
2
1 + 2Eγ/mec2
, (2.14)
which leads to the so called Compton edge in the energy spectrum.
Photons with Eγ ≥ 2mec2 can create an electron-positron pair in the proximity of a nucleus.
This process is called nuclear pair production. The nucleus is necessary for simultaneous
energy and momentum conservation. The analogous process in the proximity of an electron
is accordingly called electron pair production.
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2.2.3 Multiple Scattering of Charged Particles
Due to the numerous but small interactions of charged particles with the detector components
and the detector gas, the particle direction of flight is altered. This effect is called multiple
scattering and is typically unwanted in particle detectors. It leads to an increased divergence
of a particle beam with initially parallel particle momenta.
The width θ0 of the Gaussian shaped angular distribution, resulting from multiple scattering
of a narrow beam of particles with parallel momenta p and charge number z in a material of
thickness x and radiation length X0 is given by [Beringer et al. (Particle Data Group), 2012]
θ0 =
13.6 MeV
βcp
z
√
x
X0
(
1 + 0.038 ln
(
x
X0
))
. (2.15)
The angular scattering can be translated into a transverse broadening of the particle beam.
Its width after a distance d to the scattering object is approximated by
∆y =
θ0√
3
d . (2.16)
For a composite scatterer, consisting of layers of materials with different radiation lengths Xi
and densities ρi and thickness di, the resulting radiation length can be calculated:
1
X0
=
∑ wi
Xi
, (2.17)
where the weight fraction wi = diρi/
∑
djρj [Gupta, 2013].
Multiple scattering distorts the measured spatial resolution in Micromegas detectors, as often
straight tracks are assumed as prerequisite. For many applications of Micromegas in low and
medium energy particle tracking, the detector material budget is reduced wherever possible,
to decrease the degradation of the particle beam.
2.3 Drift of Electrons and Ions in Gases
The drift of electrons and charged ions in gases is governed by electric and magnetic fields ~E
and ~B. The drift velocity for electrons is given by
~vd =
e
me
τ
1 + ω2τ2
(
~E +
ωτ
B
( ~E × ~B) + ω
2τ2
B2
( ~E · ~B) ~B
)
, (2.18)
where e and me are electron charge and mass, respectively, ω = eB/me is the Larmor
frequency and τ the mean time between two collisions with gas atoms [Beringer et al. (Particle
Data Group), 2012].
Three properties of the electron drift can be deduced from Eq. (2.18).
First, in the absence of a magnetic field, the electrons follow on average the electric field lines.
Electron diffusion transverse and parallel to the electric field, not considered in the equation,
leads to a broadening of an initially point-shaped charge distribution.
Second, for perpendicular electric and magnetic fields, the ~E × ~B-term leads to a drift com-
ponent perpendicular to the fields, such that the net drift velocity vector spans the so called
Lorentz angle αL ≈ arctan(ωτ) with the electric field vector. This effect leads to a systematic
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shift of hit positions with perpendicularly incident particles and compresses or disperses the
detected charge distribution for inclined tracks in Micromegas used in a magnetic field.
Third, for non perpendicular electric and magnetic field, there is a drift component into the
direction of the magnetic field. For large magnetic fields, i.e. ωτ  1 the net drift vector may
even point into the same direction as ~B. Diffusion of electrons perpendicular to the magnetic
field is strongly suppressed, as the field forces the electrons on a helix around the magnetic
field lines. In Time-Projection-Chambers, this is used to improve the spatial resolution, which
would suffer from large electron diffusion.
In the following, the magnetic field is assumed to be zero.
Due to their small mass, electrons gain sufficient energy in the electric field such that their
de-Broglie-wavelength is of the same order as typical atomic dimensions, which leads to a
strong energy and electric field dependence of their interaction with the gas.
In practice, electron drift velocities as well as diffusion coefficients as a function of the electric
field are calculated with MAGBOLTZ [Biagi, 1999], see Figs. 2.4 and 2.5. Usually mixtures
of gases are used in order to optimize the detector performance. In this thesis gas mixtures
are defined by the volumetric mixing ratios of the constituent gases.
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Figure 2.4: Electron drift velocity as a
function of the electric drift field for var-
ious Ar:CO2 gas mixtures at 20
◦C and
1013 mbar, computed with MAGBOLTZ [Bi-
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Fig. 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Transverse diffusion coefficient
as a function of the electric drift field for
various Ar:CO2 gas mixtures at 20
◦C and
1013 mbar, computed with MAGBOLTZ. The
volumetric mixing ratios are stated in the leg-
end. From variation of the Monte Carlo in-
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The drift of ions can be more easily described by
vd,ion = µionE , (2.19)
where µion is the gas dependent ion mobility, which is constant over a wide electric field range
and not strongly influenced by the admixture of molecular gases. Mobilities for several ions
in gases are compiled in Tab. 2.2.
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Gas Ion µion[cm
2/(Vs)]
He He+ 10.4
Ne Ne+ 4.7
Ar Ar+ 1.54
Ar:CH4 CH
+
4 1.87
Ar:CO2 CO
+
2 1.72
CH4 CH
+
4 2.26
CO2 CO
+
2 1.09
Table 2.2: Mobility of ions in gases at 20 ◦C and 1013 mbar [MacDaniel and Mason, 1973].
The drift of ions from gas amplification from the anode strips towards the mesh defines,
together with the electron drift time in the drift region, the intrinsic length of signals in
Micromegas. In order to further improve the high-rate capabilities by decreasing the signal
length, the use of gases lighter than Argon is necessary. This has furthermore an advantageous
influence on the discharge probability, as a quick drain of space charge reduces the streamer
formation probability, see section 2.7.
2.4 Gas Amplification
The ionization charge, created by minimum ionizing particles in gas detectors, is on the order
of only 100 e/cm, Tab. 2.1. Thus in order to reliably detect the passage of singly charged
particles or photons, a process of charge amplification is needed. In the following, charge
amplification in gas detectors by electron impact ionization, secondary emission and Penning
transfer is discussed.
Free electrons from e.g. ionization processes, accelerated by an appropriate electric field, can
gain a sufficient kinetic energy between two collisions with gas atoms to further ionize the
gas atoms or molecules by impact ionization.
Assuming n0 electrons entering the high electric field region between mesh and anode strips
of a Micromegas detector, the total number of electrons after a path length x is given by
n(x) = n0 exp(αx) . (2.20)
The first Townsend coefficient α is a function of the electric field E, the gas density and the
gas type. Calculated Townsend coefficients for several gas mixtures are shown in Fig. 2.6.
The so called gas gain is the factor between the initial and the final charge and is defined as
G = exp(αd) , (2.21)
where d is the total width of the amplification region.
The density of the detector gas considerably influences the gas gain. For Argon based mix-
tures, the relation between gas density n, temperature T and pressure p is given by the ideal
gas law
n =
p
kBT
, (2.22)
where kB is the Boltzmann constant.
In measurements with a standard Micromegas under controlled gas temperature and pressure
conditions by Lippert [2012], supervised by the author, the gas density dependence of the gas
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Figure 2.6: First Townsend coefficient as a function of the amplification field for different
Ar:CO2 gas mixtures at 20
◦C and 1013 mbar, calculated with the program MAGBOLTZ [Bi-
agi, 1999]. Note that Penning transfer is not incorporated in the shown values.
gain (Eq. (2.21)) has been investigated. The first Townsend coefficient can be parametrized
with an empirical relation by Townsend [1910]
α = A0n exp
(
− B0n
Eamp
)
, (2.23)
where A0 = kBA andB0 = kBB are gas dependent parameters. For an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas
mixture, mean parameters of A = (111.2±0.6) K/(bar µm) and B = (2196±7) K V/(bar µm)
have been found [Lippert, 2012].
If the electric field in the amplification region is sufficiently large, impact ionization by positive
ions or photo-effect by photons, produced in gas de-excitation, can lead to secondary emission
of electrons from the mesh. This is in Micromegas typically only relevant, if the amplification
field is considerably enhanced during discharge formation.
S¸ahin et al. [2010] state, that the observed gas gains in several gas mixtures are significantly
higher than the value predicted by the Townsend theory, due to Penning like transfers i.e. the
transformation of excitation energy of one to ionization of the other gas constituent. Penning
and Penning-like transfers are possible, if constituent A can be excited to energy levels higher
than the ionization threshold of B. Several transfer processes are possible for binary mixtures
with constituents A and B, see [Kuger, 2013].
Deexcitation processes of A∗, competing with Penning transfers, are inelastic excitation of B
to energy levels below the ionization energy e.g. excitation of rotational or vibrational energy
levels, or radiative decays of A∗ and excimers via photons, leaving the active detector area.
The contribution of Penning transfers to the overall gas gain can be quantified by the transfer
rate r, describing the fraction of excited atoms or molecule of species A in states, eligible for
direct transfer, that lead to an ionization of B. S¸ahin et al. [2010] claim a transfer rate for an
Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % of (0.42±0.03). Upon comparing gas gain measurements by Kuger [2013]
and the author, with a GARFIELD++ simulation [Veenhof, 2010] incorporating Penning
transfers with the stated transfer rate, a good agreement between measured and calculated
gas gains is shown. Measurements conducted by Moll [2013] with strongly ionizing alpha
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particles in a standard, non-floating-strip Micromegas, confirm the correct description of gas
amplification by the GARFIELD++ program, with the Penning transfer rate, stated above.
Typical gas gains between 600 and 104 are used in Micromegas.
The measurement of absolute gas gains in Micromegas is possible with two different methods:
1. For low rate irradiation, a measurement of the pulse height of charge signals on the
anode with charge sensitive preamplifiers allows for a determination of the gas gain.
Due to the considerable fluctuations in energy loss of charged particles in gas detec-
tors and the dependence of the most probable energy loss on the exact drift gap width
(section 2.2.1), energy deposition by low energy X-rays yields more reliable results.
Low energy photons e.g. 5.9 keV X-rays, produced in the β-decay of 55Fe, interact via
photo-effect with the detector gas (section 2.2.2). The produced photoelectron de-
posits its kinetic energy within 0.5 mm and produces on average an ionization charge of
5.9 keV/26.56 eV=222 e = q0. Considering the electron mesh transparency t(Edrift), the
charge-to-voltage conversion factor of the preamplifier cq→U and a detector capacitance
dependent factor ccap (see [Bortfeldt, 2010, chapter 8] for a discussion), the pressure
and temperature dependent gas gain G(Eamp, T, p) can be calculated from the measured
pulse height ph(Eamp, Edrift, T, p) from
G(Eamp, T, p) =
ph(Eamp, Edrift, T, p)
q0t(Edrift)ccapcq→U
. (2.24)
This method relies on the accurate knowledge of the preamplifier specific factor cq→U
and the detector and readout electronics specific factor ccap.
2. At high-rate irradiation with charged particles or low energy photons, a constant current
of ionization charge is produced. Measuring the resulting current between anode and
mesh I(f,Edrift, Eamp, T, p) allows for an alternative gas gain determination. The gas
gain
G(Eamp, T, p) =
I(f,Edrift, Eamp, T, p)
q(Edrift)f
(2.25)
depends on the particle rate f and the charge, reaching the amplification region q(Edrift) =
q0t(Edrift), which is given by the ionization yield q0 and the drift field dependent electron
mesh transparency t(Edrift). This method is insensitive to preamplifier related calibra-
tion, such as the charge-to-voltage conversion and detector capacitance correction factor
as well as preamplifier shaping time. For low energy particles and long particle tracks
in the detector, the predicted mean energy loss can be used to calculate the ionization
yield. Care must be taken, that high-rate effects such as saturation, anode charge-up,
ion space-charge in the amplification region or ion backflow corrections are taken into
account.
Absolute gas gain factors are inherently difficult to measure with Micromegas detectors: The
pulse height of signals, measured with charge sensitive preamplifiers at the anode, is strongly
influenced by the internal capacitances within the detector and less strongly by the charge-
to-voltage conversion factors of the preamplifiers ([Bortfeldt, 2010] and [Bortfeldt et al.,
2012]). In the alternative continuous current mode, where the constant current between
mesh and anode strips, caused by continuous ionization of a high-rate particle or photon
beam is measured, these calibration effects can be avoided. They are unfortunately replaced
by distortions of the gas gain due to the charge-up, ion backdrift and other high-rate effects.
In this thesis, the absolute gas gain has been determined e.g. with 20 MeV protons (sec-
tion 6.1). But whenever possible, the relative gas gain as a function of the amplification field
is used for a discussion of the results.
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2.5 Signal Formation
The formation of signals in Micromegas has been discussed in detail in [Bortfeldt, 2010] and
[Bortfeldt et al., 2012] and is shortly summarized here. The description is inspired by a
discussion of signal formation in parallel plate avalanche chambers by Mathieson and Smith
[1988].
Charge signals are created by ionization processes due to traversing particles or photons
followed by gas amplification and subsequent drift of ions from the anode to the mesh.
Consider a localized energy deposition in the several millimeters wide drift region e.g. by a X-
ray photon with 5.9 keV, resulting in a cloud of electrons and positive ions, with a diameter
on the order of 0.5 mm. Electrons and ions are separated by the electric drift field, the
electrons drift with vd ∼ 0.04 mm/ns towards the high-field region between mesh and anode
(section 2.3). Depending on the dimension of the drift field, a certain fraction of electrons can
enter the amplification region, the rest is lost on the micro-mesh (section 2.6). Upon entering
the typically 128 µm wide region between mesh and anode, the electrons trigger a Townsend
avalanche, resulting in charge amplification by a factor on the order of 103, section 2.4.
Due to the large electron mobility, the gas amplification process is finished in less than 1 ns.
Charge signals start to evolve on the anode qa(t) and the mesh qm(t) as soon as electrons
reach the anode, the temporal behavior of the major signal component is caused by the drift
of positive ions towards the mesh. The observable signals are given by the sum of charge
carriers from gas amplification on the electrode and the induction signal by charge carriers
in the amplification region
qa(t) =qe(t)− qai(t)
qm(t) =qi(t)− qmi(t) .
(2.26)
qe(t) is the constant charge of electrons, produced in gas amplification, qai(t) is the negative
mirror charge of the positive ion distribution in the amplification gap on the anode, qi(t) is
the positive ion charge on the mesh and qmi(t) is the negative mirror charge on the mesh,
produced by positive ions in the amplification region.
The four components and the resulting detectable charge signals are shown in Fig. 2.7. Details
of the underlying calculation can be found in [Bortfeldt, 2010].
Unlike a low-energy X-ray, a charged particles creates a trace of ionization charge in the
drift gap, the electrons enter the amplification region over a period on the order of 100 ns,
depending on their drift velocity, diffusion and the drift gap width. Each electron creates
a signal with the described temporal behavior. The resulting observable charge signal is
determined by the ionization charge distribution, the electron drift velocity and the single
electron signal evolution time, that is given by the maximum drift time of positive ions from
the anode to the mesh. In order to decrease the overall signal length, the electron as well as
the ion drift time has to be reduced.
The electron drift time can be controlled by a variation of the drift field, up to a certain
extent. Also the use of modified Ar:CO2 gas mixtures allows for a variation, see Fig. 2.4.
Considerable variations however can only be achieved by using different gas admixtures such
as methane or isobutane.
The ion drift velocity can only feebly be adjusted by the amplification field, since the desired
gas gain defines the amplification field. The ion drift is furthermore rather insensitive to gas
admixtures. In order to considerably increase the ion drift velocity, completely different gas
constituents have to be used. Following Tab. 2.2, the use of lighter noble gases such as neon
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Figure 2.7: Calculated charge signals on anode (left) and mesh (right), assuming an ampli-
fication gap of 128 µm, an amplification field of 43.0 kV/cm and a detector gas mixture of
Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % [Bortfeldt et al., 2012].
or helium allows for a considerable reduction of the signal length.
2.6 Mesh Transparency
Electrons from ionization processes in the drift region move in the homogeneous field between
cathode and mesh towards the mesh. Upon entering the amplification region, avalanches are
created, which can be detected by the readout electronics. The signal rise time is defined by
the sum of the electron drift time in the drift region and the ion drift time in the amplification
region. The electron drift time td = dd/vd, can reach values above several 100 ns at low fields,
depending on the drift gap width dd and the drift velocity vd, see Fig. 2.4. If the integration
time of the applied preamplifier electronics is smaller than the electron drift time, only a
fraction of the ionization charge is detected, leading to smaller pulse heights at small drift
fields. Furthermore, recombination with positive ions and formation of negative ions hinders
the electrons from reaching the amplification region at low fields. Especially contaminations
with oxygen lead to a strong attachment, due to its high electro-negativity. Strictly speaking,
these low-field effects are not correlated to the electron mesh transparency, although all
effects, leading to the observed drift field dependence of the pulse height are often subsumed
in the term mesh transparency, that is used as synonym for the transparency of the mesh for
electrons.
The optical transparency of a micro-mesh with 400 lines per inch (lpi) and 18 µm wire diameter
is 0.513, and only 0.368 for a wire diameter of 25 µm. Fortunately, the transparency of the
mesh for electrons is much higher, as the high electric amplification field extends into the
mesh holes and guides electrons around the wires into the high field region. The electron mesh
transparency is strongly correlated with the transverse electron diffusion, see Fig. 2.5, since
diffusion off the electric field lines leads to a loss of electrons on the mesh wires. Furthermore,
the ratio of the drift and the amplification field defines the extension of the high field into
the low field region. With increasing drift field, more and more field lines end on the mesh,
leading to a reduction of detectable charge.
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In Fig. 2.8, the electron mesh transparency for two different Ar:CO2 gas mixtures and two
different mesh configurations is shown. Drift of single electrons with subsequent gas amplifi-
cation has been simulated with the GARFIELD++ [Veenhof, 2010] package. The simulation
has been developed and validated for the investigation of discharges in Micromegas, induced
by strongly ionizing particles [Moll, 2013].
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Figure 2.8: Electron mesh transparency as a function of the drift field, calculated with
GARFIELD for a woven stainless steel mesh with 63.5 µm pitch and 18 µm wire diameter
for two different Ar:CO2 gas mixtures at 20
◦ C and 1013 mbar and for a woven mesh with
equal pitch, but 25 µm wire diameter. An amplification field of Eamp = 39.1 kV/cm is as-
sumed. The simulation is described in detail in [Moll, 2013], results courtesy of P. Lo¨sel.
For low drift fields, a transparency of 0.95 to 0.99 is reached. Clearly visible is the influence
of the increasing drift field on the electron mesh transparency. The discussed and usually
observed initial increase at very low fields is not correctly simulated, as contamination through
oxygen and the integration time of the preamplifier electronics are not taken into account. The
thin-wire mesh has a transparency plateau close to 1 for drift fields up to Edrift ∼ 0.3 kV/cm
for the 93:7 vol. % and up to Edrift ∼ 0.6 kV/cm for the 85:15 vol. % gas mixture. The
difference between the two gas mixtures is caused by the different transverse electron diffusion,
cf. Fig. 2.5. The observed decrease of the transparency for the thin-wire mesh is sometimes
less pronounced than in the simulation, since the wire mesh is often rolled or pressed to
improve electron transparency.
For the thick-wire mesh, the loss of electrons with increasing drift field is much more pro-
nounced, as the optical transparency already is considerably smaller.
Correlated to the electron transparency is the ion mesh transparency. It is often expressed by
the so called ion backflow, which denotes the fraction of ions, produced in gas amplification,
that are not neutralized at the mesh, but move into the drift region between mesh and
cathode. As ion backflow limits the high-rate capabilities of Micromegas with very large drift
regions such as Time-Projection-Chambers or at ultra-high rates, it is usually reduced as
much as possible. In section 5.4, a measurement of the ion backflow ratio in a resistive strip
Micromegas is presented.
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2.7 Discharges
In Micromegas detectors non-destructive discharges between the mesh and the readout struc-
ture are observed. A discharge leads to a conductive plasma between the mesh and the af-
fected part of the anode structure and causes dead time, due to the necessary recharge of
anode or mesh.
A discussion of discharge development measurements in different micro-pattern gaseous de-
tectors can be found in [Bressan et al., 1999].
The probability for spontaneous discharges, caused by dust or detector imperfections, can
be strongly reduced by detector assembly under clean room conditions. Furthermore in non-
resistive strip Micromegas a conditioning of the detector is possible, where dust, etc. is burned
in air, prior to assembly, using an elevated high-voltage between mesh and anode.
Strongly ionizing particles such as alpha particles, nuclear fragments or low-energy protons
from (n, p)-reactions can create a charge density in the amplification region sufficiently large,
that a mesh directed streamer develops. A critical charge density of 1.77 × 106 e/0.01 mm2
has been determined by Moll [2013] in a standard Micromegas with 128 µm amplification gap,
operated with Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. %.
The ionization induced streamer development in a planar electrode geometry has been dis-
cussed in detail by Raether [1964] and Raizer [1991]. In the following a short, qualitative
summary of the mechanism is given.
Under normal operation conditions, ionization charge, created by traversing particles, drifts
into the high-field region between mesh and anode, where it is amplified. Positive ions from
gas amplification drift within about 150 ns to the mesh, where they are neutralized. The total
charge, created by a minimum ionizing particle and subsequent amplification is typically on
the order of 6× 104 e, too small to significantly alter the amplification field.
anode
mesh
Eext
Estreamer
t1 t2 > t1
Figure 2.9: Streamer development in the amplification region of a Micromegas detector, fol-
lowing Raizer [1991].
Strongly ionizing particles can create a much larger ion density in the amplification gap, drift
of ions to the mesh competes with continuous ion production by ionization charge triggered
gas avalanches. If the ion density in the proximity of the anode exceeds a critical value, the
development of a mesh directed streamer begins: As the electric field of the positive ion cloud
and its mirror charge on the anode is of the same order as the external amplification field, the
resulting field between the upper part of the ion cloud, the so called streamer head, and the
mesh is enhanced, between the ion cloud and the anode, the field is compensated. Photons
from gas atom de-excitation and ion recombination leave the ion cloud and can ionize gas
atoms in the vicinity. The photo-electrons trigger additional Townsend avalanches, that are
directed towards the streamer head, due to the large electric field in the proximity of the
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streamer head, see t = t1 in Fig. 2.9.
The ions produced in these secondary avalanches lead to a growth of the streamer towards the
mesh, t = t2 > t1. Due to the compensation of the external electric field between the streamer
head and the anode, a quasineutral plasma with rather low conductivity is present. It leads
to an equalization of potentials between the anode and the streamer. As the streamer grows
towards the mesh, the electric field between mesh and streamer head increases. At a certain
point secondary electron emission from the mesh sets in, either due to ion-impact ionization
or photo-effect. A larger number of electrons is created, that are accelerated towards the
streamer and create a well conducting quasineutral plasma, that is on mesh potential as it
touches the mesh. The large electric field in front of the head of this “back-streamer” leads
to considerable gas amplification, such that the back-streamer develops towards the anode,
leaving behind a well conducting plasma. Once the back streamer touches the anode the
mesh discharges through the plasma channel onto the anode.
This discussion shows, that discharges in Micromegas, unlike in Geiger-Mu¨ller-tubes, are
localized. Their impact on the detector performance can be greatly reduced by limiting the
affected anode region. This can be achieved e.g. by covering the copper anode structure
with a resistive layer (sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3) or by coupling copper anode strips or pixels
individually to high-voltage (section 3.2).
Chapter 3
Floating Strip Micromegas
In this thesis a novel discharge tolerant Micromegas type is developed and investigated in
depth. The detector is denoted as floating strip Micromegas. In the following chapter cur-
rently used Micromegas designs are shortly discussed and the underlying idea behind the
floating strip principle is introduced. The behavior of floating strip Micromegas under dis-
charges, induced by strongly ionizing particles, is discussed. Several detectors have been
constructed, built, commissioned and tested in the context of this thesis, their setup is de-
scribed.
3.1 Current Micromegas Types
In the following section, currently used Micromegas designs are presented and shortly dis-
cussed. The internal setup and performance of the original Micromegas detector with directly
read out copper anode strips, is summarized. In order to reduce the effect of discharges be-
tween mesh and anode, resistive strip Micromegas have been developed, in which the copper
anode strips are covered with a high-ohmic, micro-structured material [Alexopoulos et al.,
2011]. The resistive anode and the copper readout strips are separated by a thin sheet of
insulator material. As a third type, an integrated Micromegas, built by silicon waver post-
processing directly on pixel CMOS chips like the Timepix is introduced [Chefdeville et al.,
2006]. The three Micromegas types differ in the specific realization of the amplification
structure, the drift region is unchanged.
3.1.1 Standard Micromegas
In standard Micromegas, the amplification gap is formed by a thin woven or electro-formed
micro-mesh, held by supportive pillars at a typical distance of 128 µm to the readout structure,
which consists of bare or Ni-Au-covered copper strips. The internal setup of a standard
Micromegas is schematically shown in Fig. 3.1.
Since the photo-lithographic production of copper strips is a conventional process, used in
industrial printed circuit board production, readout structures for standard Micromegas are
relatively easy to produce and furthermore cheap. Since the amount of non-metal material
in the detector can be limited to a minimum, no aging due to polymerization of detector
components is expected. Due to the very good conductivity of copper, no charge-up of the
readout structure, besides the small gaps between neighboring strips, is expected.
For a summary of the pulse height behavior, efficiency and spatial resolution achievable with
standard Micromegas see section 5.1. In typical applications, gas gains on the order of 5000
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mesh -500V
copper strips
cathode -800V
6mm
128µm
strip signal mesh signal
Figure 3.1: Schematic view of a standard Micromegas detector. The anode strips are usu-
ally read out with highly-integrated electronics, such as the Gassiplex or the APV25 chip
(sections 4.1.1 and 4.1.2). The inverse signal on the mesh, decoupled over a capacitor, can
e.g. be used for triggering purposes.
are used, the detection efficiency for minimum ionizing particles is above 98% and a spatial
resolution on the order of 35 µm to 50 µm can be reached.
As discussed in section 2.7, instantaneous charge densities in the amplification gap exceeding
approximately 2 × 108 e/mm2, lead to non-destructive discharges between mesh and anode
copper strips. The readout electronics has to be protected against large discharge currents
by a protective circuit, connected to each readout strips. Due to this circuit and the good
conductivity of the discharge plasma channel, the mesh high-voltage drops to zero in a dis-
charge. During the recharge time, the whole detector is insensitive to traversing particles.
Due to the sufficiently large heat capacitance and conductivity of 35 µm thick copper anode
strips, discharges seem not to damage the readout structure.
The dead time after a discharge can be calculated from the recharge behavior of a capacitor
U(t) = U0
(
1− exp
(
− t
RC
))
, (3.1)
where C is the overall mesh-to-ground capacitance and R the used mesh recharge resistor.
Assuming, that the detector is efficient, as soon as the actual amplification field deviates by
less than 1% from the nominal value, the dead time is given by
tdead ∼ 5RC . (3.2)
The dead time of a 9 × 10 cm2 standard Micromegas with C ∼ 1.5 nF and R = 10 MΩ is
approximately 5RC = 75 ms.
In applications with discharge rates below 1 Hz, this efficiency drop can be tolerated. In
high-rate minimum ionizing particle detection application with elevated neutron and pho-
ton background, alternative amplification structures incorporating resistive strips or floating
strips are recommended. Discharge probabilities range from 10−4 in high-energy pion beams
to 10−7 in low energy ion beams.
3.1.2 Resistive Strip Micromegas
In resistive strip Micromegas, the amplification region with a typical width of 128 µm is
formed by a micro mesh and a layer of resistive strips. The resistive strips usually consist of
a mixture of carbon and phenolic resins [Hans J. Michael GmbH, 2013], where the resistivity
can be controlled by the amount of added carbon powder. By applying high-voltage to the
resistive strips and grounding the mesh or vice versa, typical amplification fields of 38 kV/cm
are created. A schematic cut through a resistive strip Micromegas with one-dimensional strip
readout is shown in Fig. 3.2.
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Figure 3.2: Schematic view of a resistive strip Micromegas detector. Signals couple capac-
itively to copper readout strips, connected to the readout electronics. Resistive strips have
a resistivity of 0.5 MΩ/cm to 100 MΩ/cm, each resistive strip is individually connected to
high-voltage via a printed resistor with resistivity of 10 MΩ to 200 MΩ.
Signals couple capacitively from the resistive strips to a layer of copper anode strips, separated
by a thin layer of insulating prepreg FR4-like material: Electrons, created in gas avalanches,
are collected locally on resistive strips and are released as the positive ions drift towards the
mesh. The electron charge then spreads and flows along the resistive strip to the high-voltage
supply.
In a discharge between mesh and resistive strips, the involved resistive strips charge up only
locally, such that the electric field quickly reduces to zero, interrupting the discharge. Due
to the small extension of the affected area, the involved detector capacitance is very small,
such that the overall voltage drop is only on the order of a few 10 mV, which does not affect
the detection efficiency of the Micromegas outside the affected region.
Resistive strip Micromegas are very well suited for applications with medium hit rates up
to several 100 kHz/cm2 and with typical discharge rates on the order of several Hz due to
their superior discharge suppression capabilities. Similar gas gains, efficiencies and spatial
resolutions as with standard Micromegas can be reached. Due to the capacitive coupling
of resistive strips to the readout structure, a two dimensional readout with two stacked
perpendicular layers of copper readout strips can be easily realized [Byszewski and Wotschack,
2012]. By correctly adapting the width of strips in the layer, closer to the resistive strips,
similar pulse height on both readout layers can be reached. Micromegas with three layers of
readout strips, relatively rotated by angles of 60◦, have been realized, allowing for reliably
resolving hit ambiguities.
Due to the necessity of amplification charge drain over the complete length of the resistive
strips, a rate-dependent charge-up in resistive strip Micromegas is observed. Furthermore
is the construction process of resistive strip Micromegas complicated, especially due to the
deposition of resistive material. The production of the resistive strips with the necessary
relative precision can either be achieved by filling photo-lithographically etched masks of
solder-resist with resistive material or by directly screen-printing the resistive strips.
An alternative method has been proposed by Ochi et al. [2013] and is currently under de-
velopment: A 25 µm thick Kapton foil is coated with photo resist, the desired resistive strip
pattern is photo-lithographically etched into the photo resist. A thin tungsten layer is homo-
geneously sputtered onto the foil, followed by a thin sputtered layer of carbon. The photo
resist is then washed away, yielding a finely structured layer of mechanically stable resistive
strips. With a 1 nm thick tungsten layer and a 30 nm thick carbon layer, a resistivity of
10 MΩ/ can be reached. It can be adjusted over the respective layer thickness. The Kapton
foils with the resistive structure are then glued to a printed circuit board, carrying the copper
readout structure. This method has the large advantage of separating readout and resistive
structure production, furthermore very fine patterns can be reached.
The aging behavior of resistive strip Micromegas is currently under investigation. Due to the
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presence of plastic based material in the active volume, an increased aging probability might
be present. In the literature published up to now [Gala´n et al., 2013], [Jeanneau et al., 2012],
no aging after irradiation with thermal neutrons and X-rays has been observed though.
3.1.3 InGrid – Integrated Silicon Waver Based Micromegas
The combination of a CMOS pixel readout chip, originally intended for charge signal acquisi-
tion in semiconductor X-ray converters, and a Micromegas amplification structure, has been
proposed by Campbell et al. [2005]. The applied Medipix2 chip (e.g. [San Segundo Bello
et al., 2003]) features 256× 256 pixels with dimensions 55× 55 µm.
Production of the Micromegas structure by silicon waver post-processing has been proposed
by Chefdeville et al. [2006], considerably simplifying the production process and improving
the performance. The device has been named InGrid1. Mesh-supporting pillars consist of
photo-lithographically etched photo-resist, the micro-mesh is formed out of a 0.8 µm thick
aluminum layer.
InGrid detectors work according to the same principles as standard Micromegas (chapter 2).
Due to the fine granulation of the readout structure, the detection of single electrons, pro-
duced by a traversing charged particle or X-ray, is possible, δ-rays can be resolved. The
amplification region, confined by the readout CMOS chip and a thin aluminum mesh, is pre-
cisely defined, resulting in a very good energy resolution of 12.3% FWHM for 5.9 keV X-rays
[Chefdeville et al., 2008].
The deposition of a silicon based resistive layer considerably reduces the damage to the
sensitive device due to discharges [Bilevych et al., 2011].
Due to their superior resolution, InGrid detectors are e.g. proposed for X-ray detection in
low background experiments [Krieger et al., 2013].
3.2 The Floating Strip Principle
In the following section, the underlying ideas of the floating strip Micromegas principle are
introduced and discussed. Different possible realizations are presented.
3.2.1 The Idea
Inspired by the discharge suppression mechanism in resistive strip Micromegas, but aiming
at avoiding the use of plastic and resistive material in the active volume, the floating strip
principle has been developed. Its functional principle is demonstrated in Fig. 3.3. The drift
region is unchanged, the amplification region is formed by a micro-mesh and copper anode
strips, that are individually connected to high-voltage via large resistors with R & 20 MΩ.
Signals on the anode strips are decoupled by small high-voltage resistant capacitors, their
capacitance is of the same order as the anode-strip-to-mesh- and strip-to-strip capacitance.
This leads to a loss of signal but enables a powerful discharge suppression.
A similar powering scheme has been proposed by Bay et al. [2002], but avoiding the ex-
treme recharge resistor and coupling capacitor values, which ultimately enable the discharge
suppression.
The ionization, gas amplification and signal formation processes in floating strip Micromegas
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Figure 3.3: Functional principle of a floating strip Micromegas. A charged particle (dark blue
line) ionizes the gas in the active region of the detector. The ionization electrons drift into
the high-field region between mesh and anode strips, where they are amplified in Townsend
avalanches. The anode strips are individually connected to high-voltage via resistors (above
20 MΩ), signals are decoupled using capacitors and amplified by fast charge sensitive pream-
plifiers.
are equal to those in standard Micromegas, see chapter 2. In discharges however, floating
strip Micromegas behave differently: In a discharge, the potential of the affected strips can
“float”, such that the potential difference between mesh and strips quickly levels, disrupting
the discharge. The other strips remain unaffected and thus the detector is fully efficient,
except for the few affected strips. Due to the small overall strip capacitance on the order
of 1 pF/cm, the recharge time of individual strips after a discharge of approximately 1 ms is
short.
Comparing the dead time of a 9× 10 cm2 standard Micromegas with 360 strips to a floating
strip Micromegas of equal size, shows the advantage of the floating strip principle: Assuming
an overall mesh-to-ground capacitance of 1.5 nF for the standard Micromegas, where the
mesh is recharged via a 10 MΩ resistor, we expect a dead time after a discharge of 75 ms,
see Eq. (3.2). Considering a comparable floating strip detector with individual strip recharge
resistors of 22 MΩ and strip coupling capacitors of 10 pF i.e. an overall strip capacitance of
1.5 nF/360 + 10 pF= 14 pF, we expect a single strip dead time of 1.5 ms. We can furthermore
assume (section 3.3.4) that a discharge affects 6 strips in the floating strip detector.
Using Poisson statistics and assuming a mean discharge rate of fdischarge = 5 Hz, the ineffi-
ciency ε of the detector is given by
ε = P (k ≥ 1)c =
(
1− λ
0
0!
e−λ
)
c , (3.3)
where c is the fraction of the active area, that is affected by a discharge and λ = tdeadfdischarge
is given by the dead time and the discharge rate. Note, that the inefficiency is thus slightly
overestimated, as a second discharge cannot be triggered in a still inefficient detector region.
For the standard Micromegas with c = 1, the inefficiency is ε = 0.31 for λ = 0.375. For the
floating strip detector with c = 6/360 and λ = 7.5 × 10−3 on the other hand, the expected
inefficiency is only ε = 1.3× 10−4 and thus more than three orders of magnitude lower.
3.2.2 Realization – Discrete and Integrated Floating Strip Micromegas
In floating strip Micromegas, anode strips are individually connected to high-voltage over
high-ohmic resistor, signals are decoupled over small capacitors. In the course of this thesis,
two different realizations of floating strip Micromegas are constructed: First, with discrete
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SMD2 capacitors and resistors, and second, with integrated capacitors and printed resistors,
Fig. 3.4.
The use of exchangeable SMD components allows for an optimization of the chosen values
and furthermore enables the direct comparison of standard and floating strip Micromegas, as
the behavior of a standard Micromegas can be simulated by choosing small recharge resistors.
Due to the necessary high-voltage sustainability, the SMD component package must not be
smaller than 0805, corresponding to foot print dimensions of 2.0× 1.2 mm2. This limits the
minimum achievable strip pitch to about 0.5 mm. Some dielectrics used in SMD capacitors,
change their permittivity considerably in the presence of a large DC voltage, leading to a
considerable decrease of the capacitance, see e.g. section 5.3.6. The measurable pulse height
can be significantly reduced.
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Figure 3.4: Two possible realizations of floating strip Micromegas. Using discrete SMD com-
ponents (left) allows for an optimization of the used components due to easy exchangeability.
Higher anode strip pitch and less tedious construction are the advantages of the integrated
solution (right).
For larger or already optimized floating strip Micromegas, the integrated type is advanta-
geous. The individual strip resistors are replaced by printed resistors, consisting of a mixture
of carbon and phenolic resin, equal to the resistive strip material. Intrinsically high-voltage
resistant capacitors are formed by adding a second layer of readout strips below the anode
strips, separated by a thin layer of insulating FR4. Conventional multi-layer printed circuit
boards or the use of double-clad thin FR4 material are equally suitable. The production
process of integrated floating strip Micromegas is less tedious due to the avoidance of SMD
component soldering, at the price of not being able to adapt resistances and capacitances
afterwards.
3.3 Discharge Performance
The advantage of floating strip over standard Micromegas is seeded in the significantly im-
proved discharge behavior. In the following, direct measurements of the behavior of a floating
strip Micromegas under discharges are discussed. The detector has been modeled with the
circuit simulation program LTSpice [Linear Technology Corporation, 2010], overall voltage
drop and the microscopic structure and processes within discharges have been measured and
quantitatively compared to the simulation.
3.3.1 Experimental Investigation of Discharges
The discharge behavior of a small floating strip Micromegas has been experimentally investi-
gated. Its 6.4× 6.4 cm2 active area is formed by 128 copper anode strips with 300 µm width
and 500 µm pitch, individually coupled to high-voltage via exchangeable SMD resistors and
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exchangeable 15 pF SMD capacitors. Discharges were induced by strongly ionizing alpha
particles with Eα = 5.2 MeV to 5.8 MeV from a mixed nuclide
244Cm-241Am-239Pu-source.
The setup is shown schematically in Fig. 3.5. The direct voltage signals from seven neighbor-
ing strips were, after attenuation with a 1000 kΩ:1 kΩ voltage divider, recorded with two 4
channel Tektronix MSO 4104 oscilloscopes [Tektronix Inc., 2013]. Discharges were detected,
by monitoring the common strip high-voltage over a 10 nF capacitor with the remaining os-
cilloscope channel. Upon detection of a discharge, producing an internal trigger signal, the
other oscilloscope was likewise triggered and raw data from all eight channels were sent via
Ethernet to a DAQ computer. A custom LabVIEW3 program has been written to control
data acquisition and recording.
22M
22M
22M
22M
1k
+HV
trigger10nF
anode strips
mesh
15pF22MΩ
Figure 3.5: Schematic setup used in the discharge behavior investigation in a small floating
strip Micromegas detector. Eight oscilloscope channels were used to record the voltage signal
on seven neighboring strips and on the global high-voltage distributor.
A typical discharge signal is shown in Fig. 3.6. The direct discharge signal is visible on strips
1, 2 and 3, and is capacitively coupled to the neighboring strips. With increasing distance
from the discharge, the pulse height of the capacitively coupled signal decays quickly. Note
that the vertical signal offset is due to the oscilloscope acquisition window, the baseline before
the discharge is actually at 0 V. Due to the applied voltage divider, the measured strip signals
are by a factor of 1000 smaller, than the true strip signals, the global voltage drop on the
other hand is measured directly. As a first result we can conclude, that the global voltage
drop after a discharge in floating strip Micromegas, which affects all strips, is below 1 V.
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Figure 3.6: Typical signal for a discharge onto strips 1, 2, and 3. The offset of all signals is
an artifact of the oscilloscope acquisition window. The small strip coupling capacitor and the
voltage divider form a high pass filter, such that the acquired strip signals are shorter then
the true signals. The temporal behavior of the global voltage drop is not distorted.
3http://www.ni.com/labview/
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The acquired strip signals are fitted with a piece-wise defined, five-parameter function
f(t) =

b for t < t0
− pt1−t0 (t− t0) + b for t0 ≤ t < t1
b− p exp
(
− t−t1td
)
for t ≥ t1 .
(3.4)
The offset of the signal is given by b, the discharge signals begins at t0 and reaches its
minimum at t1. The pulse height of the signal is given by p and the signal decay time is
described by td.
The absolute global voltage drop is given by the difference between the measured signal offset
and the minimum value.
The measured voltage drops and strip signals are discussed in detail in sections 3.3.3 and
3.3.4.
3.3.2 LTSpice Detector Model
In order to understand the relation between the discharge performance and the detector
geometry, used coupling capacitors and high-voltage resistor, discharges in a floating strip
Micromegas have been simulated with the circuit simulation program LTSpice. The detec-
tor equivalent circuit, the high-voltage supply and the readout electronics, assumed in the
simulation, is shown in Fig. 3.7.
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Figure 3.7: Simplified schematic of the floating strip Micromegas, used in the discharge mea-
surements. In a LTSpice simulation, eight neighboring strips have been fully simulated. A
discharge is modeled as low-ohmic connection between mesh and single anode strips (blue
switch).
An explanation of the used symbol names and their values are given in Tab. 3.1. Discharges
between the mesh and single anode strips are modeled as low-ohmic connection with a dura-
tion of 10 ns. This agrees with the mesh-directed streamer model for discharges, discussed in
section 2.7. Furthermore space charge induced, conductive connections between neighboring
strips are simulated, see section 3.3.4 for an explanation. The voltage signal on eight neigh-
boring strips is directly read out over a 1000:1 voltage divider. This agrees with the realized
experimental setup. The high-voltage, provided by the HV supply, is filtered with a low pass,
global voltage drops are monitored over a capacitor.
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name value description
Cms 4.77 pF capacitance between mesh and anode strip, incorporating anode strip
to ground capacitance
Casas 4.86 pF capacitance between neighboring anode strips
Ccoupl 3 pF coupling capacitance between an anode and the corresponding readout
stripline
Rhv 22 MΩ individual high-voltage recharge resistor
Cslsl 0.8 pF capacitance between neighboring striplines
Cslg 0.2 pF capacitance between each strip line and ground
Rvd1 1 MΩ first resistor of signal voltage divider
Rvd2 1 kΩ second resistor of signal voltage divider
Ccable 40 pF capacitance of the 50 Ω cable between the detector and the used oscil-
loscopes
Chvg 20 nF buffer capacitor in the high-voltage filter
Chvcoupl 10 nF coupling capacitor, used to measure the high-voltage drop
Table 3.1: Explanation of symbol names of the constituents of the LTSpice detector model,
Fig. 3.7. The values are calculated for the 6.4 × 6.4 cm2 floating strip Micromegas, that has
been used in the discharge measurements.
In the detector equivalent circuit, only capacitances and explicit ohmic resistors are con-
sidered. All capacitances are either calculated from geometric considerations or directly
measured. The mesh-to-anode-strip and the stripline-to-ground capacitances Cms and Cslg
are calculated using the formula for the capacitance of a parallel plate capacitor. The for-
mula, used to calculate the capacitance between neighboring anode strips and neighboring
striplines Casas and Cslsl, has been taken from [Nu¨hrmann, 2002].
The capacitance and inductance of the cable4, used to supply high-voltage to the anode strips,
is considered in the simulation, although it is not shown in Fig. 3.7. As the capacitor in the
high-voltage filter considerably changes its capacitance as a function of the applied voltage,
Fig. 3.8, the measured value of 20 nF has been used instead of the nominal value. Since the
anode strip coupling capacitors Ccoupl consists of the same dielectric, an equal capacitance
reduction by 80% from the nominal value of 15 pF is assumed.
The model has two free parameters: First, the response of the high-voltage supply to a
discharge is modeled by an additional low pass filter with 2 Hz cutoff frequency. Second, the
conductive connection between two neighboring strips (see section 3.3.4) is assumed to cease
as soon as their potential difference drops below 220 V.
The simulation results are presented and compared to measurement results in section 3.3.4.
3.3.3 Average Voltage Drop After Discharges
The global voltage drop i.e. the behavior of the common strip high-voltage after a discharge
has been measured for different resistor configurations during the commissioning process5.
The behavior of a standard Micromegas could be approximated by choosing relatively low
strip resistances of 100 kΩ and including a 10 MΩ series resistor in the common high-voltage
line. As a first optimization step of the resistivity configuration for the floating strip detector,
the strip resistance has been increased to 1 MΩ, the series resistor was adapted to 2.4 MΩ. Its
value has been found in a simplified LTSpice simulation with the requirement, that the high-
4Type: RG 58 CU, distributed capacitance and inductance c = 100 pF/m and l = 250 nH/m
5Excerpts from this section have been published by [Bortfeldt et al., 2013a]
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Figure 3.8: Measured capacitance of the 100 nF high-voltage buffer capacitor as a function of
the applied DC voltage.
voltage recharge current is equal to the previous configuration. For the final configuration,
a strip resistor with 22 MΩ has been chosen, discarding the global series resistor. The strip
resistance is a compromise between fast discharge quenching and small strip recharge time
after a discharge.
In Fig. 3.9 the measured average signal on the common strip high-voltage line after a discharge
is shown for the three different configurations. For the lowest strip resistivity, the global high-
voltage breaks down to about 50% of the nominal value, which is again reached by recharging
after about 80 ms. During this time, the detector is inefficient. Choosing a medium strip
resistivity, already greatly improves the behavior. A mean drop of only 21 V is observed, the
nominal high voltage is reached again after 10 ms.
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Figure 3.9: Average common strip voltage after a discharge for three different recharge resistor
configurations (left), measured during detector commissioning. On the right, a zoom into the
left plot is shown, to demonstrate the considerable reduction of the overall voltage drop.
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In the optimized strip configuration (Rstrip = 22 MΩ), discharges lead to a negligible overall
voltage drop of only 0.5 V. These measurements show directly, that the floating strip principle
works and that it has a very positive influence on the discharge performance of Micromegas
detectors. In the next section, the behavior of the common strip high-voltage and the signals
on individual strips in discharges is investigated in more detail.
3.3.4 Microscopic Structures of Discharges
The discharge behavior of a small optimized floating strip Micromegas has been investigated,
using the experimental setup, described in section 3.3.1. The signals on seven neighboring
strips and on the common high-voltage line, created by alpha particle induced discharges,
were recorded with two oscilloscopes. A detailed LTSpice detector simulation (section 3.3.2)
is used for investigating the different sub-processes in a discharge.
Around 104 recorded discharge signals are used for the analysis, no degradation of the detector
performance has been observed under the measurements.
The distribution of measured global high-voltage drops is shown in Fig. 3.10. The global
voltage drop is obviously quantized, three distinct peaks are visible. The peak centers are at
U1 = 345 mV, U2 = 445 mV and U3 = 550 mV. Similar measurements were performed by Bay
et al. [2002]. The peaks correspond to discharges onto one, two and three strips as explained
in the following.
Discharges also create signals on strips. The pulse height depends on whether the strip
participates in the discharge and on the distance to the discharge. The discharge pulse
height spectrum of single strips has a complicated sub-structure with many discrete peaks.
Investigating the correlation between the pulse height of different strips, allows for unfolding
the complicated spectra. In this discussion, we use the pulse height correlation between
strip 2 and strip 3 for arbitrary discharge position. In principle, correlation from any set of
neighboring or close-by strips can be used, the choice is somewhat arbitrary but without loss
of generality.
Discharges are separated into three different classes, depending on whether their global volt-
age drop corresponds to the first, second or third peak in Fig. 3.10. For all discharges in
each class, the pulse height of strip 2 is drawn as a function of the pulse height of strip 3,
Figs. 3.11, 3.12 and 3.13. Several clearly separated regions are visible, that correspond to
different discharge processes, the observed symmetry is caused by the periodic strip structure
of the readout plane.
Superimposed are black circles, representing the pulse height correlations, simulated with
LTSpice. The simulation result defines the center of each circle, its radius is a measure for
the uncertainty of the simulated value. A good quantitative agreement between the measured
and the simulated spots is visible, the simulation is used to identify the six different discharge
processes for these three classes:
 In discharges involving one strip (Fig. 3.11), the strip is discharged completely onto the
mesh. This leads to a large electric field between the central and the two neighboring
strips.
1. Enhanced by the later arriving ionization charge, charge can leak from the central
strip onto the two neighboring strips after the discharge has ceased (marked with
e.g. 2L34L, this denotes a discharge onto strip 3 with subsequent charge leakage
onto strip 2 and 4). The subscript L denotes the strip, onto which charge has
leaked.
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i.e. discharges on a single strip.
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i.e. discharges involving two strips.
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2. There are some events, in which charge leaks only onto one of the two neighboring
strips (denoted with e.g. 34L).
It is assumed, that the conductive connection between two strips is interrupted, when
their potential difference decreases below 220 V.
 For discharges onto two strips (Fig. 3.12), three sub-processes exist.
3. Simultaneous discharges onto two strips (marked with e.g. 23), create equally high
signals on both strips.
4. Due to the inclination of the triggering alpha particle’s track, the discharge onto
the second strip can occur after the conductive connection between the mesh and
the first strip is already interrupted (named e.g. 23D). Strips involved in these
delayed discharges are marked with the subscript D.
5. Charge can leak onto a neighboring strip, after the simultaneous discharge on two
strips has ceased (denoted with e.g. 234L)
 Only a single process is observed for discharges onto three strips (Fig. 3.12).
6. After the contemporaneous discharge between two strips and the mesh terminated,
a third strip discharges onto the mesh (named e.g. 234D). Charge leakage onto
neighboring strips is not observed, this is due to the small size of the ionization
charge distribution.
If the track of the incoming alpha particle is perpendicular to the strip plane, a discharge
on only one or two strips is triggered. If the inclination angle becomes too large, the critical
charge density, necessary to trigger streamer development is not reached anymore.
3.3.5 Conclusions
The discharge behavior of a small floating strip Micromegas has been investigated in depth
with alpha particle induced discharge experiments and a detailed LTSpice detector simulation.
Two major properties could be shown:
First, the discharges in floating strip detectors are localized, depending on readout strip pitch,
the nature of the strongly ionizing particle and the gas gain, a small number of anode strips is
affected. In the presented measurements, discharges involving up to three neighboring strips
were observed. The discharge does not spread, once triggered, across the whole detector.
Second, the common strip high-voltage drops, depending on the number of strips involved in
a discharge, by a few 100 mV. This drop does not significantly affect the performance of the
Micromegas detector and can be quickly restored.
Both results show the good discharge sustainability of floating strip Micromegas and suggest
further improvements. A floating pixel Micromegas, in which pixels, forming the highly
segmented pixelized readout structure, are individually connected to high-voltage, would
suffer even less from discharge induced efficiency degrading.
3.4 Description of the Constructed Floating Strip Micromegas
Three different floating strip Micromegas have been constructed for the measurements, pre-
sented in this thesis. Their internal setup is described in the following. A small floating strip
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detector with discrete capacitors and resistors (section 3.4.1) and a small semi-integrated de-
tector doublet with very small material budget (section 3.4.2) have entirely been built at the
LMU Munich. The readout structure for a large integrated floating strip Micromegas (sec-
tion 3.4.3) has been constructed and built at CERN, the remaining detector components have
been constructed at LMU. All detectors were assembled and commissioned by the author.
3.4.1 6.4× 6.4 cm2 Detector with Discrete Capacitors
A small floating strip Micromegas, with discrete capacitors and resistors has been used for the
discharge measurements, presented in section 3.3. A second detector with identical readout
structure was used in cosmic muon measurements under proton irradiation, section 5.3.
The internal setup of the detector, used in the discharge measurements, is shown schematically
in Fig. 3.14.
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Figure 3.14: Exploded view of a floating strip Micromegas with active area of 6.4×6.4 cm2,
built with discrete coupling capacitors and recharge resistors.
Its 6.4×6.4 cm2 active area is formed by 128 copper anode strips, with a pitch of 500 µm and
a width of 300 µm. The 35 µm thick copper readout strips have been photo-lithographically
etched, the lower side of the 1.5 mm thick printed circuit board, that carries the anode
strips, is covered by a single copper plane for shielding reasons. Two layers of 75 µm thick
photostructurable solder resist film form the 150 µm high mesh supporting pillars and insulate
the anode strips from the aluminum gas frame.
The amplification gap is closed by a 400 lines per inch woven stainless steel mesh with 25 µm
thick wires, that is glued to the 6 mm thick aluminum gas frame. A 1.5 mm thick copper-clad
FR4 board is used as detector lid. 1 mm holes are drilled into the lid, to allow low energy
X-rays and alpha particles to enter the active region of the detector. The cathode is formed
by a 10 µm thick aluminized Kapton foil, that furthermore seals the holes in the detector lid.
Gas and cathode high-voltage are fed into the detector through the detector lid, avoiding a
thin feedthrough in the aluminum gas frame.
A stable 10 mm thick aluminum base plate ensures flatness of the readout structure. The
detector components are screwed together, gas-tightness is ensured by 2.5 mm Viton O-rings.
Groups of ten anode strips are individually connected via exchangeable 0603 SMD resistors
outside the active volume to a common high-voltage distribution point, that is again con-
nected via a small 1 kΩ resistor to the global detector high-voltage. On the other side of the
strips, the signal is decoupled using high-voltage resistant 0805 SMD capacitors. A 130 pin
Panasonic connector6 [Panasonic Corp., 2013] allows for connecting the readout electronics.
For cosmic muon tracking measurements under background irradiation with 20 MeV protons
6AXK6SA3677YG
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(section 5.3) a second floating strip Micromegas has been constructed, see Fig. 3.15. The
design parameters of the readout structure, carried by a 0.5 mm thick printed circuit board,
are described above. Two 9 × 64 mm2 windows, closed by 10 µm thick aluminized Kapton
foil, are milled into the 15 mm thick aluminum gas frame. Protons can completely cross the
detector in a plane, parallel to the anode structure, on tracks, perpendicular to the readout
strips.
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Figure 3.15: Exploded view of a floating strip Micromegas with active area of 6.4×6.4 cm2,
built with discrete coupling capacitors and recharge resistors. The detector has been used for
cosmic muon tracking under proton irradiation.
A 6.4× 6.4 cm2 copper plane on the inside of the FR4 detector lid forms the cathode plane.
The gas is fed into and released from the detector through holes in the gas frame with 2.5 mm
diameter. As above, the stainless steel mesh is glued to the aluminum gas frame. In order to
reduce multiple scattering of traversing cosmic muons, the readout structure is supported by
a light but stable base plate, consisting of aluminum honeycomb, sandwiched by two 0.5 mm
thick FR4 layers.
3.4.2 6.4× 6.4 cm2 Floating Strip Micromegas Doublet with Low Material
Budget
For tracking measurements with low energy ions, a semi-integrated floating strip Micromegas
doublet with low material budget has been developed. It was used for 20 MeV proton tracking
measurements at the tandem accelerator in Garching (section 6.1) and for hydrogen and
carbon ion tracking experiments at the Heidelberg Ion Therapy center (section 6.2).
The internal setup of the detector doublet is shown in Fig. 3.16. Two Micromegas detectors
are mounted back to back in a single unit. In the following, the components of one Micromegas
unit are described.
The 6.4 × 6.4 cm2 active area is formed by 128 copper anode strips with 500 µm pitch and
300 µm width, carried by a 125 µm thin FR4 sheet. Individual strips are connected to high-
voltage via 22 MΩ SMD resistors outside the gas filled volume. Signals are decoupled from the
anode strips over a second layer of copper strips on the bottom side of the thin readout PCB.
These readout strips are routed to a 130 pin Panasonic connector, allowing for the connection
of e.g. APV25 based readout electronics (section 4.1.2). A single pair of anode and readout
strips form an intrinsically high-voltage sustaining capacitor with a coupling capacitance
of 6.7 pF. The photo-structurable etch resist on the thin copper-clad FR4 material, used to
construct the readout structure, is of rather bad quality, showing cracks and inclusions. They
cause stripline interruptions on the readout structure of the lower detector, that has been
produced first. Due to this, a few groups of inefficient strips are observed in the second layer
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Figure 3.16: Schematic setup of the floating strip Micromegas doublet with low material
budget.
layer. During the later production of the first layer, these defects have been patched by hand.
The approximately 150 µm thick spacer structure between anode strips and micro mesh is
photo-lithographically etched from solder resist film. Due to an already exhausted developer,
the mesh-supporting pillars of the second layer are slightly swollen, resulting in an ampli-
fication gap width of (164 ± 1) µm. This problem has been avoided during construction of
the first layer, that has been built afterwards, resulting in an amplification gap width of
(150 ± 1) µm. The thin and flexible readout structure is glued onto a 10 mm thick PVC
frame, with a 7.1 × 7.1 cm2 cutout in the center. To ensure flatness, the gluing process was
performed on a precise granite table.
The woven stainless steel mesh with 400 lines per inch and 25 µm thick wires is glued to the
10 mm thick aluminum gas frame. Gas is guided by two through-holes with 2.5 mm diameter
into and out of the detector.
The gas volume is closed by a 10 µm thick aluminized Kapton foil, glued to the PVC gas lid.
Due to the overpressure in the detector, this gas window is considerably bulged. The 6 mm
wide drift region is formed by the micro-mesh and a drift electrode, glued to the gas lid. The
drift electrode consists of a 10 µm thick aluminized Kapton foil and is contacted over a thin
cable through the gas lid. Holes in the support structure of the drift electrode allow for a
leveling of the gas pressure above and below the electrode, such that the cathode remains
flat.
A (28 ± 2) µm thick aluminum foil shields the two Micromegas structures from each other,
two small holes in the foil allow for a pressure equalization. In order to ensure a homogeneous
amplification gap width, the space between the two readout structures is filled with detector
gas at a relative overpressure of around 8 mbar with respect to the active regions of both
Micromegas. The overpressure is dynamically created, by forcing the detector gas through a
thin cannula. Thus the flexible readout structures are reliably pressed against the stretched
and relatively rigid micro meshes. In measurements, no deformation of the drift gap width
has been observed, slight periodic variations of the amplification gap width on the order of
2 µm are visible.
In order to avoid the extra capacitance and inductance of stripline vias, the readout connectors
are mounted on the same side as the readout strips.
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3.4.3 48× 50 cm2 Integrated Floating Strip Micromegas
A large, integrated bulk floating strip Micromegas detector with an active area of 48×50 cm2
has been constructed as a feasibility study. It has been tested with high energy pion beams
produced by the Super Proton Synchrotron (SPS) at CERN, section 5.2.
In Fig. 3.17 the detector is shown in plan view.
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Figure 3.17: Schematic view of the 48 × 50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas. In the detector
tests, discussed in section 5.2, three different positions in the detector have been investigated:
the top left, top right and the middle window of the center row.
Its active area is formed by 1920 copper anode strips with 500 mm length, 250 µm pitch and
150 µm width. The strips are individually attached over printed resistors with approximately
10 MΩ resistivity to the high-voltage. This value is rather low, for an optimized version, the
resistivity will be at least doubled. The common strip high-voltage is subdivided into eight
separate groups. Seven groups supply 256 strips each and one group supplies 128 strips with
high-voltage. Signals from the anode strips are capacitively coupled onto a second layer of
congruent readout strips. The strip layers are separated by a 75 µm thick FR4 layer. The
readout structure is produced by first etching the anode strips including the footprint for the
used 130 pin Panasonic connectors, and second, laminating the 75 µm copper-clad prepreg
material onto the 2 mm thick printed circuit board, that carries the readout strips. The anode
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strips and the high-voltage distribution combs are etched in a second step.
The mesh and the corresponding support layers are laminated onto the readout structure, the
support structure is then photo-lithographically produced in a single step. Thus the mesh is
permanently attached to the readout structure. Detectors, fabricated with this method, are
called bulk Micromegas [Giomataris et al., 2006].
The drift gap is defined by a 6 mm thick aluminum frame, sealed by 2.5 mm Viton O-rings.
It is closed by a 1 mm thick copper-clad FR4 board, the cathode is formed by a 48× 50 cm2
copper plane on the inside of the detector lid. Cathode high-voltage is fed into the detector
through a via in the FR4 detector lid. Gas can be flushed through the detector via four
borings on two sides of the gas frame.
In order to reduce bulging, caused by gas overpressure in the detector, the Micromegas is
sandwiched by two 10 mm thick aluminum plates, into which nine 120 × 120 mm2 windows
have been cut. It is shown in section 5.2.4, that the drift gap shows nevertheless a variation
on the order of 2 mm due to bulging. Especially in the middle of the cutouts, a considerable
deviation from planarity is observed for a relative pressure of 30 mbar. It is foreseen to replace
the aluminum covers by light but stiff FR4-aluminum-honeycomb sandwiches. In applications
without space constraints, the cathode and the readout plane should be decoupled from the
outer, gas-tight skin of the detector, similar to the design, discussed in section 3.4.2.
Chapter 4
Methods
In the following, rather technical chapter, an overview over the applied electronic readout
systems is given. The reconstruction mechanisms and algorithms, that have been developed
and implemented in the course of this thesis are discussed. Details of the used hardware and
the analysis algorithms can be found in the appendix.
A Gassiplex based and an APV25 based Micromegas readout system are discussed in sec-
tion 4.1. A reliable method for oﬄine synchronization of separately acquired data streams is
introduced. The detector gas mixture and pressure control system is described in section 4.2.
Reconstruction and analysis methods are described in the following sections. The signal,
cluster and hit position reconstruction in Micromegas is discussed in section 4.3. In sec-
tion 4.5 different methods for the determination of the spatial resolution are introduced. The
determination of the detection efficiency is described in section 4.6. Alignment of Micromegas
detectors in a tracking system is discussed in section 4.7. In section 4.8 a method for track
inclination reconstruction with a single detector plane is presented. The method is often
called µTPC reconstruction. The underlying ideas, Hough transform based data selection
methods and the determination of the angular resolution are discussed. A detector simula-
tion is presented, allowing for a quantitative explanation and correction of the systematic
deviations of the method. The inversion of the method allows for determination of the elec-
tron drift velocity. The direct determination by measuring the maximum electron drift time
is discussed.
4.1 Readout Electronics
Following the discussion in chapter 2, the ionization charge, created by charged particles or
photons in the drift region, is multiplied in avalanche processes in the amplification region
between mesh and anode strips. The signal, created by the electron charge and the drifting
positive ions, can then be detected as negative charge signal on the readout strips and as
positive charge signal on the mesh. The latter is affected by the capacitances within the
detector, which strongly influence the pulse height of the signal, see section 2.5.
During several calibration measurements, single channel charge sensitive preamplifiers from
Canberra [Canberra Industries, Inc., 2007] and from the LMU electronics workshop with
similar performance have been used to read groups of interconnected strips.
For measurements where only the pulse height was relevant, a high-rate capable Meilhaus
ME-4610 ADC card [Meilhaus Electronic GmbH, 2011] has been used to record the signal
after amplification and shaping by an Ortec 452 spectroscopy amplifier. In timing and pulse
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height studies, the complete signal shape has been acquired with a setup based on a CAEN
VME 12 bit 1 GHz flash analog-to-digital converter V1729 [CAEN S.p.A., 2010]. This readout
electronics has been described in detail [Bortfeldt, 2010, chapter 4].
In order to benefit from the good spatial and multi-hit resolution that Micromegas offer, the
anode strips have to be read out individually. As small 9 cm×10 cm Micromegas already have
360 strips, this can obviously only be achieved by employing highly integrated preamplifier
electronics such as the Gassiplex or the APV25 chip.
4.1.1 Gassiplex based Readout Electronics
The applied Gassiplex based readout electronics system has originally been developed for
readout of the cathode plane of the HADES1 Rich Imaging Cˇerenkov detector [Kastenmu¨ller
et al., 1999] and is kindly provided by the E12 group at the Technical University of Munich.
The analog circuit on the boards was modified to cope with the negative charge signals
encountered in Micromegas.
The 16 channel, multiplexing Gassiplex chip comprises a charge-sensitive preamplifier and
a shaper for each channel [Beusch et al., 1994]. The shaping time of 650 ns allows for a
sufficiently long delay between particle passage and the generation of a trigger signal. Upon
reception of a trigger, the actual shaper signal is stored by a track & hold circuit and passed
via a multiplexer to the output of the chip. Thus the Gassiplex chips provides one charge
value per strip and trigger, without any timing information. The trigger signal should reach
the Gassiplex readout system about 500 ns after particle passage, since the readout system
introduces an internal delay of 150 ns. Thus the coincident signal from triggering scintillators,
which is available around 50 ns after particle passage has to be delayed by 450 ns. In order
to measure the shaper signal (Fig. 4.1) and thus optimize the trigger delay, the additional
trigger delay can be varied.
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Figure 4.1: Gassiplex shaper output, measured with 120 GeV pions at the H6 beam line
SPS/CERN. Since the Gassiplex chip provides only one charge value per strip and trigger,
the shaper signal has been measured by varying the delay between particle passage and trigger
signal on the chips. The trigger delay on the horizontal axis is equivalent to time.
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Despite the good amplification factor of 10 mV/fC, detectors equipped with the Gassiplex
readout electronics are due to the relatively long shaper integration time insensitive to high-
frequency noise if properly grounded.
Further details about the preprocessing frontend modules and the VME based readout elec-
tronics can be found in the appendix A.1.
4.1.2 APV25 based Scalable Readout System
The 128 channel charge sensitive APV25 ASIC2 has been developed as readout chip for the
silicon micro-strip detectors in the tracker of the CMS experiment [Raymond et al., 2000].
Each channel features a charge sensitive preamplifier, a shaping and a deconvolution circuit.
The latter is intended for longer signals, specific to silicon detectors and is in general not used
in Micromegas. A 192 cells deep pipeline per channel is used to continuously store analogue
signals every 25 ns. Upon reception of a trigger signal, the chip consecutively outputs data
from all 128 channels in a step function.
Three different modes of operation are possible: In peak mode, charge from a single column is
output. In deconvolution mode, three consecutive cells per channel are read from the pipeline,
weighted, added and multiplexed as a single value per channel to the output. In multi-mode,
three consecutive columns can be read out. This feature can be used to measure complete
pulse shapes by sending several triggers in succession. The APV25 operational parameters
can be configured via a serial protocol3.
As the analogue part as well as the output multiplexers run at the LHC bunch clock frequency
of 40 MHz, the readout of e.g. 18 time bins for all 128 channels takes around 58 µs per chip.
Although this is a non-negligible duration, the readout frequency of the APV25 based system
is rather limited by the bandwidth of the 1 GBit Ethernet, over which data is passed to the
data acquisition computer.
Responding to the need for a modular readout electronics the Scalable Readout System
(SRS) [Martoiu et al., 2013] has been developed in the framework of the RD51 collaboration
at CERN [Pinto, 2010].
Further details about the Scalable Readout System and the APV25 frontend boards can be
found in the appendix A.2.
The trigger signal to the APV25 frontend boards is transmitted synchronously to the 40 MHz
clock. As the triggering event is in usual applications not synchronized with the clock, the
signal timing jitters within a 25 ns interval. For measurements in which the absolute timing is
relevant e.g. reconstructing the cluster position with the µTPC method (section 4.8), accuracy
improves when correcting the signal timing for the 25 ns jitter. Details about the jitter
correction are summarized in the appendix A.2.
4.1.3 Merging of Data Acquired with Different Readout Systems
In a typical particle tracking setup, reference Micromegas detectors sandwich a Micromegas
detector under test. The reference detectors are used to predict the particle track in the
detector under test, in which predicted hit positions can be compared to internally measured
hit positions to deduce spatial resolution and efficiency.
The additional temporal information of the APV25 system enables a wide variety of studies
2Application-Specific Integrated Circuit
3I2C: Inter-Integrated Circuit communication
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in the detector under test, such as investigation of single plane angular resolution or bunch
spacing measurements. The reference detectors on the other hand have been designed for
readout with the Gassiplex based system.
Since both systems have to be read out by separate DAQ computers, the two separate data
streams have to be merged oﬄine. Although both readout systems receive the trigger signal
from the same source and runs can be started concurrently, a simple merging using the
internal event counters is not feasible, since both systems, especially the Scalable Readout
System, miss trigger blocks of variable length. A sufficiently exact event time stamp can be
added to the Gassiplex event header in the readout software, since it is running on a real
time Power PC. This is not possible in the Scalable Readout System due to the buffering of
received UDP frames in the network interface controller in the DAQ computer.
In order to enable reliable oﬄine merging, a so called Triggerbox has been developed, a 12
bit logic signal counter, that emits the current counter reading on 12 parallel logic signal
outputs. These 12 logic signals are then duplicated and recorded in each readout system
by a suitable module, see Fig. 4.2. In the VME based Gassiplex system, a CAEN V775 16
channel Time-to-Digital converter is used, for the Scalable Readout System the logic signals
are recorded, after appropriate attenuation, with a dedicated APV25 front-end board.
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Figure 4.2: Trigger signals are counted in a 12 bit counter called Triggerbox and emitted
binary coded. They are recorded with a Time-to-Digital converter in the Gassiplex and an
APV25 front-end board in the Scalable Readout System.
Since the Triggerbox output pulses have a fixed delay to the input trigger signal, they can
also be used to correct for the 25 ns signal jitter, caused by the synchronous transmission of
the trigger signal to the APV25 chips (section 4.1.2).
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4.2 Gas Mixture and Pressure Control System
In the measurements presented in this thesis the Micromegas detectors have been operated
with Ar:CO2 based gas mixtures. A custom built system, that is able to volumetrically mix
up to four different gases, was used to mix the desired detector gases from pure Argon and
Carbon Dioxide and to control the pressure and the gas flux in the detectors.
The pressure in the detector system could be regulated and held constant with an accuracy
on the order of 1 mbar. Note that ambient temperature variations change the gas density,
which has not been compensated by an adaptation of the gas pressure.
Usually an overall gas flow on the order of 2 ln/h and an absolute pressure of 1013 mbar is
used.
A detailed description of the system and a schematic drawing can be found in the appendix
A.3.
4.3 Signal and Cluster Reconstruction
In this section the analysis of raw signals and the calculation of hit positions from raw signals
is discussed.
Two multi-channel readout systems have been used in the measurements, presented in this
thesis. A Gassiplex based system (section 4.1.1) and the APV25 based Scalable Readout
System (section 4.1.2). Detector strips are read out with individual input channels, such that
a particle position information can be deduced from the charge signal on neighboring strips.
Since the Gassiplex chip delivers a single charge value per strip and trigger, no temporal
information can be recorded. A typical cosmic muon signal, acquired with the Gassiplex
readout system can be seen in Fig. 4.3. For strip i only signals with a charge value qi > 3σnoise,i
are considered for cluster building, where σnoise,i is the standard deviation of the measured
noise signals on strip i. A cluster is a group of neighboring hit strips, where usually one
not-hit strip is allowed between two hit strips. It represents the overall signal of a traversing
particle. The measured noise standard deviation for a Micromegas detector with 360 strips
is shown in Fig. 4.4.
The total charge of the cluster qtot is then given by the sum over all hit strips within the
cluster:
qtot =
∑
i∈cluster
qi . (4.1)
The position in the detector-strip-coordinate system is then
xstrips =
∑
i∈cluster qi × i
qtot
, (4.2)
and can be translated into a space point
~x = ~p+ xstripsps~d , (4.3)
where ~p is the position, ps the strip pitch and ~d the orientation of the detector in space.
Several particle hits i.e. clusters per event can be reconstructed in this way.
A typical APV25 raw signal on two neighboring strips can be seen in Fig. 4.5. By reading
out 18 consecutive charge values with a temporal spacing of 25 ns, the signal evolution can
be investigated. The total charge on strip i is given by the maximum height of the signal
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Figure 4.3: Typical cosmic muon charge sig-
nal, acquired with the Gassiplex readout sys-
tem in a 360 strip standard Micromegas. The
muon creates a signal on five adjacent strips.
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Figure 4.4: Standard deviation of measured
noise signal vs strip number in a 360 strip
standard Micromegas during measurements
with cosmic muons.
qmax,i, which is either defined by the charge value in the time bin with maximum charge or
can be extracted by fitting the pulse with a skewed Gaussian
q(t) = qmax exp
(
−
(
ts − tG
tw
)2)
, (4.4)
where s ∈ ]0, 1] defines the skewness of the Gaussian, tw is a width parameter and tG shifts
the function in time. The position of the maximum is given by tmax = t
1/s
G .
Hit strips are as above identified by requiring qmax,i > 3σnoise,i, the cluster charge is again
given by the sum over all strip charges in the cluster. It has been seen though, that a
better position reconstruction performance i.e. spatial resolution can be achieved by using
the integrated charge signal
qint,i =
∑
t if qi(t)>σnoise,i
qi(t) (4.5)
instead of qi in the Eqs. (4.1) to (4.3).
In order to extract the signal timing more precisely than by using the position of the maximum
tmax, the signal rising edge is fitted with an inverse Fermi function
q(t) =
qF
1 + exp ((tF − t)/trise) + qbaseline , (4.6)
where tF is the point of inflection of the rising edge, trise is a parameter describing the signal
rise time and qbaseline represents the faintly fluctuating baseline before the signal, see Fig. 4.6.
The signal height qF and the rise time are constraint to realistic values 20 < qF < 2380
and 0.1 < trise < ∞, the signal timing tF is unconstrained in the fit. Since the time tF is
influenced by the signal rise time, which induces an additional time uncertainty, the rising
edge is extrapolated onto the signal baseline: A straight line is constructed, that intersects
with the inverse Fermi function at the points 0.1qF , 0.5qF and 0.9qF . Its intersect with the
baseline
t0 = tF − 10 ln 9
9
trise (4.7)
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Figure 4.5: Typical APV25 raw signal, mea-
sured with protons in a 128 strip floating
strip Micromegas.
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Figure 4.6: Signal fit with inverse Fermi
function.
defines the signal timing [Lo¨sel, 2013].
Cluster positions are also calculated with the so called µTPC method (see section 4.8 for
details), which often yields better results for inclined tracks, where this charge-weighted-
mean method fails.
Ionization by a perpendicularly incident particle and subsequent gas amplification creates a
charge distribution in the amplification region with a typical width of 0.5 mm to 1 mm. If
the pitch of anode strips is of the same order as the width of the Gaussian shaped charge
distribution q(x), discretization due to the periodic strip structure leads to a systematic
mis-reconstruction of the particle hit position, Fig. 4.7.
strip 1 strip 2 strip 3
reconstructed 
position
true position
charge 
distribution
η
Figure 4.7: Reconstruction of the hit position, defined by the Gaussian charge distribution
(red), by measuring charge on three adjacent strips. The reconstructed hit position xstrips
(yellow) is shifted towards the center of the three-strip cluster. The distance between the
reconstructed position and the center of the nearest strip is defined as η.
The actual particle hit position is given by
xtrue =
∫
xq(x)dx∫
q(x)dx
. (4.8)
Eq. (4.8) is equivalent to Eq. (4.2) only in the limit of ni →∞ i.e for a large number of strips
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in the cluster, or if xtrue is exactly in the middle of a strip or exactly in the middle between
two strips. In the vast majority of events xstrips 6= xtrue.
For a hit cluster, consisting of two strips, the reconstructed hit position is shifted towards
the middle between the two strips. For a three strip cluster, it is shifted towards the middle
of the central strip. This holds likewise for clusters formed by any even or odd number of
strips, although this discretization mis-reconstruction quickly loses importance as soon as
more than five strips are contributing to the cluster.
The distance between the reconstructed hit position and the center of the nearest strip is
denoted by η and can be used to parametrize the mis-reconstruction. In Fig. 4.8 distributions
of η are shown for two-strip and three-strip clusters. They were measured with a 6.4 ×
6.4 cm2 floating strip Micromegas doublet with 0.5 mm strip pitch in perpendicularly incident
88.83 MeV/u carbon ion beams.
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Figure 4.8: Distribution of the difference between reconstructed hit position and the center
of the nearest strip η for clusters consisting of two (left) and three (right) strips. Measured
with perpendicularly incident 88.83 MeV/u carbon ions in a floating strip Micromegas with
0.5 mm strip pitch.
For correct hit reconstruction, flat distributions are expected, due to the uncorrelated distri-
bution of true hit positions within the irradiated area. The deviations from a flat distribution
are due to the systematic mis-reconstruction. An η-dependent correction of the reconstructed
hit position is possible that can be calculated iteratively from the η-distributions [Villa, 2011].
Different correction summands are calculated, depending on the number of strips ni in the
cluster.
For each bin k in the η histogram, the difference between the actual entry number and the
expectation for a flat distribution mexpect = nentries/nbins is determined
∆nk = mk −mexpect . (4.9)
The correction ∆ηni(η) for a reconstructed hit η = k/nbins− 0.5 from a cluster with ni strips
is then given by
∆ηni(η = k/nbins − 0.5) =
∑k
j=1 ∆nk
nentries
. (4.10)
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In a second iteration, the measured hit positions are then corrected with the determined
correction summands. In Fig. 4.9, the corrections are shown for hit clusters, that consist of
two or three strips. They have been determined with the described method starting from the
measured η distributions in Fig. 4.8.
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Figure 4.9: Correction summands for reconstructed hit positions from clusters consisting of
two (left) and three strips (right).
This hit correction method has been used in measurements with floating strip Micromegas
with 0.5 mm strip pitch (section 3.4.2) in high-rate carbon ion and proton beams (section 6.2),
where an improvement of the spatial resolution on the order of 10% has been achieved. In
the other measurement campaigns that are discussed in this thesis, the improvements are
considerably smaller, such that the hit correction has not been applied.
4.4 Track Reconstruction Algorithms
Two different algorithms have been implemented to identify and reconstruct straight tracks
from measured particle hit positions in several Micromegas detectors. As background hits
from photons or low energy particles can create additional hits in some or all detectors, the
particle hit positions stemming from the true track must be found. For measurements where
only one valid track per event is present, an iterative algorithm has been applied, that is
called chain algorithm in the following. In high rate environments such as the tests at the
Heidelberg Ion Therapy center (HIT, section 6.2) with hit rates between 2 MHz and 2 GHz,
considerably more than one particle track is detected per event. Under these circumstance
the chain algorithm fails and a Hough transform based algorithm has been implemented.
Note that all Micromegas detectors included in track building, are required to be hit. This
assumption can only be abandoned in tracking systems with more than three detectors in
events, in which a sufficiently large number of detectors (& 3) registered the particle hit.
4.4.1 The Chain Algorithm
The chain algorithm is an iterative track building method, that can be used for reliable track
reconstruction in conditions where only one valid track per event is present, but some or all
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detectors show background hits. The algorithm is sketched in the flow diagram Fig. 4.10.
is there a good cluster in the first layer?
search for good cluster in the second layer,
within the overall geometric acceptance.
found cluster?
fit track and extrapolate into the next layer.
search for good clusters in the next layer
around the expected position.
found cluster?
fit track and extrapolate into the next layer.
search for good clusters in the next layer.
found track!
no. no track 
found in this event!yes, use it!
no. mark the used 
cluster in the
last layer as bad.
yes. use good 
cluster with highest 
charge!
no. mark the used 
cluster in the
last layer as bad.
yes. use good 
cluster with highest 
charge!
Figure 4.10: Chain track finding algorithm.
Starting from the cluster with the highest charge in the first detector layer, a matching
cluster in the second layer is searched, that lies within the geometric acceptance. If a cluster
is found in the second layer, a straight line is fitted through the two cluster positions and
the line is extrapolated into the next layer. Around the predicted position in this layer
a matching cluster is searched. This is continued until reaching the final layer, where the
clusters matching the track are now defined for all layers. If in any step no cluster is found in
the expected region, the algorithm jumps back to the last layer and searches for alternative
clusters in that layer.
4.4.2 Hough Transform Algorithm
The basics of the Hough transform algorithm are discussed in the appendix B.1. A fast
Hough transform based track finding algorithm has been developed, that is especially useful
for track reconstruction in applications with high hit multiplicity.
All ni hits (xi, zi) in all detector layers i are transformed into Hough space, using the Hesse
normal form Eq. (B.3) as a transform function. The Hesse normal form describes a line in
two dimensional z-x-space over their minimum distance to origin r and the angle α, enclosed
by the line and the z-axis. The Hough space is spanned by r and α.
The detector layer with the minimum number of hits defines the maximum number of re-
constructible tracks: min(ni) = ntracks,max. The intersection points of all functions in Hough
space are analytically calculated.
Intersection points are then cumulated in a physically correct way, until either the maximum
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number of tracks ntracks,max has been reconstructed or no valid intersection points are left
anymore. The resulting cumulated points in Hough space define the track parameters of the
reconstructed tracks. Physically correct means in this context, that the intersection points
must lie inside a chosen track acceptance region, exactly one hit is used per detector layer,
and a hit, that has been assigned to a specific track cannot be used a second time in an
additional track.
The algorithm starts with the valid pair of intersection points, that have the smallest distance
in Hough space, where the distance is defined by
∆(1, 2) =
√
(r1 − r2)2 + (c(α1 − α2))2. (4.11)
The parameter c is used to scale the inclination difference ∆α = α1 − α2, such that it
is correctly considered in the distance calculation. Otherwise the track distance term ∆r
dominates the distance calculation. For the setup used at HIT, a value of c = 240 mm has
been chosen.
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Figure 4.11: Transformed hits from three detector layers, measured with 88.83 MeV/u 12C
ions with a beam intensity of 5 MHz at HIT. The black circles mark the parameters of the three
reconstructed tracks. Functions with similar “inclination” correspond to coincident hits in the
same detector layer. For didactic reasons, “thicker” functions are shown in the histogram,
that allow for an identification of the correct track parameters (=intersection points) using
the color coding. The absolute color scale is arbitrary. See appendix B.1 for a more detailed
discussion.
In Fig. 4.11 the Hough space is shown for an exemplary event with three reconstructed 12C
ion tracks. In this event, three hits were reconstructed in the first detector layer, four in
the second and four in the third. The track finding algorithm merged those hits into tracks,
that were best compatible with straight tracks. All three tracks have been identified, the
background hits in layer 2 and 3 do not spoil the track reconstruction.
In the measurements at the HIT (section 6.2) up to seven tracks per event have been recon-
structed.
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4.4.3 Analytic Track Fitting
The chain and the Hough transform based track algorithms, discussed in section 4.4.1 and
4.4.2, identify the correct combination of measured hits, that are best compatible with a
straight track through the detector system.
The parameters of the track are then determined by fitting a line to the identified hit positions
using a χ2-minimization, Eq. (B.4). As discussed in the appendix B.2, the track parameters
for a linear function can be calculated analytically, without using iterative fitting algorithms.
This results in a considerable acceleration of the track fitting.
Furthermore, the accuracy of the determined track can be calculated analytically from the
known single detector spatial resolutions, Eq. (B.11). This is necessary in order to estimate
the accuracy of a predicted hit position e.g. in the determination of the spatial resolution of
a detector.
4.5 Determination of Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution of a detector can be determined by comparing the true and the mea-
sured hit position in the detector. If this is done for many similar tracks, the measured hit
position will scatter around the true hit position, the width of the distribution directly yields
the spatial resolution. As the true hit position is often not known a priori, a set of reference
detectors can be used to predict a hit position in the detector under test.
In the following, three different methods are discussed, that allow for determining the spatial
resolution of a detector, based on particle tracks, measured in a system of at least three
detectors.
4.5.1 Three Layer Method
The three layer method allows for determination of the spatial resolution in a detector system
with at least four detectors. The detectors can have a different spatial resolution. It is an
adaptation of the three wire method, that has been used in the OPAL jet chamber for the
extraction of the spatial resolution [OPAL Collaboration, 1984], [OPAL Collaboration, 1991],
[Biebel et al., 1992].
Consider a tracking system consisting of four detectors, see Fig. 4.12. In a first step only the
first three detector layers are considered.
δ
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d12
d13
r2'
Figure 4.12: Three layer method: A charged particle crosses (blue line) the detector system,
consisting of four detectors (MM1 to MM4). The particle hit positions (blue circles) in two
layers (MM1 and MM3) can be used to predict the expected hit position (yellow circle) in a
third layer (MM2).
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A charged particle traverses the system, the particle hit positions in the first three detectors
can be measured. The measured hit position r1 and r3 in layer MM1 and MM3 can be
interpolated into the sandwiched layer MM2. For straight tracks, the expected hit position
in this layer r′2 is then given by
r′2 = (r3 − r1)
d12
d13
+ r1 , (4.12)
where d12 is the relative distance of MM1 and MM2 and d13 the distance between MM1 and
MM3.
The residual between the predicted and the measured hit position in MM2 is
δ = r2 − r′2 = r2 − r3
d12
d13
− r1
(
1− d12
d13
)
. (4.13)
Determining the residual δ for many tracks, yields a Gaussian shaped distribution of residuals,
the width of this residual distribution is given by ∆δ. Denoting the spatial resolution of layer
i by ∆ri and using Gaussian error propagation for Eq. (4.13), leads to
(∆δ)2 = (∆r2)
2 +
(
d12
d13
∆r3
)2
+
[(
1− d12
d13
)
∆r1
]2
. (4.14)
This represents the relation between the spatial resolution of the three involved detectors
and the measurable width of the residual distribution for tracks, defined by MM1 and MM3,
interpolated into MM2.
For a system, consisting of four detectors, four different triplet combinations are possible4,
such that we are left with four measurable widths ∆δj and four unknown spatial resolutions
∆ri = σSR,i. The relation between the widths and the spatial resolutions is given by a system
of four equations of the type shown in Eq. (4.14). Solving the system of equations, yields the
four values of the spatial resolution.
For detector systems with more than four layers, the spatial resolutions can be determined
by a χ2 minimization of the over-determined equation system.
4.5.2 Geometric Mean Method
An alternative method for the determination of the spatial resolution of position sensitive
detectors has been proposed by Carnegie et al. [2005] and is presented in the following. A
derivation can be found in the original publication.
Consider as above a system of four Micromegas detectors, that measure straight tracks of
charged particles.
The measured hit positions in all four detectors can be fitted with a straight line in order
to extract the track parameters. The residual between the measured and the predicted hit
position in detector i can be determined for many similar tracks. The distribution of residuals
can be fitted with a Gaussian function, yielding the width σin,i. The width σin,i is smaller
than the spatial resolution σSR,i of detector i, since the detector is included in the track fit.
If detector i is explicitly excluded from the fit, the width σex,i of the resulting residual
distribution is larger than the spatial resolution σSR,i, since the track is less constrained and
the track prediction itself is aﬄicted with an error.
4MM1,MM2,MM3 and MM1,MM2,MM4 and MM1,MM3,MM4 and MM2,MM3,MM4
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It has been shown by Carnegie et al. [2005], that the true spatial resolution of detector i can
be approximated by the geometric mean
σSR,i ≈ √σin,iσex,i . (4.15)
Using Eq. (4.15), the spatial resolution of all detectors in the system can then be approxi-
mated.
4.5.3 Track Interpolation Method
In a typical detector characterization measurement, particle tracks are measured by a set of
reference detectors and extrapolated into a detector under test, see Fig. 4.13. The operational
parameters of the detector under test are varied, while the reference detectors are operated
under constant conditions.
σtrack
σSR
σSR,ref
track reference
Δx
x
z
Figure 4.13: A track, measured in a set of reference detectors, is extrapolated into a detector
under test. The residual ∆x between the predicted and the measured hit position can be
measured for many tracks and follows a Gaussian distribution.
Assuming that the spatial resolution of the reference detectors has been previously determined
with the three layer or the geometric mean method (sections 4.5.1 and 4.5.2), the accuracy
of the hit position prediction σtrack in the detector under test can be calculated (Eq. (B.11)
in the appendix B.2).
Comparing the measured and the predicted hit position in the detector under test for many
tracks, yields, as above, a distribution of residuals with standard deviation σex. The spatial
resolution of the detector under test is then given by
σSR =
√
σ2ex − σ2track . (4.16)
4.5.4 Comparison of the three Methods
The spatial resolution of a 9×10 cm2 standard Micromegas for 120 GeV pions has been de-
termined with the three different methods, described above. The drift field of the detec-
tor under test has been varied, the spatial resolution of the three reference detectors was
σSR,ref = (42± 1) µm.
The results are shown in Fig. 4.14 as a function of the drift field. The observed drift field
dependence is discussed in detail in section 5.1.4.
The spatial resolution, determined with the three layer and the track extrapolation method
agrees within the respective error. Deviations by less than 2 µm are observed. It can safely
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Figure 4.14: Reconstructed spatial resolution for a 9×10 cm2 standard Micromegas, measured
in 120 GeV pion beams with an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas mixture. Superimposed is the mean
spatial resolution of the reference detectors, operated at Edrift = 0.3 kV/cm (blue line and
error band).
be assumed, that the thus determined values are a good approximation of the true spatial
resolution.
The values, extracted with the geometric mean method, deviate by as much as 9 µm. Agree-
ment with the two other methods is only achieved at the drift fields, where the spatial
resolution of the detector under test is close to the spatial resolution of the reference detec-
tors.
The geometric mean method forces similar values for the spatial resolution for all detectors in
the tracking system. It yields only reliable results, if the spatial resolution of the considered
detectors is similar. It can e.g. be used to calibrate the spatial resolution of equal reference
detectors, if they are operated at equal field parameters.
4.6 Detection Efficiency
The detection efficiency describes the ability of a detector to register the passage or hit of a
particle or a photon. In tracking applications, a high efficiency to the traversing particles is
desired whereas the efficiency to background hits should be as low as possible. Background
radiation in high energy physics applications is usually composed of photons and neutrons.
In neutron tracking or photon detection applications, the efficiency to this radiation is en-
hanced by the use of a suitable solid or gaseous converter such as 10B or high-Z materials
like Gold or Xenon.
The efficiency can be calculated by comparing the number of registered hits in the detector
nhit to the number of particles or photons, that crossed the active area of the detector ntracks:
ε =
nhit
ntracks
=
nhit
nhit + nno hit
. (4.17)
Since this is a counting experiment with two independent numbers nhit and nno hit, its error
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can then be calculated from Gaussian error propagation assuming Poisson statistic
∆ε =
√(
∂ε
∂nhit
∆nhit
)2
+
(
∂ε
∂nno hit
∆nno hit
)2
=
√
ε(1− ε)
nhit + nno hit
. (4.18)
In tracking applications, the number of crossing particles can be determined by reference
detectors, that sandwich the detector under test. The reference detectors can either be
trigger scintillators or other Micromegas detectors. Using the latter often has the advantage,
that the active areas are equal.
Assuming a Micromegas system, consisting of n detectors, the efficiency of the ith detector
can be determined by counting the number of tracks registered in the other n− 1 detectors
nref and comparing this to the number of tracks registered by all detectors nref+i:
εi =
nref+i
nref
=
nref+i
nref+i + nall hit except i
. (4.19)
This method yields reliable results. The determined efficiencies of the detectors are inde-
pendent as long as inefficient spots in the reference detectors do not mask such spots in the
detectors under test.
The so called hit efficiency is extracted without imposing any quality criteria on the track in
the reference detectors by checking whether the detector under test registered any hit. If the
reference detectors have a sufficiently good spatial resolution, the so called track efficiency
can be determined by extrapolating the track prediction by the reference detectors into the
detector under test and searching for a matching hit in the detector under test.
Note that the measured efficiencies, that are discussed later, are explicitly not corrected for
dead time effect due to discharges or inefficient regions in the detector.
4.7 Detector Alignment
In a system consisting of several separate tracking detectors, the relative position of each
detector has to be known to the µm level, if accurate track measurements are desired. Since
the relative alignment can be externally measured with only sub-millimeter accuracy, tracks
are used for the final accurate alignment.
Accurate alignment is relevant in application with more than two tracking detectors. In the
procedure, we assume the position and the relative rotation of the outermost strip detectors
to be known and constant and adjust the position and rotation of the inner detector layers.
In the following the alignment with straight tracks in four consecutive steps is discussed,
(1) the relative x-position, (2) the distance between the detectors, (3) the relative rotation
around the z-axis and (4) the relative rotation around the y-axis. We only consider strip
detectors with strips along the y-direction, that measure particle hit positions accurately in
the perpendicular x-direction. For the alignment with respect to rotation around the beam
axis (i.e. z-axis), additional hit position information in y-direction is necessary, which can
either be provided by dedicated perpendicular detectors or by detectors with two-dimensional
readout structure.
The difference between the hit position x(z, y), predicted by the reference detectors, and the
measured hit position xmeas in a certain layer is called residual and is given by
∆x = x(z, y)− xmeas . (4.20)
The size and the sign of the thus defined residual is used in the track alignment procedure.
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4.7.1 High-Precision Coordinate
Assume a system, consisting of three detection layers, where the middle layer is shifted in
the direction of the precisely measurable hit position coordinate x, Fig. 4.15.
Δx<0
z
x
layer 1 layer 2 layer 3
Figure 4.15: Alignment method for the high-precision coordinate x. The true position of the
middle detector is represented by the filled rectangle, the assumed is drawn hatched. True hit
positions are marked with red circles, the reconstructed hit positions with small yellow circles.
The difference between the intercept of the track, predicted by the outer layers, with the
layer to be aligned and the reconstructed hit position in this layer (yellow circles in Fig. 4.15)
is called residual. Measuring the residuals for many similar tracks, which are on average
parallel to the z-axis, yields a distribution of residuals. The mean residual will be shifted
with respect to the correctly aligned situation, where ∆x = 0. The residual shift ∆x 6= 0
directly gives the necessary position shift of the middle layer
∆posx = ∆x , (4.21)
in order to correctly align the layer.
Note, that this method works of course also for the alignment in y-direction, if the detectors
are position sensitive in y.
4.7.2 Distance
Track based alignment of the relative distance of detector layers is possible, if particles with
at least two different inclinations are detected with the detector system. Assume again a
system, consisting of three detector layers, where the middle layer is shifted in z-direction,
see Fig. 4.16. First, consider tracks with positive inclination (blue line in Fig. 4.16). Due
to the incorrect position of layer 2, negative residuals are observed ∆x < 0, see Eq. (4.20).
Second, for tracks with negative inclination, positive residuals are measured ∆x > 0.
The correlation between the residual and the track inclination angle ϑ allows for the direct
determination of the necessary position correction: histogramming the residual as a function
of tan(ϑ) for different tracks, yields a linear correlation, that can be fitted with a straight
line ∆x(ϑ) = m tan(ϑ) + n.
The intersect n is equivalent to the shift of the layer in x-direction and can be used to correct
for it. The necessary position correction in z-direction is then given by
∆posz = −m . (4.22)
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Figure 4.16: The true position of the middle detector is represented by the filled rectangle, the
assumed detector position is drawn hatched. Reconstructed particle hit positions are marked
by yellow circles, whereas the true hit positions are given by red circles. Tracks with positive
inclination (blue) and negative inclination (magenta) lead to opposite sign residuals.
4.7.3 Rotation around the z-Axis
In the following, the alignment of layers with relative rotation around the z-axis, is discussed.
In order to be able to detect and then correct for relative rotation, the particle hit position
must be measured in both dimensions, x and y. Imagine a three layer detector system, in
which the middle layer is rotated by a small, positive angle φ > 0 around the z-axis, Fig. 4.17.
Note the definition of the sign of the rotation angle: positive rotation is defined as shown in
the figure, a negative angle would correspond to a rotation towards the positive y-axis.
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Figure 4.17: Layer 2 is rotated with respect to the outer layers around the z-axis (filled
rectangle). If this rotation is not accounted for (hatched rectangle), systematic deviations of
the residuals as a function of the y-hit position are observed.
For tracks with positive y-hit positions, the reconstructed residuals are shifted towards posi-
tive values, ∆x > 0, and vice versa for tracks with negative y-hit positions. From a straight
line fit of the histogrammed residuals as a function of the y-hit position with ∆x(y) = ky+ j
, the rotation correction angle can be extracted:
∆rotφ = arctan(k) . (4.23)
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4.7.4 Rotation around the y-Axis
In measurements in which a detector is tilted with respect to the particle beam, the inclination
angle of the detector has to be known. It can either be measured directly or can be deduced
by comparing hit positions, predicted by reference detectors, with hit positions, measured in
the inclined detector.
The underlying idea is demonstrated in Fig. 4.18.
Δx<0
z
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Figure 4.18: Layer 2 is rotated around the y-axis, which is pointing into the paper plane
(filled rectangle). This is the case e.g. in the measurements with tilted detectors, which allows
for the investigation of the µTPC-reconstruction method. If the rotation angle is not correct
(hatched rectangle), systematic deviations of the residuals as a function of the high accuracy
x-hit position are observed.
The middle detector is in reality rotated around the y-axis by a negative angle ϑy. Assuming
a smaller inclination leads to a systematic linear dependence of the mean residual on the hit
position in the high-precision coordinate x. For an assumed angle ϑ′y > ϑy, the correlation
between mean residual and x-hit positions is negative and vice versa. In the analyses, an
iterative method has been used to correct for incorrect rotation around the y-axis.
4.8 Single Plane Angle Reconstruction – µTPC
In this section the reconstruction of the track inclination in a single Micromegas plane by
measuring the arrival time of charge signals on strips is discussed.
4.8.1 The Method
Charged particles, traversing the 6 mm wide drift region of Micromegas, create electron-ion-
pairs along their way as discussed in section 2.2. The electrons drift in the homogeneous
drift field Edrift with a constant drift velocity vd ∼ 0.04 mm/ns towards the amplification
region and are detected there (sections 2.3 and 2.4). Those created close to the mesh, reach
the amplification gap almost instantaneously, electrons created close to the cathode arrive
approximately 150 ns later.
Since this method is inspired by the measuring principle of Time-Projection-Chambers e.g. in
the ALICE experiment [ALICE Collaboration, 2000], the method is also called µTPC recon-
struction.
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Figure 4.19: Typical event, measured with 160 GeV pions with an inclination of 30 ◦. The
slope ∆t/∆strip of the line fit (red line) allows for the direct determination of the track
inclination ϑ.
A typical event is displayed in Fig. 4.19. The arrival time t of charge signals, measured in
bins of 25 ns, as a function of the corresponding strip number s is fitted with
t(s) = as+ t0 . (4.24)
The slope a allows for direct calculation of the track inclination ϑ from the strip pitch ps and
the known drift velocity vd
ϑ = tan−1
(
ps
a · vd · 25 ns
)
. (4.25)
The cluster position s0 = −t0/a is given by the intercept of the line Eq. (4.24) with the
horizontal axis and is for inclined tracks often more accurate than the position calculated
from the charge-weighted mean (section 4.3).
4.8.2 Data Point Selection and Weighting
The signal timing is extracted by fitting the strip signals within the selected cluster with
an inverse Fermi function, as discussed in section 4.3. The time-strip-data points are fitted
with a straight line, its slope and intersect can be calculated analytically as discussed in
section B.2. By including information about the signal fit quality and plausibility in the line
fit, the inclination reconstruction accuracy can be improved.
A signal timing distribution with the expected rectangular shape for tracks with 30◦ inclina-
tion is shown in Fig. 4.20. The reconstructed signal rise times are displayed in Fig. 4.21.
Initially the uncertainty wi = 1 is assigned to all strip-time data points (see Eq. B.4). If the
signal rise time parameter trise < 0.35 or trise > 1.2, the uncertainty is set to wi = 3. Data
points are completely ignored (wi = 10
4) if the total charge on a strip, determined from a
fit with a skewed Gaussian function Eq.(4.4), is too small i.e. qmax,i < 3σnoise,i. The same
applies if the pulse height from the Fermi signal fit Eq. (4.6) is below 10 ADC channels since
then the fit has failed. Unphysical signals with rise times trise < 0.2 or trise > 3 and signal
timing t0 < −2 are also neglected.
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Figure 4.20: Signal timing t0 distribution for
all hit strips, extracted from a Fermi fit to
charge signals, measured with 120 GeV pions
with an inclination of 30 ◦. The signal tim-
ing is a measure for the electron drift time.
Signals with t0 < −2[25 ns] are excluded from
the µTPC fit.
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Figure 4.21: Signal rise time parameter trise,
measured with 120 GeV pions under an incli-
nation of 30 ◦. Data points from signals with
a rise time between the green lines are con-
sidered with weight wi = 1, signals between
the green and red lines with weight wi = 3
and signals outside the red lines are not con-
sidered in the µTPC fit.
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Figure 4.22: Signal time vs strip number, the
final fit is displayed as red line. The accuracy
of the point with ∆t = ±3 has been down-
graded due to an unplausible signal rise time,
the two points with ∆t = ±10 have been elim-
inated in the Hough transform signal clean-
ing.
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Figure 4.23: Hough transformed data points.
Clearly visible is the accumulation point at
(1.15, 8.0), where all but two curves intersect.
The “thicker” functions allow for a simpli-
fied determination of the intersection point
by searching the region with maximum num-
ber of entries (red color). The absolute color
scale is arbitrary.
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If the residual from the line fit to weighted data points is not sufficiently small i.e. χ2 > 2.5,
a Hough transform based algorithm (see section B.1 in the appendix) is used to identify
data points not being compatible with a straight line5. These points are usually either
mis-identified noise, signals distorted by δ electrons or signals from two particles, that were
not separated in the cluster building process. Around each used data point in the time-
strip-space a circle with radius 0.36 is drawn. 113 equidistant discrete points in each circle
are transformed with the transform function Eq. (B.3) into Hough space. In Fig. 4.22 and
Fig. 4.23 a raw event and the respective Hough transform is shown.
By determining the bin with the maximum number of entries, the parameters r and α of the
straight line, that is compatible with most points are found. The fit uncertainty of points
with a distance larger than 1 mm to the line found are multiplied by 10. The points with
now updated uncertainties are then fitted again with a straight line and the actual slope and
intersect are determined.
4.8.3 Determination of Angular Resolution
The angular resolution and the reconstruction capabilities can be investigated in measure-
ments with known track inclination e.g. by tilting the detector under test by a fixed angle
with respect to the particle beam. A typical distribution of reconstructed angles for a known
track inclination of (40 ± 1)◦ can be seen in Fig. 4.24. The reconstruction capabilities are
characterized by two parameters: The most probable reconstructed angle and the width of
the distribution of angles.
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Figure 4.24: Reconstructed track inclination for a true inclination of (40±1)◦, measured with
20 MeV protons at Eamp = 33.3 kV/cm and Edrift = 0.17 kV/cm at the tandem accelerator
Garching. The central peak is fitted with an asymmetric Gaussian Eq. (4.26) (red function).
The entire angular range is shown on the left to demonstrate, that most reconstructed an-
gles lie within the central peak. On the right, a zoom into the distributions shows the good
agreement with the fit function.
The most probable reconstructed angle ϑmax, given by the maximum of the angle distribu-
tion, is determined by fitting the upper part of the central peak with a Gaussian function.
5Noise elimination using a Hough transform in the µTPC reconstruction has been proposed and devel-
oped in the framework of the Muon ATLAS Micromegas Activity collaboration (MAMMA) by G. Iakovidis,
S. Leontsinis, K. Ntekas at al. The presented algorithm is inspired by this work.
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Misinterpretation of uncorrelated noise as signal and capacitive coupling of signals on neigh-
boring strips lead to systematic deviations in the reconstruction, see section 4.8.4. Thus the
peak typically possesses tails to higher reconstructed angles. The resolution is determined
by a fit with a piecewise Gaussian function
f (ϑ) =p0 exp
(
−0.5
(
ϑ− ϑmax
σ<
)2)
for ϑ ≤ ϑmax
f (ϑ) =p0 exp
(
−0.5
(
ϑ− ϑmax
σ>
)2)
for ϑ > ϑmax ,
(4.26)
where p0 is the height of the peak. The angular resolution is then given by the two asymmetric
errors σ< and σ>, representing the standard deviations of the piecewise Gaussian function.
Due to the non-linear transform function Eq. (4.25) between µTPC slope a and track inclina-
tion angle ϑ, histograms with variable bin width have to be used for a correct presentation of
the track angle, see appendix B.3 for an example. Alternatively unbinned distributions can
be analyzed.
4.8.4 Systematic Uncertainties of the Method
Additional to the finite angular resolution, caused by the finite accuracy in signal timing
determination and non-homogeneous ionization, the reconstructed track inclinations are sub-
ject to systematic shifts. In the following section, the influence of the capacitive coupling
of neighboring strips and the systematic mis-reconstruction of the cluster position at the
borders of the charge clusters are discussed.
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Figure 4.25: A traversing particle is assumed
to homogeneously ionize the gas, producing
a straight line of electrons (dark blue line),
that drift into the amplification region. They
are detected after gas amplification on five
readout strips. The resulting currents on
the strips are assumed to be constant during
charge collection.
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Figure 4.26: Simulated charge signals on
seven neighboring strips. The color coding
is identical to Fig. 4.25.
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Both effects have been studied with a LTspice simulation, in which the Micromegas detector
is modeled solely by the involved capacitances. The model is parameter-free, the applied
capacity values have been calculated from the detector and strip geometry. In order to quan-
titatively compare simulated and measured values, the capacitance values of the 6.4×6.4 cm2
floating strip Micromegas doublet, examined in measurements with inclined 20 MeV proton
beams (section 6.1), have been used. The currents, produced by ionization and subsequent
gas amplification, have been simplified as step functions, Fig. 4.25. Their length and timing
is defined by the drift of ionization electrons in the drift region. The prolongation of the true
signals, caused by the ion cloud, drifting from anode strips to the mesh, has been neglected.
The total charge in each pulse is given by
Q =
∫
I(t)dt = neG , (4.27)
where ne is the number of ionization electrons and G the gas gain.
The simplified Micromegas model, used in the simulation, can be seen in Fig. 4.27. An
explanation of the used symbol names is given in Tab. 4.1. Ideal pulsed current sources are
assumed to inject charge onto the hit strips. Resulting charge signals are then detected via
ideal charge sensitive preamplifiers.
In Fig. 4.26 simulated charge signals for a true track inclination6 of 20◦ can be seen. Due to
the significant coupling between neighboring strips, even on the non-hit strip 5 a signal is
detected with pulse height ph5 = 0.25ph6. The same is valid for strip 7, such that the signal on
this strip begins to rise before ionization charge reaches the strip. This leads to a systematic
shift of the signal timing for this and all following strips towards earlier values. A systematic
overestimation of reconstructed track angles is the consequence, where the influence is largest
for events with few hit strips, i.e. small track inclination.
Another systematic deviation comes from the mis-reconstruction of the charge position on
the partially hit strip 10 (magenta strip in Fig. 4.25). The reconstructed charge position is
shifted to the right with respect to the true position. Again, this leads to an overestimation
of the reconstructed angle.
name value description
Cms 2.5 pF capacitance between mesh and anode strip, incorporating anode strip to
ground capacitance
Casas 4.1 pF capacitance between neighboring anode strips
Ccoupl 7.0 pF coupling capacitance between an anode and the corresponding readout
strip
Rhv 22 MΩ individual high-voltage recharge resistor
Cslsl 4.5 pF capacitance between neighboring strip lines, also including the readout
strips
Cslg 1.9 pF capacitance between each strip line and ground
Ccr 1.0 nF coupling capacitance of readout electronics
Ccc 100 pF counter coupling capacitance of the ideal charge preamplifier
Table 4.1: Explanation and symbol names of the constituents of the LTspice detector model,
Fig. 4.27.
The resulting signals are fitted with an inverse Fermi function, their timing is determined
by extrapolating the rising edge to the baseline, as discussed in section 4.3. The resulting
signal timings are compared with the true signal timings in Fig. 4.28. The offset between
6Note the definition of the track inclination as the angle between the vertical and the track, Fig. 4.19.
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Figure 4.27: Micromegas model, used in the LTspice simulation. The relevant capacitances
and resistors for one strip/channel are shown, the neighboring strips are grayed out. An
ideal current source (blue) is used to inject the signal onto the readout strip. The behavior of
sixteen neighboring strips is fully simulated, correct boundary capacitances are used to also
incorporate the influence of the other strips.
the reconstructed and the true signal timing for strip 6 is a systematic effect, caused by
the description of the signal rise with a Fermi function. It would not have an effect on the
reconstructed angle, if the deviations due to capacitive couplings would not be present. The
shift of the reconstructed signal timing for strip 7, as described above, is clearly visible, for
strip 8, the shift increases further and then tends towards a constant value.
Four different track inclinations have been simulated, 10◦, 20◦, 30◦ and 40◦. For each angle,
four different equally spaced hit positions have been considered, to correctly include the
edge effects. The resulting mean reconstructed track angles as a function of the true track
inclination are shown in Fig. 4.29. For 10◦ track inclination a deviation of +9◦ is expected,
the reconstructed angles approach the true values for increasing track inclination from above.
Simulated reconstructed angles are compared to measured angles in section 6.1.5, showing a
good agreement.
In applications, where the absolute reconstructed track inclination is used e.g. for measuring
the scattering angles of beam particles in a scattering target, the reconstructed angles can
be shifted with an angle-dependent scale factor to agree with the true track inclination. This
calibration procedure is possible due to the monotony of the deviation towards larger angles
as a function of the true track inclination. It can either be calibrated with data from inclined
tracks, where the track inclination is known from e.g. a stack of tracking detectors, or it can
be calibrated by fitting the predicted deviation, Fig. 4.29.
The latter approach will be shown exemplarily in the following. We search for the transform
function f (ϑreco), defined by
ϑtrue = f (ϑreco)ϑreco , (4.28)
allowing for the calculation of the true track inclination ϑtrue from the reconstructed incli-
nation value ϑreco. It can be found by fitting the inverse of Fig. 4.29, i.e. the true versus the
measured track inclination with a suitable, empiric function
ϑtrue (ϑreco) = ϑreco
(
1− p0
ϑreco
exp
(
−ϑreco
p1
))
, (4.29)
showing the correct asymptotic behavior for large angles.
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Figure 4.28: Reconstructed signal times for a
simulated track inclination of 20 ◦, the black
line represents the fit to the points. The true
signal start times are superimposed. The
systematic deviation of the signal timings is
clearly visible.
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Figure 4.29: Reconstructed track inclinations
as a function of the true track inclination.
The errors are calculated from the errors of
the line fit to the strip-time-points. The black
line represents the expectation without sys-
tematic deviations.
Comparing Eq. (4.29) to (4.28) directly yields the correction factor f (ϑreco), which has been
plotted for the relevant range in Fig. 4.30.
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Figure 4.30: Correction factor between the reconstructed and the true track inclination angle.
The determined parameters, defined in Eq. (4.29) are p0 = (96± 4)◦ for p1 = 8.112◦.
Note, that the µTPC-reconstruction method does not work for angles below 10◦ in Mi-
cromegas with usual drift gaps on the order of several millimeters.
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4.8.5 Inverting the Method – Determination of Electron Drift Velocities
In order to determine the track inclination angle from a fit with a straight line with slope a
to the time-strip-data points using Eq. (4.25), the electron drift velocity vd has to be known.
It depends strongly on the detector gas composition and the electric drift field and weakly
on gas temperature and pressure and can be calculated from microscopic scattering cross
sections [Magboltz, 2010] with the program MAGBOLTZ [Biagi, 1999].
In the measurements with 120 GeV pions (section 5.2) and with 20 MeV protons (section 6.1)
the detector is inclined relative to the beam particles such that the track inclination is known.
By inverting Eq. (4.25) and using the known track inclination ϑ, the electron drift velocity
can be determined
vd =
ps
a tan(ϑ)25 ns
. (4.30)
This method can be used to determine absolute drift velocities, but the systematic uncertain-
ties of the µTPC reconstruction method have to be kept in mind: Due to capacitive coupling
of adjacent strips, reconstructed angles for small track inclination are too large, for increasing
track inclination, the difference decreases.
The systematic angle-dependent shift of the reconstructed angles towards larger angles is
equally visible in the reconstructed drift velocity. Combining Eqs. (4.25) and (4.30) yields
the relation between true and reconstructed angles and velocities
vd,reco =
vd,true
tan(ϑtrue)
tan(ϑreco) . (4.31)
The reconstructed drift velocity vd,reco approaches for increasing track inclination the true
drift velocity from above, in the same way as the reconstructed track slope tan(ϑreco) ap-
proaches the true particle track slope.
In an application, where the µTPC reconstruction method can be calibrated with tracks
with known inclination, this drift velocity reconstruction can be used for calibration: The
systematic deviations of the method can be absorbed in a (variable) effective drift velocity.
The drift gap width does not have to be known for reconstruction of the drift velocity with
this method. When plotting the drift velocities versus the electric drift field, the drift gap
width ddrift is the scale factor between applied drift voltage and computed electric field
Edrift = Udrift/ddrift, see Fig. 4.31. By comparing the dependence and especially the position
of the maximum of the computed drift velocities on the drift field with the values, determined
with the method described, the drift gap width ddrift can be determined. This is especially
useful to investigate distortions of Micromegas, operated with an elevated pressure with
respect to the surrounding.
Note that systematic shifts of the reconstructed drift velocities occur, when a histogram
with fixed bin width is used to represent and further analyze the reconstructed values. An
explanation with example is given in the appendix B.3.
4.8.6 Direct Determination of Electron Drift Velocities
The electron drift velocities can also be directly determined from analyzing the measured
signal starting times. Since charged particles ionize the gas on average homogeneously along
their path, all possible signal timings are equally probable, see Fig. 4.32. The maximum
signal timing i.e. the maximum drift time tmax corresponds to ionization processes directly
at the cathode. It can be extracted by fitting the edges of the distribution of signal timings
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Figure 4.31: Electron drift velocity for different drift gap widths as a function of the drift field
for Eamp = 37.5 kV/cm. Measured with 120 GeV pions with an incidence angle of (29± 1)◦
by inverting the µTPC reconstruction.
with two Fermi functions. The beginning of the distribution is shifted to t ∼ 0 by the jitter
correction (see section 4.1.2), its end is determined by extrapolating the falling edge with a
straight line onto the baseline in the same way as used in signal fitting, see section 4.3.
Since the electric drift field in the drift region between cathode and mesh with width ddrift is
constant, the same holds for the drift velocity, which is then given by
vd =
ddrift
tmax
. (4.32)
The thus determined drift velocity is, in contrast to the method described in section 4.8.5,
not biased by the systematic uncertainties of the µTPC reconstruction method and provides
an additional method to measure the drift velocity. By comparing the absolute values and
the dependence on the drift field with the calculated theoretical drift velocities, the drift gap
width ddrift can be determined, see Fig. 4.33. The limitation of the method becomes visible
for low drift fields, where the signal timing distribution is cut due to the limited recording
time window. Since the latest signals are simply missed, the maximum drift time appears to
be too short.
For steep track inclinations or measurements with strongly ionizing particles such as low
energy protons, where a large amount of charge is collected on only few strips and the
ionization is dense, the maximum drift time is difficult to determine. Large charge clusters
also create signals on neighboring strips such that the signal timing of charge clusters arriving
later is distorted towards earlier values. The tail of the timing distribution is thus washed
out.
It should be noted, that the two methods of drift velocity measurements, described in sec-
tion 4.8.5 and this section, are in principle independent. The main systematic uncertainty
common to both, is the scale factor between the measured signal timings in “time bins” and
in nanoseconds, which should be accurate on the per-mill level.
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Figure 4.32: Signal timing distribution, fit-
ted with two Fermi functions to extract the
maximum drift time tmax.
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Figure 4.33: Electron drift velocity for differ-
ent drift gap widths as a function of the drift
field, measured at Eamp = 37.5 kV/cm. De-
termined from the maximum drift time tmax
from 120 GeV pions with an incidence an-
gle of (29± 1)◦. The three points deviating
from the MAGBOLTZ simulation at low drift
field are caused by a mis-reconstruction of
the maximum drift time due to the limited
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Chapter 5
Floating Strip Micromegas
Characterization Measurements
The aim of this thesis is to understand and describe the performance and properties of
floating strip Micromegas, intended for high-resolution particle tracking at high-rates and in
high-background environments.
In order to characterize the constructed floating strip detectors with respect to detection
efficiency, spatial and angular resolution, a reliable and high-resolution reference track tele-
scope is needed. A track telescope with an optimum track resolution below 20 µm has been
developed, based on 9× 10 cm2 standard Micromegas. In order to optimize its performance,
calibration measurements with a prototype system, consisting of four detectors, have been
performed. The behavior in pion and muon beams has been studied, two different Argon
based gas mixtures have been tested. The collected data allow for an implementation of
signal and track reconstruction methods, analysis algorithms were developed and optimized.
The calibration and optimization measurements of the telescope are presented in section 5.1.
The track telescope enabled the detailed investigation of a 48 × 50 cm2 floating strip Mi-
cromegas prototype in high-energy pion beams. The behavior and the interdependencies of
pulse height, detection efficiency, spatial and single plane angular resolution and discharges
have been studied. The homogeneity of the prototype was investigated. The floating strip
Micromegas characterization measurements can be found in section 5.2.
The performance of floating strip Micromegas in high-rate background environments has been
studied, by laterally irradiating a 6.4× 6.4 cm2 muon sensitive floating strip detector with a
550 kHz, 20 MeV proton beam. The cosmic muon detection capabilities, the behavior of the
spatial resolution and the stability with respect to discharges are presented in section 5.3.
The prevention of ion induced space charge effects is one of the major advantages of Mi-
cromegas with respect to wire-based gas detectors. A small backdrift of positive ions from
gas amplification processes into the drift region may only limit the high-rate capability of
Micromegas structures, used for the readout of large drift volumes. The ion backdrift has
been determined in a dedicated measurement with high-rate 20 MeV proton beams and can
be found in section 5.4.
The application of floating strip Micromegas detectors with low material budget in low-energy
ion tracking and in therapeutic ion beam characterization measurements, can be found in
chapter 6.
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5.1 Micromegas Based Track Telescope in High-Energy Pion
and Muon Beams
In the following section calibration measurements with a track telescope in pion beams at
the H6 and in muon beams at the H8 beam line of the Super Proton Synchrotron/CERN
are described. The tracking system is intended for providing reference track information
for detector tests in high-energy pion and muon beams. Excerpts of this section have been
published by Bortfeldt et al. [2013b].
The track telescope has been tested with perpendicularly incident 120 GeV pi− at flux densi-
ties between 2 kHz/cm2 and 12 kHz/cm2 at the H6 beam line. An Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas
mixture has been used during these measurements. During the calibration measurements,
the Gassiplex based Micromegas readout system has been optimized with respect to trig-
ger delay and readout rate, particle induced discharge probabilities have been determined,
efficiency and spatial resolution as a function of drift and amplification fields have been inves-
tigated. Since the pion beam spot size was only 3.5× 1.5 cm2 FWHM, the spatial resolution
is independent of small relative rotations of the detectors.
The measurements with muons with 68.8 GeV. Eµ . 120 GeV at the H8 beam line allowed
for the determination of the detector homogeneity with respect to gas amplification and
spatial resolution, due to the beam spot being larger than the detector area and thus yielding
an approximately homogeneous illumination. Two different Ar:CO2 mixtures, 85:15 vol. %
and 93:7 vol. %, were used. The detector performance as a function of drift and amplification
field was studied. Several measurements were performed with a small inclination of the
system with respect to the beam of ±8◦ to study detector alignment. Due to the production
of muons from decaying 120 GeV pions, the particle fluxes of approximately 3 Hz/cm2 were
three orders of magnitude lower than in the pion measurements. The muon energies are
determined by the kinematics of the boosted two body decay pi− → µ− + ν¯µ. A several
meters long collimator in the beamline, that was used to stop the remaining pions, decreases
the muon energy by less than 10 GeV.
The result discussion in the following sections follows the same scheme: Measurements with
pions are presented first, in which the detectors were operated with an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas
mixture. The detector performance in muon and pion beams is then compared, for operation
with the same gas mixture. Finally, measurements with muon beams and an alternative gas
mixture of Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % are discussed.
5.1.1 Setup
The setup of the tracking telescope during calibration measurements with pions and muons
is shown schematically in Fig. 5.1. Four standard Micromegas (section 3.1.1) are mounted in
a stable aluminum frame. The 9 × 10 cm2 active area of each Micromegas is subdivided by
360 copper readout strips with 250 µm pitch and 150 µm width. All readout strips ran along
y−direction and thus measure particle hit position in x-direction. Coarse position information
in the y-direction is given by two scintillator layers, consisting of three scintillators each.
The readout system is triggered by coincident signals from both scintillator layers. The
scintillators are read out with Hamamatsu R4124 photomultipliers [Hamamatsu Photonics
K.K., 2010].
Charge signals on the anode strips of the Micromegas detectors are acquired with the Gas-
siplex based readout electronics, described in section 4.1.1. Six 64 channel front-end boards
per detector are connected via a bus backplane with one port of the VME readout controller.
Six of the 24 unused front-end board channels of the first detector are connected via an
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attenuator circuit to LEMO connectors and allow for the acquisition of logic signals with
the Gassiplex readout system. This is used to acquire hit information from the six trigger
scintillators.
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Figure 5.1: Schematic setup of the track telescope during calibration measurements at the H6
and H8 beam lines at SPS/CERN. Four standard Micromegas detectors (light blue) with 9×
10 cm2 active area (red) are mounted in an aluminum frame. 2×3 scintillators (green) provide
the trigger signal for the readout system. The right block shows the trigger circuit, the left
the schematic of the Gassiplex readout, which acquires charge signals from the Micromegas.
Due to a faulty firmware on the front-end board FPGAs, the on-board threshold comparison
was not working during the measurements. In order to reduce the data load on the Ethernet
connection between the RIO2 VME controller and the DAQ computer, a software threshold
comparison on the RIO2 was implemented, enabling a maximum trigger rate on the order
of 650 Hz. In later measurements (sections 5.2 and 5.3), the on-board threshold comparison
was fully operational.
Discharges between mesh and anode strips were registered by detecting the recharge sig-
nal at the mesh via a 470 pF capacitor. The recharge signals were amplified by Ortec 452
Spectroscopy Amplifiers and counted in a four channel scaler after discrimination and pulse
elongation to 30 ms.
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The detectors were constantly flushed with premixed Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % or with 93:7 vol. %
gas at a flux of 1.0 ln/h. The pressure was stabilized at (1010± 3) mbar absolute, using the
gas system described in section 4.2.
During the measurements with Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % only three of the four Micromegas,
namely 1, 2 and 4 were operable. Before switching to the 93:7 vol. % mixture, Micromegas 3
was opened and repaired in a clean room. Due to a faulty cable connection, the perpendicular
hit information from the scintillators was only recorded during the measurements with 93:7
vol. %.
5.1.2 Pulse Height Behavior
In the following, the dependence of the pulse height of charge signals on the drift and am-
plification field is discussed. The term pulse height denotes the amount of measured charge
on a cluster of adjacent hit strips (section 4.3). It is related to the ionization charge q0, the
mesh electron transparency t(Edrift) (section 2.6) and the gas gain G(Eamp) (section 2.4)
ph(Eamp, Edrift) = cq0t(Edrift)G(Eamp) . (5.1)
The proportionality factor c = cq→Uccap incorporates the charge-to-voltage conversion factor
of the applied preamplifier circuit and furthermore a detector capacitance dependent factor,
that has been discussed in detail in [Bortfeldt, 2010, chapter 8]. The pulse height of muon
and pion signals is compared, the influence of the gas mixture on the relative gas gain and
thus the pulse height is shown.
The measured pulse height distributions are fitted with a Landau function, convoluted with
a Gaussian. The most probable value of the Landau function is then used for further pulse
height analysis. The accuracy of the fit is used as vertical error in all figures in the following
section. If no vertical error bars are visible, the errors are smaller than the markers. System-
atic effects such as ambient temperature variation, have deliberately not been considered in
the error calculation, in order to demonstrate their significance.
The pulse height as a function of the amplification field, measured with pions and muons
in an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas mixture, can be seen in Fig. 5.2. The expected exponential
behavior, as discussed in section 2.4, is clearly visible. Since the most probable energy loss
and thus the ionization charge created by 120 GeV pions with βγ = 860 and ∼ 90 GeV muons
with βγ = 850 is equal (see Fig. 2.1), equal pulse heights are expected and also observed.
The pulse height as a function of the drift field for pions and muons, measured with Ar:CO2
85:15 vol. %, is shown in Fig. 5.3. Typical Micromegas behavior is observed: For increasing
drift field, the pulse height rises as the separation of electrons and positive ions, produced
in ionization processes, increases. The initial pulse height increase is furthermore caused by
the increasing electron drift velocity, and thus the decreasing signal rise time. If the signal
rise time is larger than the fixed integration and shaping time of the preamplifier electronics,
only a fraction of the produced charge is detected.
Maximum pulse height is reached for Edrift ∼ 0.7 kV/cm. The electric transparency of the
mesh and thus the pulse height decreases with further increasing drift field as more and more
field lines end on the mesh and the transverse electron diffusion increases, which leads to a
loss of ionization electrons on the mesh.
Again, equivalent behavior for pions and muons is observed, despite some small deviations
that are due to ambient temperature variations between the measurements at the H6 beam
line with pions and the H8 beam line with muons, two weeks later (discussion of the temper-
ature dependence of gas gain in section 2.4). The acquisition time for a single voltage scan
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Figure 5.2: Pulse height as a function of
the amplification field in the first detector in
pion and muon beams. Measured at Edrift =
0.83 kV/cm with an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas
mixture.
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Figure 5.3: Pulse height as a function of the
drift field in the first detector for different
amplification fields. Measured with pions and
muons using an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas
mixture.
was in the muon beam measurements considerably larger than in the pion measurements,
due to the lower muon rate and the lower beam availability in muon measurements. Thus
ambient temperature variation visibly influence the muon pulse height during single voltage
scans.
The pulse height as a function of the amplification and the drift field, measured with muons,
using an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture, is shown in Figs. 5.4 and 5.5 respectively. The
absolute pulse height at equal amplification and drift fields is in 93:7 vol. % by a factor of
3.0 ± 0.3 larger than in 85:15 vol. %. Since the most probable ionization charge in 6 mm
Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % and 85:15 vol. % is with q0 = 49.1 e and q0 = 49.0 e equal, the observed
difference is caused by the higher gas gain in 93:7 vol. %. This is consistent with the discussion
in section 2.4, where, according to the first Townsend coefficient, a gain difference by a factor
of 2.8 is expected.
Additional to the different absolute scale, the maximum pulse height for 93:7 vol. % is reached
at a drift field of Edrift ∼ 0.4 kV/cm as compared to Edrift ∼ 0.7 kV/cm for 85:15 vol. %,
see Figs. 5.3 and 5.5. This can be understood by comparing the transverse electron diffusion
coefficients for the two gas mixtures (cf. Fig. 2.5). An increased transverse electron diffusion
leads to an increased loss of electrons at the mesh. The pulse height reaches a maximum,
when the transverse diffusion is close to its minimum at Edrift ∼ 0.2 kV/cm for 93:7 vol. %
and Edrift ∼ 0.4 kV/cm for 85:15 vol. %. The stronger decrease of the pulse height for
increasing drift field, that is observed with the 93:7 vol. % gas mixture, can in the same sense
be correlated to a globally higher diffusion (cf. Fig. 2.5).
5.1.3 Efficiency
The detection efficiency for pions and muons is compared in the following section. Its de-
pendence on the drift and amplification field is discussed, the influence of the gas mixture is
shown.
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Figure 5.4: Pulse height of muon signals as a
function of the amplification field in the first
detector. Measured at Edrift = 0.83 kV/cm
with an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture.
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amplification fields. Measured with muons
using an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture.
The detection efficiency for 120 GeV pions and approximately 90 GeV muons has been mea-
sured as a function of the drift and amplification field. It is determined with a tag-and-probe
method, described in section 4.6: The hit efficiency in the nth detector is determined by
selecting events, in which the other n − 1 detectors are hit. The events in this subset of
events are then counted, in which also the nth detector registered a hit. The accuracy of the
determined efficiency values is calculated, assuming Poisson statistics (cf. Eq. (4.18)). The
markers in the figures in this section are larger than the errors, if no error bars are visible. The
shown efficiency has intentionally not been corrected for systematic effects due to discharges
and inefficient regions in the detectors.
The hit efficiency as a function of the drift field for pions and muons in an Ar:CO2 85:15
vol. % gas mixture for various amplification fields is shown in Fig. 5.6.
Starting at low fields, the efficiency increases significantly with increasing drift field. This
is closely connected to the improving separation of ionization charge and a decrease of the
transverse electron diffusion in this region, as described in section 5.1.2. The efficiency is
furthermore influenced by the signal rise time, which is given by the sum of electron drift
time in the drift region and ion drift time in the amplification region: If the signal rise time
is longer than the preamplifier electronics integration time, only part of the produced charge
is detected, the clustering of ionization leads to a considerable fluctuation of the detected
charge and thus of the efficiency. The increase of the electron drift velocity with increasing
field, leads to a decreasing signal rise time and thus a reduction of pulse height fluctuations,
which are responsible for the low efficiency at low fields.
In pion beams the efficiency rises to values above 0.95 for Edrift & 0.5 kV/cm, for muons a
plateau with values above 0.98 is reached for Edrift & 0.6 kV/cm. The maximum efficiency for
perpendicularly incident minimum ionizing particles is limited to approximately 0.99 by the
mesh supporting pillars, that cover 1.1% of the active area. For further increasing drift fields
the efficiency starts to decrease again, the effect is strongest for the smallest amplification
fields. This is caused by the increasing electron mesh opacity and increasing transverse
diffusion, that lead to a loss of ionization electrons at the mesh.
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Figure 5.6: Hit efficiency as a function of the drift field in the first detector for different
amplification fields. Measured with pions (left) and muons (right) using an Ar:CO2 85:15
vol. % gas mixture.
The efficiency is weakly correlated to the absolute pulse height, as can be seen nicely from the
muon measurements. Optimizing the fraction of ionization charge, that reaches the amplifi-
cation region and reducing pulse height straggling, has a strong influence on the efficiency.
An apparent difference between the efficiencies measured with pions and muons in Ar:CO2
85:15 vol. % are the discontinuities and jumps, observed in the pion measurements. Since
the measurement time for a single voltage scan for pions is, due to the higher rate and better
beam availability, much shorter than for muons, this cannot be correlated with temperature
fluctuations during the voltage scans. It is rather due to the higher discharge probabilities
during the pion measurements and their impact on the detection efficiency.
In Fig. 5.7 the fraction of inefficient events is shown as a function of the event number during
two measurements with pions and muons at equal electric field parameters. Clearly visible
are the clusters of inefficient events during the pion measurement, that are caused by the
inefficiency of the detector during the high-voltage recharge, following a discharge. During
the shown muon measurement, no discharge was observed. The elevated baseline inefficiency
for muon beam measurements is caused by the scintillator trigger acceptance, that is slightly
larger than the Micromegas active area. This effect only appears in the muon measurements,
where the trigger scintillators were almost homogeneously illuminated.
Discharge rates in the pion measurements are larger due to the globally higher particle fluxes
and the composite structure of pions, that can create hadronic showers in the detector alu-
minum lid or the readout structure, leading to several highly-ionizing particles in the active
volume. It should be noted, that the discharges are obviously non-destructive and that their
influence on the efficiency is on the order of a few percent. Measured discharge probabilities
are discussed in section 5.1.5.
The detection efficiency for muons, using an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture, is displayed in
Fig. 5.8. Its initial rise for small and later decrease for high drift fields is closely correlated
to the amount of ionization charge, reaching the amplification region and detected during
the preamplifier integration time, as discussed above. Efficiency plateaus above 0.985 are
reached over a wide range of drift fields. The efficiency is in this case only limited by the
mesh supporting pillars with 300 µm diameter, that cover 1.1% of the active area. Minimum
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Figure 5.7: Inefficient events per 100 events vs the event number in the first detector. Mea-
sured with pions (left) and muons (right) at Eamp = 42.2 kV/cm and Edrift = 0.83 kV/cm
using an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas mixture. Clearly visible are the clusters of inefficient
events following a discharge in the detector in the pion beam and the absence of these clus-
ters in the muon beam. An accepted scintillator trigger signals is counted as event in the
two figures, regardless of whether the triggering particle actually crossed the active region
of the Micromegas detectors. The slightly larger acceptance of the scintillator triggers with
respect to the Micromegas active area gives rise to elevated baseline inefficiency in the muon
measurements.
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Figure 5.8: Hit efficiency as a function of the drift field in the first detector for different
amplification fields. Measured with muons using an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture. Note
the different scale with respect to Fig. 5.6. Due to the higher gas gain in 93:7 vol. % as
compared to 85:15 vol. %, lower amplification fields can be used.
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ionizing particles, that hit pillars centrally are not detected.
5.1.4 Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution of the first Micromegas detector in the tracking system has been inves-
tigated as a function of drift and amplification field with two different Ar:CO2 gas mixtures
of 85:15 vol. % and 93:7 vol. %, using 120 GeV pions and ∼ 90 GeV muons. In section 4.5
the methods, used to determine the spatial and the track resolution, are introduced.
The particle track, measured with the other reference Micromegas, is extrapolated into the
first detector. Comparison of the predicted particle hit position with the hit position, mea-
sured in this detector, yields a distribution of residuals of width σex. The spatial resolution
of the first Micromegas can then be calculated from this width and the track accuracy using
Eq. (4.16).
The track accuracy has been calculated from the spatial resolution σref,i of the reference
detectors with Eq. (B.11). The reference detector spatial resolution has been determined
with the geometric mean method (section 4.5.2) in measurements, in which all detectors were
operated with equal drift and amplification fields.
In Fig. 5.9 the spatial resolution of the first Micromegas is shown for measurements with
pions and muons. The detector system was operated with an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas
mixture. The spatial resolution reaches a distinct minimum upon maximizing the fraction
of ionization charge, that reaches the amplification region and is detected. It has been
discussed in section 5.1.2, that this is correlated to minimum transverse diffusion of electrons.
Optimum values are observed at Edrift = 0.65 kV/cm with σSR = (33± 2) µm for pions and
σSR = (51± 2) µm for muons.
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Figure 5.9: Spatial resolution of the first detector as a function of the drift field for different
amplification fields. Measured with pions (left) and muons (right) using an Ar:CO2 85:15
vol. % gas mixture. The shown uncertainties of the spatial resolution are calculated from the
uncertainty of the fit to the residual distribution and the uncertainty of the track accuracy.
Although the shape of the spatial resolution as a function of the drift field is similar for
pions and muons, the absolute values determined for muons are by ≈ 20 µm larger. This is
due to the larger beam spot size in the muon measurements, where the whole active area
of 9 × 10 cm2 was irradiated, in contrast to a beam spot area of only 3.5 × 1.5 cm2 FWHM
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during the pion measurements. Due to the larger beam spot, a relative rotation of the
detectors degrades the observable spatial resolution. If, additional to the x-coordinate, that
is measured precisely by the Micromegas, the y-coordinate of the particle hit position can be
determined, a relative detector rotation can be corrected for on a track-by-track basis. During
the muon measurements with the Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas mixture, the y-hit position was not
acquired. It will be demonstrated below for the measurements with 93:7 vol. %, where a coarse
y-position information was provided by the trigger scintillators, that the second detector is
rotated by −1.8 mrad around the beam axis, which leads to the observed difference of the
spatial resolution in pion and muon beams.
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Figure 5.10: Spatial resolution of the first
detector as a function of the drift field for
different amplification fields. Measured with
muons using an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mix-
ture. The y-hit information from the trigger-
ing scintillators is used to correct for relative
detector rotation.
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Figure 5.11: Spatial resolution of the first
detector as a function of the drift field for
Eamp = 39.1 kV/cm with and without correct
rotation alignment of the four Micromegas.
The first detector is rotated by −1.8 mrad.
Measured with muons using an Ar:CO2 93:7
vol. % gas mixture. The influence of the
additional y-hit information from the trig-
ger scintillators and the thus possible rota-
tion correction on a track-by-track basis is
obvious.
The spatial resolution, measured with muons and an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture, is
displayed in Fig. 5.10. For correctly aligned detectors, it reaches a minimum value of σSR =
(30± 2) µm for a low drift field of Edrift = 0.3 kV/cm. It should be noted, that the transverse
electron diffusion, Fig. 2.5, is also minimal in this region. The spatial resolution degrades
with increasing drift field, due to an increasing transverse diffusion. Although the transverse
diffusion is constant for Edrift & 1 kV/cm, the value of the spatial resolution increases for
further increasing drift field.
In Fig. 5.11 the spatial resolution of the first Micromegas is shown as a function of the drift
field, measured with and without rotation correction. The significant improvement of up to
≈ 30 µm is visible, that is enabled by a coarse knowledge of the y-hit position
Generally speaking, the spatial resolution is, as above for the Ar:CO2 85:15 measurements,
positively influenced by a small transverse diffusion in combination with a high detected
ionization charge.
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The difference in the absolute spatial resolution for pions and muons in an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. %
gas mixture has been explained by relative rotation of the Micromegas. In the measurements
with muons and the alternative 93:7 vol. % gas mixture, the particle hit position could also
be measured in the y-direction. This allows for the determination and thus the correction of
relative rotation around the z-axis on an event-by-event basis (cf. Fig. 5.11).
5.1.5 Discharge Behavior
The discharge behavior in pion and muon beams has been studied in several dedicated runs.
Discharges were registered by detecting the analog signal, created by the mesh recharge after
a discharge. The particle rate is approximated by the coincident trigger rate of the two
scintillator trigger layers.
In pion beams, similar discharge rates have been measured for all three operable Micromegas
detectors. This is expected, when discharges are triggered by traversing particles. The
discharge probability per incident pion as a function of the amplification field is shown in
Fig. 5.12.
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Figure 5.12: Discharge probabilities for the second and the fourth Micromegas as a function
of the amplification field, measured at Edrift = 0.8 kV/cm with pions at a flux density of
(12± 2) kHz/cm2 using an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas mixture. The errors are calculated from
the number of discharges on the basis of Poisson statistics. The particle rate fluctuates by
about 10% during the measurements.
It increases exponentially with the amplification field in the observed range and is on the order
of 10−5 per particle for a pion flux density of (12± 2) kHz/cm2. It is shown in section 6.2.7,
that up to very high particle fluxes, the discharge probability is independent of the particle
hit rate.
The observed discharge rates in muon beams ranged between 2.3 h−1 for the first and 13.0 h−1
for the fourth Micromegas for an observation time of 384 min at highest amplification field.
These discharges are probably not particle induced, but are due to small detector defects.
Nevertheless an upper limit for the discharge probability per incident muon of (9± 3)× 10−6
be calculated. This is similar to the discharge probability for pions, but is most probably too
high. Due to the relatively low muon fluxes, no clear statement can be made about whether
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discharge probabilities in pion and muon beams are qualitatively and quantitatively different.
The discharge probabilities determined for pions, are expected to be a strong upper limit for
discharge probabilities in muon beams, due to the composite structure and thus additional
interaction mechanisms of pions.
5.1.6 Summary
A tracking telescope, consisting of four standard Micromegas, has been set up. It has been
tested with 120 GeV pions and 90 GeV muons at the SPS secondary beams test area. Two
different Ar:CO2 based gas mixtures were used.
Charge signals from the Micromegas and hit information from the triggering scintillators
were acquired with a Gassiplex based readout system. The system has been optimized with
respect to trigger latency and readout rate.
The pulse height increases exponentially with the applied amplification field, as expected. No
saturation effects are visible. The drift field dependence of the pulse height could be explained
by an improving electron-ion-pair separation and a signal length decrease at low fields and
increasing mesh opacity due to increasing transverse electron diffusion and changing electric
field line configuration at higher fields.
The detection efficiency depends weakly on the amplification field. The dependence on the
drift field is more pronounced. For Edrift & 0.4 kV/cm an efficiency plateau with values above
0.95 is reached, for muons in Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % efficiencies up to 0.99 are observed.
Optimum spatial resolutions on the order of 35 µm have been reached at gas mixture specific
drift fields, low transverse diffusion and high mesh transparency are correlated with a small
value of the spatial resolution.
The particle rates in pion beams were sufficiently large to determine an amplification field
dependent discharge probability per incident pion on the order of 10−5. In muon beams only
an upper bound of the same order could be determined. The dead time due to discharges is
in pion beams on the order of a few percent and in muon beams negligible.
The calibration measurements have demonstrated the good suitability of Micromegas as ref-
erence detectors in high-energy pion and muon beams. A track resolution below 20 µm in
the center of the system is achieved. Both gas mixtures are suitable, due to the higher gas
gain in Ar:CO2 93:7 vol.% at equal amplification field, this mixture is used in the subsequent
measurements.
5.2 Large Floating Strip Micromegas in High-Energy Pion
Beams
Test measurements with a 48× 50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas in high-energy pion beams
at the H6 beam line at SPS/CERN are described in this section. The homogeneity of the
detector has been investigated with respect to pulse height, efficiency and spatial resolution.
By rotating the Micromegas with respect to the beam, the single plane angular resolution
has been determined for the so called µTPC reconstruction method. This method enables an
alternative hit position definition. The angular dependence of the spatial resolution is shown.
The particle induced discharge behavior is discussed. Excerpts from this section have been
published by [Bortfeldt et al., 2013a].
Due to the 30 mbar relative overpressure in the Micromegas system, the drift gap of the large
floating strip detectors is considerably deformed. In a subsequent parasitic measurement with
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high-energy muons, the deformation could be measured spatially resolved.
In the sections, in which measurement results are described, the electric field dependence is
discussed first, followed by a comparison of different irradiated positions in the floating strip
Micromegas.
5.2.1 Setup
The setup, trigger- and readout-electronics, used for the floating strip Micromegas test mea-
surements is shown in Fig. 5.13. The floating strip detector has been described in detail in
section 3.4.3. Its 48× 50 cm2 active area is formed by 1920 copper anode strips, with 150 µm
width and 250 µm pitch. Anode strips are individually connected via printed 10 MΩ resistors
to high-voltage, the signal is decoupled over a second layer of readout strips below the anode
strips. Charge signals were acquired with APV25 based front-end boards, read out using
the Scalable Readout System, section 4.1.2. The detector was mounted at three points in a
stable steel frame, that allowed for adjusting the x-position in 20 mm steps and the rotation
around the y-axis in 5◦ steps. The detector is operated at an elevated pressure to prevent
oxygen contamination of the detector gas and improve operational stability. The readout
structure and the cathode plane are reinforced by 10 mm thick aluminum plates, into which
nine equally spaced 120 × 120 mm2 windows have been cut. In order to investigate the de-
tector homogeneity, the detector has been irradiated in the two outer windows of the upper
row and the middle window in the center row.
A telescope, consisting of six 9×10 cm2 standard Micromegas with 360 strips and two 9×9 cm2
resistive strip Micromegas with two-dimensional strip readout, was used as accurate track
reference. The telescope is an improved version of the system, discussed in section 5.1. The
detector strips pointed in y-direction, perpendicular hit information was provided by the two
additional strip layers of the resistive-strip detectors. All strips of the standard Micromegas
were read out using the Gassiplex based system, discussed in section 4.1.1. For the resistive
strip detectors, APV25 based front-end electronics interfaced with the Scalable Readout
System have been used.
Traversing pions were detected by two scintillator layers, consisting of three individual 33×
100 × 10 mm3 scintillators, read out with Hamamatsu R4124 photomultipliers [Hamamatsu
Photonics K.K., 2010]. The trigger signal for both readout electronic systems was derived
from a coincident hit in both layers. A VME CAEN V775N time-to-digital converter recorded
the timing of the six individual trigger scintillators, that provided an additional coarse posi-
tion information in y-direction.
Since both systems, and especially the Scalable Readout System, miss trigger signals, oﬄine
alignment of data streams was enabled by acquiring the global trigger number with each
electronics separately: in the VME based Gassiplex system, a CAEN V775N time-to-digital
converter was used to record the output of a custom 12 bit event counter, named Triggerbox,
section 4.1.3. A dedicated APV25 front-end board was used to record the attenuated logic
signals with the Scalable Readout System. Since the Triggerbox output signals have a fixed
delay with respect to the original trigger signal, this enabled furthermore the reduction of
the 25 ns time jitter, encountered in the APV25 system, section 4.1.2.
In order to avoid missed triggers as much as possible, the internal busy logic of the VME
components, i.e. Gassiplex readout and TDCs, was used to generate a global busy signal
(second to right block in Fig. 5.13).
The detectors were flushed with a premixed Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture with a flow
of 2 ln/h. The gas pressure in the detectors was stabilized at (1013 ± 1) mbar using the
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Figure 5.13: Schematic setup of the floating strip Micromegas (red) and the track reference
telescope (green and magenta). The eight reference detectors were mounted on two stable
aluminum frames, reducing their relative rotation. Pions traverse the detector system in neg-
ative z-direction, their hit position in x-direction is precisely measured by all Micromegas.
The triggering scintillators and the two perpendicular strip layers of the resistive strip Mi-
cromegas provide hit position information in y-direction. The y-axis points into the paper
plane. In the boxes below are shown from right to left: the trigger logic-, busy-, Gassiplex-
and APV25-readout electronics.
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gas system, described in section 4.2. Due to the approximately 30 mbar overpressure in the
detector system, the drift gap of the large floating strip Micromegas is considerably deformed,
section 5.2.4.
Discharges between the mesh and the anode strips were counted for the floating strip Mi-
cromegas and three reference detectors with a FPGA based logic scaler, developed by the
author. The FPGA controlled scaler reliably counts NIM signals with up to 80 MHz rate and
communicates with the DAQ computer over an RS232 interface1. The high-voltage for the
gas detectors was provided by several two-channel iseg SHQ 224M high voltage supplies [iseg
Spezialelektronik GmbH, 2012].
5.2.2 Pulse Height Behavior
In the following section, the measured pulse height as a function of the drift and amplification
field is discussed. The distribution of pulse heights of the hits, selected in track building, is
analyzed by fitting the pulse height distribution with a Landau function, convoluted with
a Gaussian. The most probable pulse height is used for the following discussion. The de-
pendence of the pulse height on drift and amplification field at a certain detector position
is shown and then furthermore the homogeneity of the large floating strip Micromegas is
investigated by comparing measured pulse heights at three different detector positions.
In Fig. 5.14 the pulse height as a function of the amplification field can be seen. The detector
has been irradiated in three of the nine windows: the two outer windows of the upper row and
the middle window in the center row, see section 3.4.3. The pulse height, which is directly
proportional to the gas gain, increases exponentially with increasing amplification field as
expected (cf. Eq. (2.21)).
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Figure 5.14: Pulse height as a function of the amplification field at three different positions
in the floating strip Micromegas. Measured with perpendicularly incident 120 GeV pions at
Edrift = 0.33 kV/cm. An exponential function has been superimposed to guide the eye.
Comparing the pulse height, measured in different regions of the floating strip Micromegas,
yields only small variations below 20%.
1The firmware has been written by A. Zibell, additional features like channel masking, gated counting,
common-stop- and common-start-TDC capabilities were added by J. Ebke.
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The pulse height as a function of the drift field for different amplification fields is shown in
Fig. 5.15. For increasing drift field, the pulse height increases due to an improved separation of
ionization charge, a reduced electron attachment to gas atoms and a decreasing signal lenght.
Only the charge, arriving during the preamplifier integration time is detected. Maximum
values are reached for Edrift ∼ 0.4 kV/cm. For further increasing drift field, the increasing
transverse electron diffusion (Fig. 2.5) and the changing electric field configuration leads to a
decrease of the measured pulse height, see also section 2.6.
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Figure 5.15: Pulse height as a function
of the drift field for different amplification
fields, measured with perpendicularly inci-
dent 120 GeV pions, traversing the floating
strip Micromegas in the upper right window.
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Figure 5.16: Pulse height as a function of the
drift field for three different beam positions.
Measured with perpendicularly incident pions
at Eamp = 36.7 kV/cm. The two outliers at
0.50 kV/cm and 0.61 kV/cm are caused by
low statistics in the corresponding measure-
ments, due to large blocks of missed triggers
in the SRS, caused by DAQ computer lock-
ups.
The good detector homogeneity is again visible in Fig. 5.16, where the drift field dependence
of the pulse height is shown for three different irradiated positions in the detector. Variations
below 20% are observed.
5.2.3 Efficiency
Two different quantities are used to characterize the detection efficiency of the floating strip
Micromegas for 120 GeV pions: the hit efficiency and the track based efficiency, section 4.6.
The hit efficiency for a certain detector is determined by selecting events in which all other
detectors registered a hit and then testing, whether the detector under investigation also
registered a hit.
For the track based efficiency, “good” tracks in the other detectors are interpolated into the
detector under test. If a valid hit is found in a ±0.3 mm = 5 · σSR wide region around the
expected position, the event is counted as efficient and as inefficient otherwise. σSR ≈ 60 µm
is assumed as mean spatial resolution (cf. Fig. 5.28).
The accuracy of the determined efficiency values is calculated with Eq. (4.18), assuming
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Poisson statistics. If vertical error bars are not visible, the markers are larger than the errors.
The efficiency has intentionally not been corrected for systematic effects due to discharges.
It was rather intended, to demonstrate their influence and to present the actual efficiency,
that is achievable in a realistic application.
In Fig. 5.17 the hit and the track based efficiency of the floating strip Micromegas are shown
as a function of the drift field for different amplification fields. The reference track based
efficiency is about 2% lower than the simple hit based efficiency. Starting at small drift fields,
the efficiency increases rapidly and reaches a plateau at Edrift & 0.2 kV/cm. Optimum values
above 0.95 are reached at Edrift ∼ 0.4 kV/cm. The increasing mesh opacity at higher drift
field then leads to a slight decrease of the efficiency. Since the amplification fields were chosen
rather low, the plateau-efficiency shows a significant dependence on the amplification field.
For later application of the large floating strip Micromegas, slightly higher amplification fields
should be used.
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Figure 5.17: Hit efficiency (left) and reference track based efficiency (right) as a function
of the drift field for different amplification fields. Measured with perpendicularly incident
120 GeV pions, traversing the floating strip Micromegas in the upper right window.
The relatively strong fluctuation between the measured values for different drift fields in the
amplification region is caused by two effects:
1. The 1920 anode strips are connected in eight groups of 7 × 256 strips and 1 × 128
strips to a common high-voltage distribution point. A 10 MΩ series resistor between
the high-voltage supply and each strip group limited the minimum recharge time, such
that the dead time after a discharge was on the order of 350 ms. Furthermore the
used iseg supplies are not designed for quick re-adjustment of the high-voltage when
suddenly currents are drawn. This problem has been avoided in later measurements
by relying on the individual strip resistor for current limitation and by introducing
additional resistors as loads to the high-voltage supply, such that the recharge current
after a discharge is by a factor of ten smaller than the current over the load resistor.
2. The Scalable Readout System was used in combination with the Gassiplex system
for the first time in the presented measurements, leading to a limited data collection
efficiency in the early measurements. Thus, a measurement for a single voltage con-
figuration typically yields 5000 usable events, such that the efficiency is significantly
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influenced by the loss of events after a discharge. Due to the low discharge rate, only a
few discharges per run are observed, such that the statistical fluctuation of the number
of discharges leads to the observed efficiency fluctuation.
Part of the inefficiency for perpendicularly incident particles is due to the mesh supporting
pillars, as can be seen in Fig. 5.18, where the inefficient regions in the floating strip Micromegas
are shown. Clearly visible is the periodic rhombic pattern, that vanishes in measurements
with inclined tracks. The vertical gap between y = 32 mm and y = 35 mm is caused by a 3 mm
wide gap between the triggering scintillators. Pions, crossing the floating strip Micromegas
in this region, were not detected by the trigger system.
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Figure 5.18: Inefficient spots in the floating strip Micromegas, measured with perpendicularly
incident pions at Eamp = 36.7 kV/cm and Edrift = 0.33 kV/cm.
The homogeneity of the efficiency over the detector can be extracted from Fig. 5.19, where the
efficiency as a function of the drift field, measured at three different positions in the detector
is shown. Except for the discussed fluctuation of the measured efficiency due to discharges,
the extracted values for the two upper windows agree. For the middle window in the center
row though, the observed efficiency is by a factor of 2 lower.
This can be understood as follows. The incoming pions hit strips that belong to two different
high-voltage groups. A high-ohmic short circuit between an anode strip and the mesh in one
of the two groups leads, in combination with the global 10 MΩ series resistor to a decrease
of the common high-voltage by 50 V, rendering all strips in the group inefficient. The strips
in the correctly functioning group are unaffected. For the later measurements with inclined
detector, the high-voltage of the strip group incorporating the defective strip has been elevated
by 50 V to compensate for the voltage drop. Removing the 10 MΩ series resistor, would also
resolve the problem.
5.2.4 Pressure-Induced Drift Gap Deformation
All gas detectors were operated at about 30 mbar to 40 mbar overpressure with respect to
the surrounding. Due to the large active area of the floating strip Micromegas, this leads to
a considerable enlargement of the drift region, which becomes visible especially in measure-
ments with inclined detector. These measurements were performed to investigate the single
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Figure 5.19: Hit efficiency (left) and reference track based efficiency (right) as a function of
the drift field for three different irradiated detector windows. Measured with perpendicularly
incident 120 GeV pions at Eamp = 36.7 kV/cm.
plane angular reconstruction capabilities with the so called µTPC-reconstruction method (sec-
tion 4.8). The reconstructed track inclination depends crucially on the accurate knowledge
of the electron drift velocity in the drift region. A variation of the drift gap leads to a vari-
ation of the electron drift velocity, Fig. 5.20. This can be measured directly by determining
the maximum electron drift time (section 4.8.6) or indirectly, using the µTPC-reconstruction
method.
In Fig. 5.21 the reconstructed drift gap width dd in the floating strip Micromegas as a function
of the hit position in x-direction is shown. It has been determined by measuring the maximum
electron drift time tmax and then solving
vd
(
Edrift =
Ud
dd
)
=
dd
tmax
(5.2)
for dd. The drift velocity vd
(
Ud
dd
)
as a function of the electric drift field Ud/dd has been
calculated with MAGBOLTZ. A measurement with high-energy muon beams has been used
for this analysis, since the beam intensity is approximately constant over the investigated
area of 9× 9 cm2.
As we integrated over the hit position in y-direction, the shown values are lower bounds
for the true drift gap width. This is especially important in measurements with a localized
beam, hitting the detector in the middle of a window, such as in the inclined measurements,
presented in section 5.2.5, where even larger deformations are observed.
Deformations of the drift gap on the order of 0.5 mm are observed in this measurement. The
FR4 material, carrying the cathode, and the readout structure are considerably deformed in
the cutouts of the aluminum lid and base plate. But also a deformation of the aluminum plates
themselves is visible. The latter can be seen from the difference between the reconstructed
values for low and high x-hit positions, which do not seem to converge towards the same
value.
The electron drift velocity itself depends only weakly on the absolute pressure. As discussed
above, the maximum electron drift time depends on the drift gap width and on the electron
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Figure 5.20: Electron drift velocity as a func-
tion of the drift gap width for a drift volt-
age Ud = 300 V, computed with MAGBOLTZ
[Biagi, 1999] for an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas
mixture at 1013 mbar.
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Figure 5.21: Reconstructed drift gap width
in the upper window of the floating strip Mi-
cromegas as a function of the predicted hit
position, measured with high-energy muons
at a detector inclination with respect to the
beam of (29 ± 1)◦. The projected edges of
the windows in the upper aluminum lid (red)
and the lower aluminum lid (blue) are super-
imposed.
drift velocity, Eq. (5.2). The pressure in the floating strip Micromegas has been varied in
measurements with a detector inclination of 29◦, in order to determine the pressure induced
inflation. The detector has been irradiated in the middle window of the center row. In
Fig. 5.22 the reconstructed signal timing distributions are shown for three measurements at
equal amplification field, equal drift voltage but different pressure.
A clear shift of the maximum electron drift time, defined by the upper edge of the spectrum
is visible. This can be translated into a drift gap variation. In Fig. 5.23 the reconstructed
drift gap width is shown, a variation of 1.1 mm is visible.
In direct measurements of the pressure induced inflation with a large caliber in the laboratory
in Munich, pressure induced deformations on the order of 1.5 mm have been observed.
From these measurements we can conclude, that the detector is first considerably deformed
due to the overpressure of the detector gas, and second, the deformation is rather inhomoge-
neous.
Due to small systematic uncertainties in the reconstruction of the drift gap width from the
absolute value of the measured maximum electron drift time, an unbiased method is discussed
in the following, that allows for a determination of the actual drift gap width in the inclination
measurements with the floating strip detector.
In Fig. 5.24 the reconstructed electron drift velocities as a function of the drift field for different
assumed drift gaps are shown for three different detector inclinations, see section 4.8.6 for a
discussion of the method.
Comparing the shape of the determined curves with the expected velocities from a MAG-
BOLTZ calculation, allows for determining the drift gap for the different measurements. A
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Figure 5.22: Measured signal timings, de-
termined with the method, described in sec-
tion 4.3 for three different absolute pressures
in the floating strip detector. Measured at
Eamp = 36.7 kV/cm and Udrift = 300 V.
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Figure 5.23: Reconstructed drift gap width in
the floating strip Micromegas as a function
of the absolute gas pressure, measured with
120 GeV pions at a detector inclination with
respect to the beam of (29± 1)◦.
systematic mis-reconstruction of the electron drift velocity is observed, that might be due to
a slightly incorrect determination of the maximum drift time or a deficiency of MAGBOLTZ.
In any way is the sign of the deviation expected to be constant. The drift gap can be approx-
imated by searching for the drift velocity curve, that agrees best with the expected values
at medium drift fields and for which the reconstructed velocities are always larger than the
expected values.
The best agreement in the presented case is thus achieved for dd = 8.8 mm for the 20
◦,
dd = 9.0 mm for the 29
◦ and dd = 9.5 mm for the 38◦ measurements. Since the floating strip
Micromegas was not rotated about its center axis, a rotation leads also to an overall shift of
the detector, explaining the variation of the drift gap width between the measurements.
5.2.5 Angular Resolution
The single plane track angle reconstruction capability of the floating strip Micromegas is
discussed in the following section. The method has been described in section 4.8, where the
reconstruction method and systematic deviations due to capacitive coupling of neighboring
strips and edge effects have been discussed in detail.
In order to investigate its angular reconstruction capabilities, the floating strip Micromegas
has been tilted with respect to the reference detectors about the y-axis, Fig. 5.13. Due to
torsion of the pivot under the weight of the floating strip detector, the actual inclinations were
(10±1)◦, (20±1)◦, (29±1)◦ and (38±1)◦. These values have been determined independently
by aligning the floating strip detector via tracks, section 4.7.4.
An inaccuracy arises from the considerable deformation of the drift gap, caused by the over-
pressure in the detector, see section 5.2.4. The actual drift gap width has been determined
by comparing the measured electron drift velocities to the expected, Fig. 5.24. The applied
method uses the maximum electron drift time in the drift region and is independent of the
µTPC-reconstruction. Note that in principle the drift gap width can be directly determined
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Figure 5.24: Electron drift velocity as a function of the drift field for different drift gap widths.
The values have been determined by measuring the maximum drift time. By comparing the
shape of the measured velocities with values, calculated with MAGBOLTZ, the actual drift
gap width can be determined. Measured with 120 GeV pions and a detector inclination of 20◦
(top left), 29◦ (top right) and 38◦ (lower left) at Eamp = 37.5 kV/cm.
by comparing the true and the reconstructed track inclination angles. This has been avoided
in order to not bias the reconstructed track angles and show the necessity of an accurate
and homogeneous drift gap. In an application, where the reconstructed angle is used, this
calibration would nevertheless be performed.
The reconstructed track inclination angle and the angular resolution are extracted from the
distribution of reconstructed track angles using a fit with a piecewise defined Gaussian func-
tion, section 4.8.3. Since systematic effects such as capacitive coupling of neighboring anode
strips and mis-interpreted noise lead to reconstructed track angles, that are larger than the
true track angle, the distribution shows tails towards larger values. Thus the reconstruction
accuracy for angles lower and higher than the most probable value are quoted separately.
In Fig. 5.25 the most probable reconstructed track angle and the angular resolution is shown as
a function of the amplification field for the four different track inclinations. For the measure-
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ments under 10◦, the reconstruction method barely works, only for the highest amplification
field, results are reliable.
At higher track inclinations the behavior is as follows: The reconstructed most probable
angle approaches the true track inclination from above with increasing amplification field,
the angular resolution improves accordingly. Best results and an accuracy of
(
+4
−3
)◦
are reached
for the highest amplification field at the highest inclination. The observed amplification field
dependence is caused by mis-identification of noise on neighboring strips as valid signal, which
becomes less probable with increasing pulse height.
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Figure 5.25: Reconstructed track inclination and angular resolution as a function of the am-
plification field for true track angles of (10 ± 1)◦ (top left), (20 ± 1)◦ (top right), (29 ± 1)◦
(lower left) and (38± 1)◦ (lower right). Measured with 120 GeV pions at Edrift = 0.3 kV/cm.
The angular accuracy for angles higher than the most probable value is represented by pos-
itive values and vice versa. Note the different scale for the angular resolution for 10◦ track
inclination.
The most probable reconstructed angles and the angular reconstruction accuracy as a function
of the drift field at different detector inclinations are shown in Fig.5.26. Starting at low drift
fields, the reconstructed angles decrease due to an increasing pulse height, which leads to
an improving reconstruction. The reconstructed angles become minimal for 0.2 kV/cm .
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Edrift . 0.3 kV/cm and even reach values smaller than the true inclination. This is caused by
a strong dependence of the electron drift velocity on the electric field for Edrift . 0.4 kV/cm
(Fig. 5.24), such that a small inaccuracy in the assumed drift gap width leads to a noticeable
deviation of the reconstructed angle, also towards unphysical values. For Edrift & 0.3 kV/cm
the reconstructed values increase due to the leveling of the electron drift velocity, leading to a
smaller dependence on the actual drift gap width. Furthermore the increasing mesh opacity
leads to a decreasing pulse height, causing a progressive contribution by mis-interpreted noise
signals.
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Figure 5.26: Reconstructed track inclination and angular resolution as a function of the drift
field for true track angles of (10 ± 1)◦ (top left), (20 ± 1)◦ (top right), (29 ± 1)◦ (lower
left) and (38 ± 1)◦ (lower right). The angular accuracy for angles higher than the most
probable value is represented by positive values and vice versa. Note the different scale for
the angular resolution for 10◦ track inclination. The 10◦ measurements were performed with
Eamp = 36.7 kV/cm, the rest with Eamp = 37.5 kV/cm.
A combination of relatively small electron drift velocity and high pulse height leads to op-
timum angular accuracies in the region 0.25 kV/cm . Edrift . 0.35 kV/cm. A quantitative
comparison of the measured and the expected systematic deviations of the most probable
reconstructed angle due to capacitive coupling of neighboring strips is given in section 6.1.5
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for a measurement with 20 MeV protons and a small floating strip Micromegas, where a good
agreement between measured and expected values is shown.
5.2.6 Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution of the floating strip Micromegas for perpendicular and for inclined
tracks is discussed in the following section. It has been determined by interpolating reference
tracks, measured with six reference Micromegas, into the floating strip detector. Its spatial
resolution is then determined with the method, described in section 4.5.3: The residual
between the hit position measured in the floating strip Micromegas and the hit position
predicted by the reference tracks is calculated for all events, in which the reference track
quality is sufficiently good2. The hit position measured in the floating strip detector is
explicitly excluded from the track fit. The width of the residual distribution, determined
from a fit with a double Gaussian function, and the track accuracy can then be used to
calculate the spatial resolution of the floating strip detector with Eq. (4.16).
The track accuracy has been calculated from the spatial resolution of the reference detectors
with Eq. (B.11) and is exemplarily shown in Fig. 5.27. The reference detector spatial resolu-
tion has been determined with the geometric-mean method, section 4.5.2, yielding 40 µm to
50 µm for the different reference detectors.
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Figure 5.27: Track accuracy as a function of
the z-position, determined for measurements
with 120 GeV pions, traversing the floating
strip detector in the middle window of the
center row. The position of the reference de-
tectors is marked by blue lines, a green line
is used for the floating strip detector. The
asymmetry of the track accuracy is caused by
a worse spatial resolution in the detector at
z = 0 mm due to a relative rotation, that can-
not be completely corrected for.
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Figure 5.28: Spatial resolution as a func-
tion of the drift field for different amplifica-
tion fields, measured with perpendicularly in-
cident 120 GeV pions, traversing the floating
strip Micromegas in the upper right window.
2The quality of the line fit to the hit positions in the reference detector is defined by χ2/nref. detectors. Good
reference tracks are defined by χ2/nref. detectors ≤ 3.
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In Fig. 5.28, the spatial resolution of the floating strip Micromegas for perpendicularly incident
particles is shown as a function of the drift field for different amplification fields. It improves
with increasing amplification field, as the single strip signal becomes larger, leading to an
improved definition of the hit position. Optimum values are reached for 0.2 kV/cm . Edrift .
0.35 kV/cm, where also the transverse electron diffusion is minimal, see Fig. 2.5. Note, that
the electron diffusion seems to have a larger impact on the spatial resolution than the overall
pulse height, which is maximal at slightly higher drift fields Edrift ∼ 0.4 kV/cm, cf. Fig. 5.15.
In Fig. 5.29 the spatial resolution, measured at three different positions in the floating strip
Micromegas is shown as a function of the drift field. The observed values agree within their
respective uncertainties, showing that the spatial resolution is homogeneous over the detector.
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Figure 5.29: Spatial resolution as a function
of the drift field for three different irradiated
detector windows. Measured with perpendic-
ularly incident pions at Eamp = 36.7 kV/cm.
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Figure 5.30: Spatial resolution as a func-
tion of the track inclination angle, mea-
sured at Eamp = 37.5 kV/cm and Edrift =
0.3 kV/cm. The particle hit position in the
conventional method is defined by the charge-
weighted mean of all strips in a hit cluster,
alternatively it can be defined by the zero of
the µTPC-fit.
Up to now, the hit position in the detector under test has been defined by the charge-weighted
mean of all strips in a cluster, Eq. (4.2). This method yields robust and reliable results for
perpendicularly incident tracks, but quickly degrades for inclined tracks, as can be seen in
Fig. 5.30. Alternatively, the zero of the µTPC fit (sections 4.8 and 5.2.5) can be used as a
measure of the hit position. For track inclination angles above 18◦, this yields considerably
better spatial resolutions σSR with only a small dependence on the track inclination. The
drawback of the method is the lower robustness, as the µTPC fit delivers reliable hit positions
only for part of the triggered events. This is equally visible in the tails of the distribution of
reconstructed angles. For track inclinations above 18◦, (64±1)% of the used events lie within
the 3σSR band around the central peak of the residual distribution, for track inclinations of
10◦, the fraction reduces to (49±1)%. This can probably be increased by operating at higher
amplification fields or, more laborious, using a preamplifier electronics with better temporal
resolution.
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5.2.7 Discharge Behavior
Discharges between mesh and anode strips of the floating strip Micromegas have been moni-
tored by registering the discharge signal at the common high-voltage distributors via 100 pF
capacitors. Due to the large coupling between detector strips, it was only possible to register
the occurrence of a discharge, not to localize it. After amplification and shaping with an
Ortec 452 Spectroscopy Amplifier and subsequent discrimination, the signals were counted
in an FPGA based logic scaler.
By comparing the total discharge rate n˙dt to the rate of traversing pions n˙pi, discharge prob-
abilities per incident pion could be calculated. The amplification field dependent rate of
spontaneous discharges n˙ds, which are caused by small detector defects and thus do not
depend on the incident pion rate, has been determined by exploiting the spill structure of
the beam at the H6 beam line: Pions are delivered over an interval of about 8 s, followed
by a break of about 40 s. Discharges registered during the spill break are assumed to be
spontaneous.
The discharge probability per incident particle is then given by
Pp =
ndpi
npi
=
n˙dt − n˙ds
n˙pi
. (5.3)
The measured discharge probabilities as a function of the amplification field and thus the gas
gain are shown in Fig. 5.31. The pion flux density for the presented measurements was on
the order of (1.1 ± 0.4) kHz/cm2. The discharge probability shows a strong dependence on
the amplification field, as expected. The extracted behavior is equal for detector irradiation
in two upper windows and by a factor of 2 smaller in the middle window of the center row.
This is due to the reduced amplification field for approximately half of the irradiated strips
in this region, see section 5.2.3.
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Figure 5.31: Discharge probability per inci-
dent pion as a function of the amplification
field for three different beam positions. Mea-
sured with perpendicularly incident pions at
Edrift = 0.33 kV/cm.
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Figure 5.32: Discharge probability per in-
cident pion as a function of the drift field
for different amplification fields, measured
with perpendicularly incident 120 GeV pions,
traversing the floating strip Micromegas in
the upper right window.
The measured pion induced discharge probability as a function of the drift field is shown in
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Fig. 5.32 for different amplification fields. At small drift fields, the discharge probability is
highest, which can be explained by the low transverse electron diffusion in this field region.
The critical charge density, necessary for the development of a streamer and a subsequent
discharge, can thus be reached even for smaller ionization charge, see section 2.7.
Assuming a discharge probability of 1.5 × 10−4, we expect at a mean particle rate of 1.8 ±
0.3 kHz a discharge rate of (0.27 ± 0.05) Hz. Using the large dead time of the floating strip
detector after a discharge of 350 ms, we thus expect a mean efficiency drop of (9.5 ± 2.0)%,
which explains the observed maximum efficiencies well, cf. Fig. 5.17.
Note that the determined discharge probabilities are upper bounds for the true values, since
the pion rate is in any case underestimated. As can be seen from Fig. 5.18, there exists a 3 mm
gap between trigger scintillators, such that pions, crossing the floating strip Micromegas are
missed by the trigger system.
5.2.8 Summary
A floating strip Micromegas with an active area of 48×50 cm2 has been tested in high-energy
pion beams. Tracks were reliably measured with a Micromegas telescope, consisting of six
standard Micromegas with one-dimensional readout and two resistive strip Micromegas with
two-dimensional readout. The track accuracy at the position of the floating strip detector was
19.0 µm. Reliable oﬄine merging of data from the two applied readout systems was possible.
Due to the overpressure of approximately 30 mbar in the gas detectors, the drift gap of the
floating strip detector is inhomogeneously deformed by several millimeters. The relative de-
formation has been measured directly by analyzing the maximum electron drift time. The
actual drift gap width has been determined by comparing the drift field dependence of re-
constructed and calculated electron drift velocities.
The pulse height response of the floating strip Micromegas is homogeneous with relative
variations below 20%. An exponential dependence on the amplification field is observed as
expected, the dependence on the drift field shows the expected behavior.
The detection efficiency of the floating strip Micromegas is above 95% for optimized electric
fields, it is limited by discharges due to the chosen high-voltage powering scheme. The
discharge probability per incident pion is of the order 1.5× 10−4.
Measurements with tilted detector allowed for an investigation of the single plane track angle
reconstruction capabilities of the floating strip Micromegas. The reconstructed track incli-
nations are mainly larger than the true track inclination and show the expected inclination
dependent systematic behavior. For 10◦ inclination a deviation of +5◦ is observed, that re-
duces quickly for increasing track inclination. For optimized electric field parameters, the
angular resolution is better than 5◦ for inclinations ϑ ≥ 20◦.
An optimum spatial resolution of (49± 2) µm is reached with the floating strip Micromegas,
no inhomogeneities are observed. For tracks with inclinations above 18◦, hit reconstruction
based on the µTPC method yields up to a factor of three more accurate results than the
usual charge-weighted mean reconstruction.
The measurements have shown, that the large floating strip Micromegas works in principle
as expected. Three major changes are foreseen for future applications of this detector:
1. The supportive aluminum plates will be replaced by a light but stable FR4-aluminum
honeycomb structure. If the operation at an overpressure on the order of 30 mbar is
desired, the cathode layer should not simultaneously serve as gas-tight detector lid. An
additional gas tight skin should be added.
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2. The high-voltage powering scheme has to be optimized further along the lines, described
in section 5.2.3: The high-voltage should be buffered with large capacitors and a filter-
ing circuit, to be independent of the high-voltage supply reaction time. Global series
resistors in the common high-voltage line should be avoided. A new version of the
detector will be equipped with larger strip recharge resistors on the order of 30 MΩ.
3. Assembly and commissioning of additional detectors would be simplified by not attach-
ing the micro-mesh to the readout structure permanently, but gluing the mesh to the
aluminum gas frame, such that the amplification region can be opened and cleaned.
5.3 Cosmic Muon Tracking with a Floating Strip Micromegas
in High-Rate Proton Background
In the following, the detection capabilities of a floating strip Micromegas for minimum ionizing
particle are investigated in a high-rate background environment at the tandem accelerator in
Garching. A small floating strip Micromegas detector with 128 strips is laterally irradiated
with a high-rate 20 MeV proton beam, that crosses the whole active area, such that a single
proton can deposit charge on all anode strips. The proton rate was about 550 kHz such that
on average in every third event proton and cosmic muons signals are present. Such an event
is shown in Fig. 5.33, where the earlier muon signal is clearly distinguishable from the later
proton signals.
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Figure 5.33: Typical event in the irradiated floating strip Micromegas, measured with Eamp =
38.7 kV/cm and Edrift = 0.27 kV/cm. A cosmic muon signal is clearly visible on strips 59
to 61 at t = 10 × 25 ns, the traversing proton creates coincident signals on many strips at
t = 20× 25 ns.
Four non-irradiated reference Micromegas are used to detect cosmic muons. Interpolating
the muon track into the irradiated Micromegas under test, allows for an investigation of the
muon detection efficiency, pulse height and spatial resolution. Due to the small muon trigger
rate of 4 min−1 only two electric field parameter points, Eamp = 35.6 kV/cm and 36.3 kV/cm
at a constant drift field Edrift = 0.27 kV/cm, have been investigated under proton irradiation.
After completion of the irradiation measurements, cosmic muon measurements were per-
formed without proton background with the same setup. This allows for a direct comparison
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of results and for unfolding detector and background effects.
5.3.1 Setup
The schematic detector setup, together with trigger, busy and readout electronics can be
found in Fig. 5.34.
The tested floating strip Micromegas with an active area of 6.4 × 6.4 cm2 and 128 anode
strips, with 300 µm width and 500 µm pitch, has been described in detail in section 3.4.1. The
anode strips are coupled via discrete HV capacitors to the APV25 based readout electronics,
described in section 4.1.2. The traversing protons are registered and counted by a scintillator
detector. By defocussing and wobbling in horizontal y-direction, a beam focus of 60× 2 mm2
has been realized.
Cosmic muon tracks are measured with two standard, non-floating strip Micromegas with an
active area of 9 × 10 cm2, subdivided into 360 strips, with 150 µm width and 250 µm pitch,
and two resistive strip Micromegas with a 9 × 9 cm2 active area. Their readout structure
is formed by two perpendicular layers of 358 readout strips with 150 µm width. Strips of
all five Micromegas point into the paper plane, i.e. the y-direction and measure particle hit
position in the x-direction, Fig. 5.34. The strips of the second layer in the two resistive strip
Micromegas point into x-direction and provide perpendicular hit position information.
The two standard Micromegas are read out with the VME-based Gassiplex readout electronics
(section 4.1.1). APV25 based front-end boards, together with the Scalable Readout System
(section 4.1.2), are used to acquire time-resolved charge signals of the floating strip and the
two resistive strip Micromegas. The combined readout system, busy logic and data stream
merging is described in detail in section 5.2.1.
Both readout systems are triggered by coincident cosmic muon hits in two scintillator layers,
above and below the gas detectors. Each layer consists of three 33×100×10 mm3 scintillators,
read out with small R4124 Hamamatsu photomultipliers [Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., 2010].
High voltage was provided and monitored by two 12 channel CAEN A1821 modules [CAEN
S.p.A., 2013a] in a CAEN SY5527 mainframe [CAEN S.p.A., 2013b]. Currents drawn by the
detectors, were monitored with an accuracy of (2%rdg ± 10 nA)3.
Discharges of the floating strip Micromegas, muon trigger signals and proton signals in the
counting scintillator were counted with a FPGA based NIM counter, developed by the author.
The gas detectors were connected in series to the gas system, described in section 4.2. Pre-
mixed Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas at an absolute pressure of (1000 ± 2) mbar was constantly
flushed through the detectors with a flow rate of 2 ln/h.
5.3.2 Gas Gain and Mesh Transparency
In the following section, the signals created in the irradiated floating strip Micromegas by
traversing 20 MeV protons are discussed. Due to their large energy loss, a direct measure-
ment of the current between mesh and anode strips allows for a determination of gas gain
(section 2.4) and electron mesh transparency behavior (section 2.6).
A SRIM [Ziegler et al., 2010] based TRIM calculation has been used to determine the mean
energy loss of initially 20 MeV protons in the active area of the irradiated detector, after
passage through the Kapton beam window, air and the Kapton window in the detector
frame. The mean energy loss in an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture of ∆E/∆x = (3.08 ±
3rdg: reading
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Figure 5.34: Schematic detector setup, trigger logic and readout electronics. The active area of
each detector is diagonally hatched. 20 MeV protons cross the active area of the floating strip
Micromegas and are stopped in a scintillator. The readout systems are triggered by coincident
muon signals in two scintillator layers. The scintillator hit information is acquired with a
VME based TDC (connection not drawn). The lower right block shows the NIM based trigger
logic, the lower middle block displays the NIM based busy logic, the VME readout system is
shown in the lower left block. mm0 and mm1 are standard Micromegas with one-dimensional
strip readout, mm2 and mm3 are two-dimensional resistive strip Micromegas.
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0.01) keV/mm corresponds to an ionization yield of q0 = (7417±40) e/6.4 cm, using the mean
energy per created electron-ion-pair of 26.56 eV, given in Tab. 2.1. Due to the proton track
length of 6.4 cm, the low proton energy and the measurement method, the mean, rather than
the most probable energy loss, can be used in the discussion.
According to Eq. (2.25), the measured current on the high-voltage supply
I(f,Edrift, Eamp) = q(Edrift)G(Eamp)f (5.4)
depends on the gas gain G(Eamp), the particle rate f and the charge, reaching the amplifica-
tion region q(Edrift) = q0t(Edrift), which is given by the ionization yield q0 and the drift field
dependent electron mesh transparency t(Edrift). The weak dependence of the transparency
on the amplification field [Kuger, 2013] is neglected in this discussion.
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ode strips as a function of the proton rate for
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Figure 5.36: Electron mesh transparency as
a function of the drift field in the floating
strip Micromegas. Measured from travers-
ing 20 MeV protons at an amplification field
Eamp = (35.0 ± 0.7) kV/cm. The simulated
transparency values, taken from Fig. 2.8,
have been determined using a GARFIELD
simulation.
The measured currents are shown in Fig. 5.35 as a function of the proton rate for different drift
fields. Fitting the measured currents with a straight line through the origin, i.e. assuming
no rate dependence of the single particle pulse height, allows for a determination of the gas
gain and transparency. The slope p0 of the fit function can then be related via Eq. (5.4) to
transparency and gas gain
p0(Edrift) = q0t(Edrift)G(Eamp) . (5.5)
A GARFIELD simulation of the mesh transparency (section 2.6) predicts t(Edrift = 0.13 kV/cm) =
(0.82±0.02). Relying on the simulation, p0(Edrift)/p0(0.13 kV/cm) can be solved for the mesh
transparency at arbitrary drift field, yielding
t(Edrift) =
p0(Edrift)t(0.13 kV/cm)
p0(0.13 kV/cm)
. (5.6)
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The resulting measured transparency is shown in Fig. 5.36 and compared to the simulated
values, showing a very good agreement for all considered drift fields.
The measured currents as a function of the proton rate for different amplification fields are
shown in Fig. 5.37. Using the same method as above, the gas gain can be calculated from the
slope p0(Eamp) of the fit function and the ionization yield q0
G(Eamp) =
p0(Eamp)
q0t(Edrift)
, (5.7)
using the measured value of t(0.27 kV/cm) = (0.59± 0.02).
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Figure 5.37: Current between mesh and an-
ode strips as a function of the proton rate for
different amplification fields and a drift field
Edrift = 0.27 kV/cm. The measured currents
have been fitted with a line through origin.
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Figure 5.38: Gas gain as a function of the
amplification field in the floating strip Mi-
cromegas. Measured from traversing 20 MeV
protons at a drift field Edrift = 0.27 kV/cm.
An exponential function has been superim-
posed to guide the eye.
In Fig. 5.38, the resulting gas gain is displayed, showing the expected exponential behavior.
The large errors of the amplification fields are due to a lacking knowledge of the exact width
of the amplification gap. It will be shown in section 6.1.3, that due to an initially imperfect
production process, a slight swelling of the mesh supporting pillars on the order of 10 µm is
observed. For this detector an amplification gap width of (160± 3) µm is assumed.
5.3.3 Proton Occupancy and Rate
The probability of reconstructing a proton signal, coincident with the triggering cosmic muon
in the floating strip Micromegas, is discussed in the following section. The proton rate, mea-
sured with the proton counting scintillator and with the irradiated Micromegas, is discussed.
A proton typically produces a (350±50) ns long signal, considering the involved capacitances
and the shaper behavior of the APV25 readout chip. Cosmic muon signals are approximately
400 ns long, including the electron drift and the decay time of the shaper circuit. Upon
a trigger signal from the scintillators, charge signals are acquired over a time window of
600 ns. The probability for detecting a proton signal in an event, triggered by a traversing
cosmic, can be calculated from the Poisson distribution, see appendix B.4. Since proton and
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cosmic muon hits are uncorrelated and protons, hitting the Micromegas up to 350 ns before
the beginning of the acquisition window, are still detected, we can assume an effective time
window of T = (950 ± 50) ns. Using Eq. (B.15) and a mean proton hit rate of 550 kHz, the
probability of finding at least one proton in an event, triggered by a traversing cosmic muon
is P = (0.38± 0.02).
Dedicated runs were taken, where the readout electronics has been triggered by a signal from
the proton counting scintillator. Due to the high proton rate, this corresponds to a sample,
containing exclusively proton signals. This allows for determining the Micromegas proton
detection efficiency and, furthermore, the contamination of the proton beam with X- and
γ-rays and neutrons. These would artificially increase the measured “proton” rate, without
depositing charge in the Micromegas.
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Figure 5.39: Number of reconstructed clus-
ters per event in a dedicated run, in which
the proton counting scintillator provided the
trigger signal. Measured at a proton rate of
(553 ± 1) kHz with Eamp = 35.6 kV/cm and
Edrift = 0.27 kV/cm. In 99.4% of the events,
at least eight clusters are detected.
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Figure 5.40: Number of reconstructed clus-
ters per event, measured at Eamp =
35.6 kV/cm and Edrift = 0.27 kV/cm. Shown
are the clusters per event for muon tracking
measurements with and without proton irra-
diation. In events with nine or more clus-
ters, a traversing proton has clearly been de-
tected together with the cosmic muon. For
less then nine detected clusters, only a muon
has been found. A fluctuating amplifier base
line, which is due to proton charge deposit
clearly before the beginning of the acquisi-
tion window, leads to the increased number
of clusters per event with respect to the non-
irradiated case.
In Fig. 5.39 the number of clusters in a dedicated, proton-triggered run is shown. A traversing
proton creates on average 15 clusters in the Micromegas. Since in only 5 of 8153 events, not
a single cluster is detected, the proton beam contamination with photons and neutrons is
negligible and the Micromegas proton detection efficiency is very close to 1.
Since in 99.4% of all events, a proton creates at least eight clusters in the Micromegas, the
number of clusters can be used to identify cosmic muon events, in which an additional proton
has been detected. Note that a cluster denotes in this context a group of neighboring hit
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strips. A coincident cosmic muon and a proton create thus at least nine clusters in the
detector.
The number of reconstructed clusters in cosmic muon measurements with and without proton
irradiation is shown in Fig. 5.40. The observed ratio of events including a proton signal can be
determined by integrating the distribution over the number of clusters in an event. Events
with less than nine clusters correspond to events in which only a cosmic muon has been
detected, in events with more than nine clusters a proton has additionally been detected.
The ratio of events with a detected traversing proton is then
Pµ+p = 1− nµ only
ntotal
. (5.8)
For measurements with the amplification field Eamp = 35.6 kV/cm this yields a measured
ratio of Pµ+p = (0.40± 0.01).
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Figure 5.41: Number of reconstructed clus-
ters per event in a dedicated run, in which
the proton counting scintillator provided the
trigger signal. Measured at a proton rate of
(553 ± 1) kHz with Eamp = 36.3 kV/cm and
Edrift = 0.27 kV/cm. In 99.5% of events, the
proton creates at least five clusters.
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Figure 5.42: Number of reconstructed clus-
ters per event, measured at Eamp =
36.3 kV/cm and Edrift = 0.27 kV/cm. In
events with six or more clusters, a travers-
ing proton has clearly been detected together
with the cosmic muon. For less then six de-
tected clusters, only a muon has been found.
When using a higher amplification field of Eamp = 36.3 kV/cm, the number of clusters per
event in pure proton measurements is smaller than before, see Fig. 5.41. This is due to the
higher gas gain, leading to a merging of neighboring clusters. A proton creates at least five
clusters per event.
Using again the number of charge clusters per event in measurements with cosmic muons and
additional proton irradiation Fig. 5.42, the ratio of events with a reconstructed muon and at
least one proton can be calculated from Eq. (5.8). This yields a ratio of Pµ+p = (0.39± 0.02)
for the higher amplification field Eamp = 36.3 kV/cm.
The measured ratios of events, in which a traversing proton has been found additionally to
the triggering cosmic muon, agree with each other and with the expected value for both
amplification fields used.
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In Fig. 5.43, the proton rate during the three-day irradiation is shown as a function of time.
It has been measured with the proton counting scintillator. The rate is subject to variations
on the order of only 20%, showing the long time stability of the tandem accelerator.
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Figure 5.43: Proton rate vs time, measured with the proton counting scintillator during the
irradiation.
5.3.4 Muon Track Reconstruction
The following section is intended for readers, interested in the specific hit and track recon-
struction methods, that are used for cosmic muon reconstruction. It will be discussed, whether
the track building algorithm biases the spatial resolution and efficiency measurements.
Cluster selection and reconstruction on detector level has been described in section 4.3. In this
particular experiment, the pulse height standard deviation, used to determine a hit strip, is
increased in the floating strip Micromegas under irradiation, as small and out-of-time proton
signals are interpreted as electronic noise. To avoid an artificial masking of small signals,
the standard deviation is not calculated for every run, but is set to a constant and uniform
value for all strips. The chosen value has been determined in the cosmic muon measurements
without irradiation.
Cosmic muon tracks are reconstructed with the chain algorithm, described in section 4.4.1.
That means particularly, that in the irradiated floating strip Micromegas, the cluster is
selected, that is closest to the hit position, predicted by the four non-irradiated reference
detectors. If in a ±2 mm region around the hit prediction no valid cluster is found, the event
is counted as inefficient. In order to not bias the measured spatial resolution of the floating
strip Micromegas, the detector is not included in the fit, used to select the correct cluster
combination.
Additional discrimination of proton and cosmic muon signals could in principle be achieved
by using the measured signal timing. The cosmic muon signal is coincident in all tracking
detectors, proton signals are uncorrelated. To be able to control the muon selection capabil-
ities of the reconstruction method with an unbiased quantity, the signal timing selection is
explicitly not used.
In the analysis only those events are considered, in which all five detectors registered a hit.
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Tracks, defined by the reference detectors, are used for the following analysis, if they intersect
with the previously known active area of the floating strip Micromegas. Its active area of
6.4×6.4 cm2 is considerably smaller than the 9×9 cm2 coverage of the reference detectors. In
order to improve the track accuracy, the inclination of the used tracks is restricted to almost
perpendicularly incident muons with −0.1 rad ≤ ϑ ≤ 0.1 rad.
The floating strip Micromegas spatial resolution can then be extracted from the distribution
of residuals, i.e. of the difference between measured and predicted hit position.
In order to investigate, whether the chain algorithm breeds an artificial peak around 0 in
the residual distribution of the irradiated detector, the assumed position of this detector is
shifted in software by 1.0 mm, Fig. 5.44. This is found not to be the case. Reconstructed
cosmic muons form a narrow peak in the distribution, sitting on a flat background of proton
and noise signals.
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Figure 5.44: Residual distribution, measured
with cosmic muons under proton irradiation.
The position of the investigated detector has
been shifted by +1.0 mm.
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Figure 5.45: Residual distribution, measured
with cosmic muons under high-rate proton ir-
radiation at Eamp = 35.6 kV/cm and Edrift =
0.27 kV/cm. The distribution has been fitted
with a Gaussian function with offset (red).
The residual distribution is fitted with the sum of a Gaussian function and a constant,
Fig. 5.45,
f(∆x) = p0 exp
(
−0.5
(
∆x− p1
σex
)2)
+ p3 , (5.9)
where the standard deviation, given by σex, allows for the calculation of the spatial resolution.
The proton contamination can be estimated from the pedestal p3.
5.3.5 Spatial Resolution
The reference track accuracy at the position of the irradiated floating strip Micromegas of
σtrack = (50.4±0.5) µm, has been determined with the geometric mean method (section 4.5.2).
This allows for the calculation of the spatial resolution, σSR, of the floating strip Micromegas,
from the width of the residual distribution, σex, with Eq. (4.16).
The residual distributions in cosmic muon measurements without proton irradiation are fitted
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with a simple Gaussian function without offset. Under irradiation, the procedure is as follows:
the number of clusters per event in the irradiated detector is used as indicator for the coinci-
dent detection of a proton with the triggering cosmic muon. For Eamp = 35.6 kV/cm, more
than eight, for Eamp = 36.3 kV/cm more than five clusters in an event signal the presence of
an additional proton, compare section 5.3.3.
The residual distributions are treated differently for events with only a cosmic muon and
those with a cosmic muon together with a traversing proton. For events, in which only
the triggering muon was detected, the distribution is fitted with a simple Gaussian function
as above. A Gaussian function with offset Eq. (5.9) is used to fit the distributions for the
other case. The offset represents the proton contamination i.e. the number of proton or noise
signals, that are incorrectly interpreted as cosmic muon signal by the track finding algorithm.
The mean spatial resolution, i.e. for all events, is then determined by fitting the corresponding
distribution with a Gaussian with offset, with the offset set to the fixed value, determined
before.
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Figure 5.46: Spatial resolution for cosmic
muons as a function of the amplification
field. Measured in the floating strip Mi-
cromegas with (red squares) and without ad-
ditional proton irradiation (black points) at
Edrift = 0.27 kV/cm. The measurement with
proton background is further separated into
events with only a cosmic muon (green tri-
angle) and with a cosmic muon and a coin-
cident proton (blue triangles).
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Figure 5.47: Residual distribution versus
number of clusters per event, measured
with cosmic muons under proton irradia-
tion at Eamp = 35.6 kV/cm and Edrift =
0.27 kV/cm. Clearly visible is the qualita-
tive difference between the narrow distribu-
tion in events without a proton (few clusters
per event), and with a proton (nine or more
clusters per event).
The measured spatial resolution of the floating strip Micromegas is shown in Fig. 5.46. With-
out proton irradiation, an optimum value of σSR = (233±5) µm is observed. It has improved
by about 10% for an increase from Eamp = 35.6 kV/cm to Eamp = 36.3 kV/cm. The mean
spatial resolution degrades slightly under proton irradiation, for events with only a cosmic
muon, the spatial resolution is very similar as for the non-irradiated situation. The spatial
resolution is in events with a coincident proton by about a factor of two worse, than for the
measurement without background. This is due to a distortion of the measured cosmic muon
hit position by additional proton signals on the same or on neighboring strips.
It is remarkable, that traversing protons only significantly influence the spatial resolution
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for cosmic muons, if the same strip region is hit at the same time as by the muon. The
Micromegas does not suffer from readout structure charge-up or discharge effects. The chosen
setup, where a traversing proton creates a signal on all strips, corresponds to the worst
possible background hit situation. It is clear, that in a strip detector, coincident charge
depositions by two particles on the same strips cannot be separated. At the moment, protons
that traverse the Micromegas approximately 300 ns before or after the passage of the cosmic
muons, degrade the muon hit position reconstruction. By using a faster front-end chip and
improving electron as well as ion drift velocity, this time window can be further reduced.
5.3.6 Muon Efficiency
In the following, the muon detection efficiency of the floating strip Micromegas detector with
and without proton irradiation is discussed.
It is determined by selecting tracks, that are well reconstructed in the four reference detectors,
see section 5.3.4, and then searching for reconstructed hits with a maximum distance of
2.0 mm to the predicted hit position in the floating strip detector.
Since the expected hit position is known, inefficient spots can thus be identified in the detector.
Under proton irradiation, proton signals, that are accidentally within the expected region,
fake muon signals in events, in which the detector was actually inefficient. As discussed in
section 5.3.4, these fake hits are visible in the residual distribution as uniformly distributed
pedestal. Their number can be calculated from the offset of the Gaussian fit function Eq. (5.9),
see also section 5.3.5.
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Figure 5.48: Inefficient spots in the float-
ing strip Micromegas, measured with cosmic
muons without proton irradiation at Eamp =
35.6 kV/cm and Eamp = 36.3 kV/cm with
Edrift = 0.27 kV/cm. The active area of
the detector under test has been superimposed
(red square).
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Figure 5.49: Muon detection efficiency of
the floating strip detector as a function of
the amplification field. Measured with cosmic
muon with and without additional proton ir-
radiation and Edrift = 0.27 kV/cm.
In Fig. 5.48, the inefficient spots of the floating strip Micromegas, measured with cosmic
muons without proton irradiation, are shown. The floating strip Micromegas active area has
been superimposed. Clearly visible are the sharp edges of the active area on the top, bottom
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and on the right. The inefficient region on the left, i.e. towards small x, can be correlated to a
group of 30 strips, that are read out over coupling capacitors of a different type, than the rest
of the detector. Obviously is their capacitance smaller; this might either be a manufacturing
fault, or is due to a different dielectric, leading to a stronger decrease of the capacitance with
increasing strip voltage.
The two distinct inefficient vertical lines are caused by two groups of dead readout strips.
The slightly thicker inefficient horizontal line at y = 20 mm is most probably due to a ripple
in the micro-mesh, that is only glued to the aluminum gas frame.
The overall cosmic muon detection efficiency without background irradiation is thus (0.825±
0.010) for the lower and (0.875 ± 0.010) for the higher amplification field, Fig. 5.49. It sig-
nificantly decreases to values around 0.62 under proton irradiation. Under irradiation, the
contamination by accidental proton hits is subtracted by scaling the determined efficiency
with proton contamination εcont with a correction factor. The corrected muon efficiency is
then
ε = εcont
ntot − np
ntot
, (5.10)
where np is the number of misidentified protons and ntot the total number of efficient events.
The number of protons can be calculated from the pedestal p3 of the residual fit np =
p3nbins, where nbins is the number of bins in the residual histogram between -2 mm and 2 mm
(Fig. 5.45, Eq. (5.9) and section 5.3.5).
Eamp [kV/cm] ntot np (ntot − np)/ntot
36.3 1076 166± 7 0.846± 0.007
35.6 2264 307± 29 0.864± 0.013
Table 5.1: Total number of efficient events ntot, number of misidentified protons np and
efficiency correction factors.
Assuming that a traversing proton blinds the detector completely, a muon efficiency under
irradiation of 0.51 and 0.54 is expected. We can conclude that the muon detection efficiency is
significantly degraded in events with a cosmic muon and a coincident proton, which is closely
related to the corresponding degradation of the spatial resolution. The muon efficiency is
most probably not significantly influenced by the irradiation, if no proton is coincidentally
traversing the detector, as this would also adulterate the spatial resolution.
5.3.7 Discharge Behavior
Discharges between the mesh and anode strips are produced by large charge deposits from
incident protons and are also due to small detector defects, that lead to spontaneous, uncor-
related discharges.
Discharges have been registered by detecting the recharge of anode strips at the common
strip high-voltage distributor. The recharge signal was decoupled via a 1 nF capacitor, and
was counted after amplification and discrimination with a 16 channel logic counter, compare
section 5.3.1. The same scaler has been used to measure the incident proton rate n˙p = np/t,
by counting signals from the proton counting scintillator during the measurement time t.
Measurements without proton irradiation were used to determine the spontaneous discharge
rate n˙ds = nds/t. Eq. (5.3) allows then for a calculation of the proton induced discharge
probability Pp. In Tab. 5.2 the observed probabilities and discharge rates are summarized.
The spontaneous discharge rate nds/t = (5.0 ± 0.5) × 10−3 s−1, used for the calculation of
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the discharge probability per incident proton, has been estimated from the measurements
without proton irradiation.
Eamp [kV/cm] proton irradiation ndt/t [s
−1] Pp
36.3 yes (173± 2)× 10−3 (33.0± 0.3)× 10−8
35.6 yes (54.2± 0.6)× 10−3 (8.84± 0.13)× 10−8
36.3 no (4.28± 0.09)× 10−3 –
35.6 no (5.42± 0.14)× 10−3 –
Table 5.2: Total discharge rates ndt/t in measurements with and without proton irradiation
and discharge probability per incident proton Pp. Shown are the statistical errors according to
Poisson, additional error contributions due to temperature variations etc. are not included.
There is a significant increase of the discharge rate under proton irradiation, with respect to
the measurements without proton background. Although the gas gain increases by only 28%
for an increase of the amplification field from Eamp = 35.6 kV/cm to 36.3 kV/cm, (Fig. 5.38),
the corresponding discharge probability increases by a factor 3.7. This is due to the threshold
nature of discharge formation, as it has also been discussed in section 2.7 and by Moll [2013].
Note, that the observed discharge probabilities are rather low. Using the single strip dead
time of about 1 ms and the fact, that at maximum three strips are affected, the overall
inefficiency for the higher amplification field is ε = ndt/t · 1 ms · 3/128 = 4.1× 10−6 and thus
negligible.
5.3.8 Summary
Cosmic muon tracking has been studied in a floating strip Micromegas under intense lateral
irradiation with 20 MeV protons. A reference system, consisting of two standard and two
resistive strip Micromegas provided reliable muon track prediction in the irradiated detec-
tor. Reference measurements without proton irradiation allow for unfolding irradiation and
detector effects with respect to efficiency, spatial resolution and discharge behavior.
A proton is traversing the floating strip Micromegas coincidently with the triggering cosmic
muon in (38 ± 2)% of all events. The observed proton coincidence rate agrees well with the
expectation. The proton rate on the order of 550 kHz has been measured with a scintillator
detector.
The gas gain has been determined by measuring the proton induced current between micro-
mesh and anode structure. The electron mesh transparency has been measured with the same
method and agrees well with predictions from a GARFIELD simulation. No rate induced
pulse height variations have been observed.
The floating strip Micromegas shows a spatial resolution of σSR = (233 ± 5) µm for cosmic
muons without proton irradiation. Under proton background irradiation the mean spatial
resolution degrades slightly to σSR = (249± 7) µm. For events, in which only a cosmic muon
has been detected, the spatial resolution is unchanged as compared to the case without proton
background. In events, in which the cosmic muon is detected together with a transversing
proton, the spatial resolution degrades to σSR = (370± 20) µm.
A detection efficiency of (0.875 ± 0.010) has been observed for cosmic muons with proton
background, the detection efficiency for traversing protons is very close to 1. The overall
efficiency is limited by a group of 30 less efficient strips, that are coupled to the readout
via low-quality capacitors. Under irradiation, the muon detection efficiency decreases to
(0.625 ± 0.020). If the detector would be completely blinded by a traversing proton, an
efficiency of 0.54 under irradiation is expected.
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The discharge rate under proton irradiation is 0.173 ± 0.002 Hz, equivalent to a discharge
probability per incident proton of (3.30± 0.03)× 10−7. Discharges have no influence on the
detection efficiency.
The measurements show that the performance of the floating strip Micromegas is influenced
by the background irradiation only in events, in which a cosmic muon traverses the Mi-
cromegas in coincidence with a proton. Even then, cosmic muon signals can be partially
identified, tracking is still possible. It should be noted, that the presented lateral irradiation
scheme represents the worst possible background situation, as a traversing proton can create
coincident signals on all readout strips. In a strip detector, coincident hits by different parti-
cles on the same strip group can obviously not be separated. A Micromegas with a pixelized
readout structure would perform even better in high-rate background.
5.4 Ion Backflow and Aging Measurements with a Resistive
Strip Micromegas
In the following, ion backflow measurements in a resistive strip Micromegas are discussed.
Ions produced in gas amplification processes drift from the anode towards the mesh, where
they are neutralized. A small fraction can pass through the mesh into the drift region and
drift slowly towards the cathode. This so called ion backflow can limit the efficiency and
pulse height at ultra-high particle rates or in applications with very large drift gaps such
as in Time-Projection-Chambers with Micromegas readout planes. The ion backflow has
been measured in a resistive strip Micromegas under irradiation with 20 MeV protons at the
tandem accelerator in Garching.
As the diffusion of positive ions is small, they are expected to follow the electric field lines.
Thus, ions can only enter the drift region, if they are produced on field lines, that extent up
to the cathode. Due to the large ratio between amplification and drift field, the drift field
lines, that extent into the amplification region are strongly compressed, the ion backflow is
expected to be small and field ratio dependent [Colas et al., 2004].
A 12 h irradiation with 20 MeV protons at increased rates has been used to deposit 0.43 C/1.2 cm2
in the detector. Charge deposition and sputtering aging effects can thus be studied. The
behavior of the resistive strip Micromegas after the aging irradiation is currently under in-
vestigation [Danger, 2014] and will not be treated in this thesis.
5.4.1 Setup
The setup during the ion backflow measurements at the tandem accelerator is shown schemat-
ically in Fig. 5.50. An inclined resistive strip Micromegas with an active area of 9× 9 cm2 is
irradiated with 20 MeV protons at a rate on the order of 6 MHz. The protons traverse the
active volume and are stopped in the readout structure. The 358 resistive strips with a pitch
of 250 µm and a width of 150 µm are oriented in vertical direction, the detectors features two
perpendicular layers of mutually isolated readout strips below the resistive strip layer. The
358 strips per layer have a pitch of 250 µm. The resistive as well as the anode strips were
grounded during the measurements. The 128 µm wide amplification gap is closed by a plain
woven mesh with 400 lines per inch, consisting of stainless steel wires with 18 µm diameter. A
5 mm wide drift and ionization region is formed by the mesh and a cathode, consisting of the
same material. The gas volume of the detector is closed by a 50 µm thick Kapton window.
Negative high-voltage for the mesh and the cathode is provided by a 12 channel CAEN A1821
module [CAEN S.p.A., 2013a] in a CAEN SY5527 mainframe [CAEN S.p.A., 2013b]. Currents
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Figure 5.50: Lateral view of the setup during the ion back flow measurements with 20 MeV
protons. The currents drawn by the micro-mesh and the cathode are monitored over the
high-voltage supply.
drawn by the mesh and the cathode can be monitored with an accuracy of (2%rdg.±10 nA)4
with the high-voltage supply.
The DC proton beam creates a constant current of ionization charge. Electrons drift to
the mesh and are amplified in the high-field region between mesh and anode. Positive ions
from ionization processes drift accordingly to the cathode. This ionization charge current
is below 1 nA and thus too small to be measured with the high-voltage supply. This has
been experimentally confirmed. The current of ionization charge can thus be neglected in the
discussion. Positive ions from gas amplification drift from the anode to the mesh, where they
are neutralized. A small fraction crosses the micro-mesh and drifts towards the cathode.
By comparing the measured currents Im and Ic, the relative ion backflow IB can directly be
determined
IB =
Ic
Im + Ic
≈ Ic
Im
. (5.11)
Note that the actual proton hit rate, the proton ionization yield and the gas gain of the
resistive strip Micromegas do not influence the measured IB, as long as the currents are
sufficiently large to be measured. This leads to a powerful method for investigating the drift
field dependence of ion backflow.
The Micromegas was flushed with Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % at atmospheric pressure and a flux of
2 ln/h.
5.4.2 Ion Back Flow Measurement
The backflow of positive ions into the drift region is related to the transparency of the mesh
to electrons from ionization processes. A larger electron mesh transparency is correlated to
a smaller ion backflow and vice versa as both depend on the electric field configuration.
The current between anode and mesh as a function of the drift field is shown in Fig. 5.51 (left).
It shows the typical Micromegas behavior: Starting at low fields, the current increases due
4rdg: reading
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to an improving separation of ionization charge and lower attachment. A maximum value is
reached at Edrift ∼ 0.3 kV/cm, due to a combination of low attachment and low electron mesh
opacity. For further increasing drift field, the observed current decreases due to an increasing
mesh opacity, caused by increasing transverse electron diffusion and changing electric field
configuration, section 2.6.
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Figure 5.51: Current between anode and mesh (left) and relative ion backflow (right) as a
function of the drift field, measured with 20 MeV protons with an approximate rate of 6 MHz
at an amplification field of Eamp = 42.2 kV/cm.
In Fig. 5.51 (right), the measured ion backflow is shown as a function of the drift field. It
increases with increasing drift field due to the changing electric field configuration. For
typical drift fields on the order of Edrift ∼ 0.3 kV/cm, the ion backflow reaches 1%. Values
on the order of 0.2% can be reached for even lower fields. This small value demonstrates
the good high-rate capability of Micromegas detectors as compared to wire chambers, in
which the produced ions have to drift for several milliseconds towards the cathode planes.
In Micromegas, 99% of the produced ions are neutralized after a ∼ 150 ns drift towards the
mesh.
Note that the shown backflow values are insensitive to fluctuations of the particle rate as well
as gas gain variations due to e.g. detector charge up. In case the amplification field close to
the mesh is considerably altered by charge-up of the resistive anode structure, an effect on the
ion backflow is expected, since the backflow depends on the ratio of drift and amplification
field. This would also lead to a strong reduction of the electron mesh transparency, which
agrees with the expectation (see e.g. Kuger [2013]), obtained for negligible ion backflow.
5.4.3 Summary
The ion backflow has been measured in a resistive strip Micromegas under intense irradiation
with 20 MeV protons. Comparison of the currents on micro-mesh and cathode allow for a
determination of the ion backflow, that is independent of the particle rate and anode charge-
up effects. The ion backflow increases approximately linearly from 0.002 at low drift fields to
0.08 at Edrift = 2.3 kV/cm.
Chapter 6
Specific Applications of Floating
Strip Micromegas
Floating strip Micromegas are intended for ion tracking in medical imaging applications. In
the following chapter, the application of floating strip Micromegas as tracking detectors in
high-intensity, low and medium energy ion beams, is presented.
A proof of concept study with 20 MeV proton beams demonstrated the low energy ion track-
ing capabilities of a floating strip Micromegas doublet with low material budget. The mea-
surement allowed for a characterization of the detectors and a considerable improvement of
reconstruction methods. The study and the results are presented in section 6.1.
In ion beam therapy (section 1.3.1), accurate prediction of the ion beam parameters is essen-
tial. Accurate imaging before and in between irradiation cycles could improve the treatment
effectiveness and quality. The achievable resolution in ion radiography and tomography
(section 1.3.2) is expected to improve considerably, if single ion tracking is possible. The
suitability and the limitations of floating strip Micromegas are investigated in beam char-
acterization measurements at the Heidelberg Ion Therapy center. The measurements with
very high-intensity beam enabled furthermore a stringent test of the high-rate capability of
floating strip detectors. The measurements are presented in section 6.2.
Detailed studies of the underlying functional principles of floating strip Micromegas have
already been presented in chapter 5. In this chapter, results are occasionally only summarized,
measurement discussion is moved to the appendix, where appropriate.
6.1 Floating Strip Micromegas in High-Rate 20 MeV Proton
Beams
In the following, proof of concept test measurements with a floating strip Micromegas doublet
with low material budget in high-intensity 20 MeV proton beams at the tandem accelerator
Garching are presented.
Measurements with perpendicularly incident beam were conducted with particle rates be-
tween 440 Hz and 475 kHz. The pulse height behavior and the detection efficiency has been
studied. The determined spatial resolution is strongly distorted by the beam divergence and
by multiple scattering. The rate behavior has been studied for different particle rates. During
the high-rate irradiation, the gas gain could be deduced by measuring the current between
mesh and anode structure. Due to the short measurement time of only a few minutes for
each voltage setting and the low discharge rate, discharge probabilities in the proton beam
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could be determined only approximately.
The TPC-like single plane track angle reconstruction capabilities were investigated by tilting
the detector doublet with respect to the beam by 10◦, 20◦, 30◦ and 40◦ at particle rates
around 500 kHz. Electron drift velocities could be determined from an inversion of the µTPC
reconstruction, the proton ionization yield was measured and compared to the expectation.
In the sections, in which measurement results are discussed, we focus first on the electric field
dependence, measured in low rate, perpendicularly incident proton beams. The behavior
with inclined detectors is discussed afterwards.
6.1.1 Setup
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Figure 6.1: Schematic setup in the floating strip Micromegas test measurements with 20 MeV
protons at the tandem accelerator Garching. A Micromegas doublet with 6.4×6.4 cm2 active
area and 128 readout strips per layer is read out by one APV25 front-end board per layer, using
the Scalable Readout System. Traversing protons are stopped in the 9×9×1 cm3 scintillator,
providing the trigger signal for the Micromegas readout. The attenuated trigger signals are
acquired with an additional APV25 front-end board to enable correction of the 25 ns time jitter
of the Micromegas signals. Protons are moving into negative z-direction, their hit position
in the x-direction is measured by the micromegas, in y-direction, that points into the drawing
plane, no hit information is available.
The Micromegas doublet, specifically designed for low-energy proton tracking, has been de-
scribed in detail in section 3.4.2. Two floating strip Micromegas with an active area of
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6.4× 6.4 cm2, with 128 strips per layer of 300 µm width and 500 µm pitch, are mounted back
to back, forming a single unit. A mesh of 25 µm wires is employed, rather than the 18 µm
wire meshes, used for e.g. the 48 × 50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas. In order to ensure a
homogeneous amplification gap, the readout structures were pressed against the meshes by
applying ∼ 8 mbar overpressure between the two readout structures. A thin steel cannula in
the gas circuit between the space between the two readout structures and the active volume
of the detectors is used to dynamically produce the overpressure. As the mesh tension is
sufficiently high, no deformation of the 6.0 mm wide drift region, as defined by the detector
frame, is observed.
The setup, the trigger circuit and the readout electronics circuit is shown schematically in
Fig. 6.1. Charge signals from the Micromegas were acquired using one 128 channel APV25
front-end board per layer, read out with the Scalable Readout System (section 4.1.2). Travers-
ing protons are detected and stopped in a 1 cm thick 9 × 9 cm2 scintillator, read out with
a Hamamatsu R4124 photomultiplier [Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., 2010], that provided the
trigger signal for the readout system. By counting the scintillator trigger signals, the proton
rate could be measured. Since no coincident triggering was possible, the photon and neutron
contamination of the beam was carefully checked. Typically more than 98% of all trigger
signals corresponded to a traversing particle.
The first i.e. the upstream detector layer is called layer 0 or Micromegas 0 in the following.
The second layer is accordingly denoted with layer 1 or Micromegas 1.
Discharges were monitored by detecting the analog recharge signal at the common high-
voltage distribution for each Micromegas. The recharge signals were amplified in Ortec 452
Spectroscopy Amplifiers, discriminated, elongated to 3 µs and counted in a FPGA based 16
channel high-rate capable scaler.
High voltage was provided and monitored by two 12 channel CAEN A1821 modules [CAEN
S.p.A., 2013a] in a CAEN SY5527 mainframe [CAEN S.p.A., 2013b]. Currents drawn by the
detectors, can be monitored with an accuracy of (2%rdg ± 10 nA)1.
The detectors were constantly flushed with an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture at atmospheric
pressure with a flow of 2.0 ln/h. See section 4.2 for a description of the gas system. The
atmospheric pressure during the measurements2 was (965± 3) mbar.
6.1.2 Particle Rate and Flux Determination
The particle rate has been measured by counting the trigger scintillator signals. At the
employed maximum particle rates of 550 kHz, the dead time of the scintillator detector is
assumed to be negligible, the rate should be underestimated by less than 10%. In Fig. 6.2,
the measured rates are shown as a function of time.
Whereas the rate can be measured quite accurately, the flux density is not easily determinable.
The beam size at the position of the detectors has been measured by replacing the detectors
with a bare scintillator tile, and observing the produced light spot with a camera. For the
low rate measurements at perpendicular beam incidence, a roughly rectangular beam spot
with width (22.4 ± 0.5) mm in horizontal y-direction and height (1.3 ± 0.2) mm in vertical
x-direction was set up. For the high-rate measurements and the angular scans, an elliptic
beam spot of (4.5± 0.2)× (3.5± 0.2) mm2 in y- and x-direction has been used.
Due to stability requirements of the tandem accelerator, a minimum beam current of several
nA had to be used, such that up to three absorbers on the high-energy side of the machine
1rdg: reading
2taken from: http://www.meteo.physik.uni-muenchen.de/
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Figure 6.2: Measured proton rate during the test beam from 8th to 10th August 2013. The
measurements with perpendicular beam incidence were conducted on 8/8 and 9/8 around
14:00, runs with inclined detectors were taken afterwards. A dedicated set of measurements
at high gas gain and low rate completed the test beam on 9/8.
had to be used to reach the desired particle rates. Due to the sieve-like structure of the
absorbers, the particle flux density became highly inhomogeneous, although the outer beam
dimensions, measured with the scintillator tile, are expected to remain unaffected. The beam
spot measurement with the scintillator tile is only possible when extracting all absorbers from
the beam line. It should be noted, that in principle the beam spot can of course be measured
in situ by the Micromegas. For the presented test beam though, only two thin Micromegas
were available, such that only hit information in vertical x-direction could be recorded.
For the calculation of the particle flux, we assume a homogeneous beam spot, which leads in
any case to an underestimation of the flux density.
6.1.3 Pulse Height Behavior
In the following section, the behavior of the pulse height of signals of 20 MeV protons is
discussed as a function of the amplification and drift field for perpendicularly incident and
for inclined tracks. The influence of the particle rate on the pulse height is shown and the
absolute gas gain is deduced.
By fitting the measured pulse height distributions with a Landau function, convoluted with
a Gaussian function, the most probable pulse height has been determined. Its value is used
in the following analysis of the pulse height behavior. The fit error is used as accuracy for
the determined pulse height values in the figures in this section. If no error bars are visible,
the markers are larger than the respective errors.
For high particle rates, the currents I between the mesh and the anode strips are on the
order of several 10 nA and can be used to determine the absolute gas gain (Eqs. (5.4) and
(5.7)). Since 20 MeV protons lose several MeV in the anode PCBs, the energy loss in the two
detector layers is different. It has been calculated with a TRIM calculation [Ziegler et al.,
2010] assuming a simplified setup, consisting of the 50 µm Kapton beam window, the 10 µm
Kapton detector window and cathode, the 35 µm copper anode and readout strips, the 125 µm
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0◦ 10◦ 20◦ 30◦ 40◦
micom 0 17.9± 0.4 18.7± 0.4 19.5± 0.4 21.1± 0.4 24.0± 0.4
micom 1 20.7± 0.4 21.2± 0.4 22.5± 0.4 24.8± 0.4 28.8± 0.4
Table 6.1: Mean energy loss in keV of protons with an initial energy of 20 MeV in the 6.0 mm
wide drift gaps of the two Micromegas layers. Calculated with a SRIM based TRIM calculation
for an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture at 20
◦C and 1013 mbar Ziegler et al. [2010].
PCB and the gas filled spaces of the detector.
Tab. 6.1 summarizes the calculated energy loss for different detector inclinations with respect
to the beam. The ratio between the energy loss in the first and in the second detector layer
is approximately equal for all angles. The absolute energy loss increases approximately like
1/ cosϑ for increasing inclination ϑ.
By measuring the current between mesh and anode strips at high rate and using (52 ± 2)%
electron transmission through the mesh (cf. section 2.6), a gas gain of (1330± 300) has been
calculated for the first detector layer at Eamp = (33.3 ± 0.2) kV/cm and Edrift = (0.33 ±
0.02) kV/cm. For the second layer, a gain of (913 ± 230) is measured at Eamp = (31.7 ±
0.2) kV/cm.
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Figure 6.3: Pulse height as a function of the amplification field Eamp for the first (left)
and the second detector layer (right), measured at a drift field of Edrift = 0.33 kV/cm with
perpendicularly incident protons at a mean rate of (420±10) Hz. The gas gain is given by the
second axis, it should be noted that its absolute scale is aﬄicted with an uncertainty of 25%.
The gain in the second layer is higher due to a larger amplification gap, the pulse height is
again higher due to a larger proton energy loss.
The gas gain for a specific detector gas is a function of the amplification gap width, the electric
amplification field and the gas pressure. By comparing the ratio of measured gas gains for
the two detector layers with the ratio of expected gain, given by Eq. (2.21), the amplification
gap width of the second detector layer can be determined. Note, that the amplification gap
width d enters twice into that relation: via the amplification field Eamp = Uamp/d, which
influences the value of the Townsend coefficient α(Uamp, d, p) and directly in the exponent.
The amplification gap width of the first layer is defined by the thickness of the solder resist
layers, that constitute the mesh supporting structure. Starting from the assumed gap width
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d = (150 ± 1) µm of the first layer, a width of d = (164 ± 1) µm for the second layer is
determined. The larger amplification gap is due to a slight swelling of the mesh supporting
pillars, that is also visible under the microscope and has been caused by a long etching process
with old solvent.
It should be noted, that the absolute gas gain values, quoted above, are only approximate,
large error contributions come from the limited current monitoring accuracy of the high
voltage supply, the disregard of long-time charge-up and the uncertainty of the particle rate
determination.
The pulse height is shown in Fig. 6.3 as a function of the amplification field. It was measured
with low-rate and perpendicularly incident 20 MeV protons and is directly proportional to
the gas gain, which is shown by the second axis. An exponential has been drawn to guide
the eye. For increasing amplification field, the measured points are slightly lower than the
expected exponential behavior. This expected behavior is caused by the limited dynamic
range of the APV25 front-end chip. Due to the larger amplification gap of the second layer,
its gas gain is for equal amplification fields by a factor of 1.76 higher than in the first layer.
The pulse height is by a factor 2.1 higher, due to the larger gain and additionally the larger
proton energy loss in this layer.
The ∼ 8 mbar overpressure, used to press the readout structure against the mesh, leads
to a slight deformation of the readout structure on the order of 2 µm between the mesh
supporting pillars. Over the detector, spatial variations of the pulse height on the order of
15% are observed.
In Fig. 6.4 the pulse height for different particle rates is shown as a function of the drift
field. The physical relevant quantity is not the particle rate but the particle flux density.
As discussed in section 6.1.2, the absolute flux density, especially for high rates, is difficult
to determine, due to the large flux density inhomogeneity caused by the beam absorbers.
In order to avoid large systematic uncertainties in the discussion of the results, the rates
are used for data description. The flux densities, quoted in the caption of Fig. 6.4 are lower
bounds for the true flux densities.
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Figure 6.4: Pulse height in the first detector layer as a function of the drift field for different
proton rates, measured at an amplification field of Eamp = 31.3 kV/cm with perpendicularly
incident protons. Assuming homogeneous particle distribution within the beam spot, the rates
correspond to fluxes of (1.4± 0.3) kHz/cm2, (1.3± 0.2) MHz/cm2 and (4.0± 0.6) MHz/cm2.
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A pulse height decrease of 15% is observed when increasing the rate from 0.42 kHz to 475 kHz.
In Fig. 6.5 the pulse height as a function of the drift field is shown for perpendicularly incident
20 MeV protons. The typical behavior for Micromegas is observed, see section 2.6: With
increasing drift field the pulse height increases to a maximum at Edrift = 0.3 kV/cm, that
corresponds to the minimum of the transverse electron diffusion, see Fig. 2.5. For further
increasing drift field, the pulse height decreases again. This is due to the decreasing mesh
electron transparency and the increasing transverse diffusion. Both effects lead to a loss of
ionization charge on the mesh.
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Figure 6.5: Pulse height as a function of the drift field for various amplification fields for the
first (left) i.e. the upstream, and the second (right) detector layer, measured with perpendic-
ularly incident 20 MeV protons at a mean rate of (420± 10) Hz.
The ratio phmax/ph(1.3 kV/cm) ∼ 3.1± 0.3 is considerably larger than the ratio ∼ 1.7± 0.2
observed with the same gas mixture in high-energy pion and muon beams. This can be
explained by the thicker wires of the woven stainless steel mesh, that has been used in
the construction of this small floating strip Micromegas doublet. The increasing transverse
diffusion leads to a larger charge loss as the overall mesh thickness increases. This is in
agreement with a GARFIELD based mesh transparency simulation, section 2.6.
In Fig. 6.6 the pulse height for different track angles of 10◦, 20◦, 30◦ and 40◦ is shown. As
the proton path length increases with increasing track inclination ∝ 1/ cosϑ, the ionization
and thus the pulse height increases with the angle. The ionization yield, calculated from
the energy loss, given in Tab. 6.1, has been superimposed. It has been scaled using the
relation between the pulse height, the gas gain and the corresponding ionization charge, that
is displayed in Fig. 6.3. To account for the pulse height decrease due to the higher particle
rates in the angular measurements, the ionization yield has been furthermore scaled with a
factor (0.85± 0.05). This corresponds to the observed pulse height decrease with increasing
rate, cf. Fig. 6.4.
The underlying trend of the calculated ionization yield is reproduced by the measured pulse
heights, although considerable deviations are visible. These deviations can partly be ex-
plained by the fluctuating particle rates, that may lead to non-proportional variation of the
particle fluxes, as discussed in section 6.1.2. It should be noted, that the deviations from the
expectation are in the second layer smaller than in the first layer. This is due to a spatial
homogenization of the particle flux in the second layer, caused by multiple scattering of the
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Figure 6.6: Pulse height as a function of the track inclinations for the first (left) and the
second detector layer (right). Measured with 20 MeV protons with amplification fields of
Eamp0 = 33.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 = 31.7 kV/cm and drift fields Edrift0,1 = 0.18 kV/cm. The
particle rates were (445± 10) kHz and (460± 10) kHz for the 10◦, (360± 30) kHz and (420±
10) kHz for the 20◦, (520 ± 15) kHz and (510 ± 15) kHz for the 30◦ and (470 ± 10) kHz and
(490± 10) kHz for the 40◦ measurements.
beam particles. Additional deviations are due to spatial variations of the pulse height on the
order of 15%.
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Figure 6.7: Pulse height as a function of the drift field for different track inclinations for
the first (left) and the second (right) detector layer. Measured with 20 MeV protons with
amplification fields of Eamp0 = 33.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 = 31.7 kV/cm. The mean particle
rates were (470± 20) kHz for the 10◦, (435± 15) kHz for the 20◦, (530± 15) kHz for the 30◦
and (490± 20) kHz for the 40◦ measurements.
The pulse height for different track angles as a function of the drift field is shown in Fig. 6.7.
For track inclinations above 20◦, the most probable pulse height begins to vanish in the
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electronic noise for Edrift > 0.5 kV/cm. This is due to the increased mesh opacity with
increasing drift field and the larger spread of ionization charge over more strips with increasing
angle.
6.1.4 Efficiency
In the following section, the efficiency in both detector layers as a function of the drift and
amplification field and for different track inclinations will be discussed. It is determined with
the method, described in section 4.6: Events with a hit in detector layer i are selected and
counted and the number of events, in which also layer j registered a hit is counted. The
efficiency is given by the ratio of the two numbers.
Statistical errors are calculated, according to Eq. (4.18). If error bars are not visible in the
figures in the following section, the markers are larger than the errors.
The hit efficiency of both detector layers is shown in Fig. 6.8 as a function of the drift field
for different amplification fields. In the drift field region 0.15 kV/cm ≤ Edrift ≤ 0.6 kV/cm
efficiencies above 0.96 are reached for all amplification fields. In this region the efficiency
depends weakly on the amplification field. For the highest amplification fields, maximum
efficiencies above (0.997 ± 0.001) and (0.987 ± 0.001±) for layer 0 and layer 1 are reached,
respectively.
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Figure 6.8: Hit efficiency of the first i.e. the upstream detector (left) and the second detector
layer (right) as a function of the drift field for different amplification fields. Measured with
perpendicularly incident 20 MeV protons at a rate of (420± 10) Hz.
The optimum efficiencies of the second layer are by 0.01 smaller than in the first layer. This is
due to 3 inefficient strips in the region irradiated by the beam halo. For Edrift > 0.6 kV/cm the
efficiencies decrease with increasing drift field as the decreasing mesh electron transparency
and the increasing transverse electron diffusion lead to a loss of ionization charge at the mesh.
In the first detector layer, the decrease for the lower three amplification fields is stronger than
in the second. This is a deficiency of the signal identification algorithm and can be understood
as follows:
Due to the thin beam spot, with only (1.3± 2) mm height, three strips are dominantly hit in
the first layer. Multiple scattering of the low energy protons broadens the beam considerably,
leading to six dominantly hit strips in the second layer, see Fig. 6.9.
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Figure 6.9: Reconstructed hit positions
for both detector layers at drift fields of
Edrift = 1.33 kV/cm and amplification fields
of Eamp0 = 31.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 =
30.5 kV/cm. Taken from the runs that cor-
respond to the blue triangles at highest drift
field in Fig. 6.8.
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Figure 6.10: Signal standard deviations for
all strips in the two detector layers. Same
runs as in Fig. 6.9. Clearly visible are the el-
evated standard deviations of the dominantly
hit strips. The alternating substructure is
caused by different stripline lengths in the de-
tectors and on the APV25 front-end board.
The algorithm, used to calculate the signal standard deviation on each strip, relies on a
sufficiently large number of alternately hit strips. Otherwise signals contaminate the standard
deviation calculation and too large values are determined. Since hit strips are identified by
selecting signals > 3σ, small signals are thus incorrectly missed. As can be seen in Fig. 6.10,
the standard deviations of the dominantly hit strips are considerably larger than the correct
value around 13 ADC channels. This effect is stronger for the first detector layer, which leads
in combination with the thinner beam spot to a stronger efficiency drop for high drift fields,
where typically only one to two strips are hit per event.
In Fig. 6.11 the hit efficiency as a function of the drift field is shown for the different detector
inclinations of 10◦, 20◦, 30◦ and 40◦. For all angles, efficiencies above 0.97 and up to 0.995 are
reached for 0.15 kV/cm ≤ Edrift ≤ 0.4 kV/cm. For perpendicular incidence, the efficiencies
for the applied amplification fields are well above 0.97 for the first and above 0.95 for almost
all applied drift fields, see Fig. 6.8. The observed efficiency decrease for increasing angles for
higher drift fields is caused by the larger spread of the ionization charge over more strips.
Unexpectedly, the decrease is strongest in both detector layers for the 30◦ track inclination
measurements. This can be correlated to an upward fluctuation of the particle rate, which
can lead to a strong increase of the particle flux, as discussed in sections 6.1.2 and 6.1.3. This
decreases the absolute pulse height, which again leads to a lower efficiency. Note, that at
high drift field, the most probable pulse height is small (cf. Fig. 6.7) and close to the noise
threshold, such that a small pulse height decrease on the order of 10% can lead to strong
variation of the efficiency.
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Figure 6.11: Hit efficiency of the first i.e. the upstream detector (left) and the second
detector layer (right) as a function of the drift field for different track inclination an-
gles. Measured with 20 MeV protons with amplification fields of Eamp0 = 33.3 kV/cm and
Eamp1 = 31.7 kV/cm. The mean particle rates were (470±20) kHz for the 10◦, (435±15) kHz
for the 20◦, (530± 15) kHz for the 30◦ and (490± 20) kHz for the 40◦ measurements.
6.1.5 Angular Resolution
In the following section the single plane angular resolution of the two Micromegas layers
is discussed. The µTPC-reconstruction method, introduced in section 4.8, is used. The
ionization charge arrival time is extracted by fitting the signal rising edge with an inverse
Fermi function, see section 4.3. The electron drift velocities were calculated with MAGBOLTZ
[Biagi, 1999], see Fig. 2.4. It should be noted, that all events in which both detector layers
registered a hit, are used in the presented analysis. The only constraint on signal selection
was the demand of at least two hit strips per layer, leading to a reconstruction efficiency of
99.8% at the working point with respect to the simple hit constraint.
In Fig. 6.12 the most probable reconstructed angle and the angular resolution is shown as
a function of the incident beam angle. The most probable reconstructed angle is extracted
by fitting the central peak in the inclination spectrum with a symmetric Gaussian function.
Occasional misinterpretation of noise as signal and capacitive coupling of signals on neigh-
boring strips lead to reconstructed angles, that are higher than the most probable value, see
section 4.8.4 for a discussion. The angular resolutions for track angles lower and higher than
the most probable value are thus treated separately. Both values are extracted by fitting the
peak with an asymmetric Gaussian function, section 4.8.3.
The behavior of the measured most probable reconstructed angle can in both detectors be
well explained by the capacitive coupling of signals on neighboring strips (see section 4.8.4),
predicting a deviation of +(9.3± 0.8)◦, +(4.3± 0.7)◦, +(2.0± 0.5)◦ and +(0.6± 0.2)◦ for the
four investigated angles. The resolution improves with increasing track inclination as more
strips are hit i.e. the lever arm increases and negative effects due to the finite time resolution
and capacitive coupling of adjacent strips decrease.
The measured angular resolution in the first detector layer is for all track inclination bet-
ter than in the second layer. For low track inclination, this is dominantly caused by the
unintentionally used higher gas gain and pulse height in the first detector layer.
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Figure 6.12: Reconstructed track inclination and angular resolution of the first detector layer
(left) and the second detector layer (right) as a function of the true track inclination. Mea-
sured with amplification fields Eamp0 = 33.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 = 31.7 kV/cm and a drift field
of Edrift0,1 = 0.17 kV/cm. The angular accuracy for angles higher than the most probable
value is represented by positive values and vice versa.
A Monte Carlo simulation shows, that the beam emittance increases due to multiple scattering
of the low energetic protons in the two readout structures by (1.6 ± 0.2)◦ for 10◦ track
inclination up to (1.8± 0.2)◦ for 40◦ track inclination. This fakes a worse angular resolution
in the second layer and explains well the observed difference in resolution between the two
layers at larger track inclination.
An additional possibility to characterize the quality of the reconstruction is to determine the
fraction of reconstructed track angles inside and outside the one- and two-sigma band around
the most probable reconstructed angle. The inclination distribution clearly has non-Gaussian
tails, more pronounced towards larger reconstructed angles, except for a track inclination of
10◦, where the tails extend rather to smaller and negative angles. A detailed compilation of
the fraction within certain intervals can be found in the appendix C.1.1.
The most probable reconstructed angle and the angular resolution as a function of the am-
plification field and thus the gas gain can be seen in Fig. 6.13.
The most probable reconstructed angle decreases and approaches the true track inclination
for increasing gas gain up to an amplification field of Eamp ∼ 32.5 kV/cm for the first and
Eamp ∼ 31.0 kV/cm for the second layer. This is due to a better signal discrimination against
noise, but is to a smaller extent also an artifact of the most probable value determination,
influenced by the asymmetry of the angle distribution.
Between the two detector layers, an offset of about 1◦ is observed. Since only measurements
with positive track inclination were performed, it is not clear, whether this is caused by
an angle between the two detector layers, or whether it is an artifact of the most probable
value determination, distorted by the more asymmetric central peak in the track inclination
spectrum of the second layer. A Monte Carlo simulation of multiple scattering in the readout
structures of the doublet detector, showed, that the mean track inclination is not distorted
by multiple scattering.
The angular resolution improves with increasing gas gain, enabled by a higher single strip
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Figure 6.13: Reconstructed track inclination and angular resolution of the first detector layer
(left) and the second detector layer (right) as a function of the amplification field. The angular
accuracy for angles higher than the most probable value are represented by positive values and
vice versa. Measured at a track inclination of (40± 1)◦ with Edrift = 0.33 kV/cm.
efficiency and better temporal resolution of the higher signals.
In Fig. 6.14 the most probable reconstructed angle and the angular resolution are shown as
a function of the drift field in the first detector layer for the four track inclinations (10± 1)◦,
(20±1)◦, (30±1)◦ and (40±1)◦. As expected and discussed in section 4.8.4, the most probable
reconstructed angle is always larger than the true track inclination. For the optimum drift
field Edrift = 0.17 kV/cm, where also the angular resolution reaches its best value, this can
be fully explained by the capacitive coupling of neighboring strips. See also Fig. 6.12 for
reference.
The increase of the most probable angle and also of the resolution for drift fields lower and
higher than the optimum value is caused by two effects: First, noise misinterpreted as signal
on non-hit neighboring strips always leads to an shift of the reconstructed angles to larger
values. This is correlated to the decreasing pulse height due to recombination and lower
mesh transparency, as discussed in section 6.1.3. Second, the electron drift velocity increases
for drift fields Edrift > 0.17 kV/cm (Fig. 2.4 and section 6.1.7), resulting in a larger relative
inaccuracy of the signal time resolution. It should be noted, that mainly due to the first effect,
the angular reconstruction is very inaccurate for 10◦ track inclinations for Edrift & 0.5 kV/cm.
The intention of the presented measurements was to study the underlying effects, being re-
sponsible for the observed behavior of the most probable reconstructed angle and the angular
resolution.
6.1.6 Spatial Resolution
Since only two tracking detectors were used in the measurements, the spatial resolution can
be estimated by assuming parallel tracks for all beam particles and measuring the difference
of the reconstructed hit positions in the first and the second detector layer
∆x = x0 − x1 . (6.1)
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Figure 6.14: Reconstructed track inclination and angular resolution of the first detector layer
as a function of the drift field for true track angles of (10±1)◦ (top left), (20±1)◦ (top right),
(30 ± 1)◦ (lower left) and (40 ± 1)◦ (lower right). The angular accuracy for angles higher
than the most probable value are represented by positive values and vice versa. Measured with
20 MeV protons at mean particle rates of (470±20) kHz for the 10◦, (435±15) kHz for the 20◦,
(530 ± 15) kHz for the 30◦ and (490 ± 20) kHz for the 40◦ measurements. Note the different
scale for the angular resolution for 10◦ track inclination. The behavior in the second layer is
equivalent.
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Calculating this residual for many similar tracks yields a nearly Gaussian residual distribution,
whose width σres can be determined from a fit with a Gaussian function. The spatial resolution
σSR,0 and σSR,1 of the first and the second layer, respectively are then given by
σres =
√
σ2SR,0 + σ
2
SR,1 , (6.2)
simplifying to
σSR =
σres√
2
, (6.3)
assuming equal spatial resolution in both layers.
Note, that the necessary initial assumption of parallel tracks does definitely not hold for these
measurements, due to the beam divergence and the significant multiple scattering of the low
energy 20 MeV protons in the beam pipe window, air, and the detectors themselves. The
determined values are thus largely overestimated, nevertheless several trends are observed.
For measurements with low proton rate of 420 Hz, the determined spatial resolution of the
two layers is on the order of (520 ± 20) µm. Increasing the particle rate from 0.42 kHz to
390 kHz, leads to a deterioration of the spatial resolution by 10%. A beam spot, elongated
into the direction of the strips, as in these two measurements, can lead to an additional
degradation of the measured spatial resolution: Since no hit position information in strip
direction is possible, a mutual rotation of the two detector planes cannot be corrected for.
Before the high-rate measurements and the study with inclined detectors, the beam has
thus been refocused to a more circular shape. An improvement of the spatial resolution to
(475 ± 20) µm when moving to highest particle rate and elliptic beam focus reveals, that
indeed a mutual rotation of readout planes is present.
A detailed discussion about the dependence of the observed spatial resolution of the drift and
amplification fields, the particle rate and the track inclination, can be found in the appendix
C.1.2.
6.1.7 Measurement of Electron Drift Velocities
By inverting the µTPC reconstruction method, the electron drift velocity can be calculated
from the known track inclination. The method has been introduced in section 4.8.5. The
systematic deviations in the µTPC reconstruction method are equally present in this method,
i.e. due to capacitive coupling of neighboring anode strips, the reconstructed µTPC line slopes
are too small resulting in too large values for the reconstructed drift velocity as a function of
the true track inclination.
In Fig. 6.15 the reconstructed electron drift velocities as a function of the drift field are shown
for both detector layers and all four track inclination angles.
For a track inclination of 10◦ degrees, the method does not work properly, as it has been
discussed in section 6.1.5. This leads to significantly overestimated values for the drift velocity.
As discussed in section 4.8.5, the actual drift gap width can be determined by comparing mea-
sured and expected electron drift velocities. For the presented measurements, no deviation of
the drift gap width from the expected value of 6 mm is visible, although the detector is slightly
pressurized with respect to the surrounding. This has been achieved in the construction by
separating the drift cathode and the gas window.
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Figure 6.15: Reconstructed electron drift velocities of the first (left) and the second detec-
tor layer (right) as a function of the drift field for different track inclination angles. Mea-
sured with 20 MeV protons with amplification fields of Eamp0 = 33.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 =
31.7 kV/cm.
6.1.8 Discharge Behavior
The formation of discharges between anode strips and micro-mesh has been discussed in
section 2.7. The critical charge density of approximately 2× 106 e/0.01 mm2 can be exceeded
during high-flux proton irradiation due to events with large energy transfers to the detector
gas. Since each measurement run with a certain parameter set lasted only for two minutes and
the discharge probability is rather small, the discharge probability could not be determined
reliably for the whole electric field parameter space.
Approximate discharge probabilities on the order of (3± 1)× 10−7 per incident particle have
been determined. The observed dependence of the discharge probability on the drift field and
the track inclination can be found in the appendix C.1.3.
Cooperative effects due to several particles crossing the same region in rapid succession can
not be excluded. In later measurements with protons and carbon ions at rates of up to 2 GHz,
no cooperative effect are observed though, see section 6.2.
6.1.9 Summary
A floating strip Micromegas doublet with low material budget has been tested with 20 MeV
protons at the tandem accelerator in Garching. Particle tracking with perpendicular and
inclined beams was possible for all investigated rates between several 100 Hz and 550 kHz.
The mean particle rate has been measured with a scintillator detector every 10 s, the tandem
accelerator provided a stable proton beam with rate fluctuations below 20%.
The dependence of the proton signal pulse height on amplification and drift field has been
determined, the expected behavior is observed. A pulse height decrease by 15% is observed
when increasing the particle rate from 0.42 kHz to 475 kHz. With increasing detector in-
clination and correspondingly increasing proton track length, the pulse height increases as
expected.
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For optimized electric fields, the detection efficiency in both detectors is above 0.98 for all
rates and all detector inclinations.
The track inclination determination in a single detector plane has been investigated with both
Micromegas. For optimized field parameters the most probable reconstructed angles agree
well with the expected values. The description of the monotonous systematic deviations pre-
sented in section 4.8.4 is shown to be valid. A correction of the most probable reconstruction
angle is possible. The angular resolution has been investigated as a function of the track
inclination. An optimum resolution of
(
+3
−2
)◦
is reached for a track inclination of 40◦.
The determination of the spatial resolution is strongly limited by the beam divergence and
multiple scattering of protons in the detectors, as only two detectors were used in the test
measurements. Optimum resolutions of 480 µm are reached for the highest rate at perpen-
dicular beam incidence. For beams with inclinations above 18◦, the alternative hit recon-
struction with the µTPC method yields by 15% to 20% more accurate results than the usual
charge-weighted mean reconstruction.
Electron drift velocities have been measured by inverting the µTPC reconstruction. The
reconstructed values are subject to the expected systematic deviations.
Approximate discharge probabilities on the order of 3 × 10−7 have been determined, no
influence on the detector performance is observed, as expected.
6.2 Floating Strip Micromegas Tracking System for High-Rate
Proton and Carbon Beam Diagnostics
In the following, a two-day measurement with a Micromegas tracking system in high-rate
proton and carbon ion beams at the Heidelberg Ion Therapy center (HIT) is presented. The
detectors are intended for particle tracking in ion transmission imaging (see section 1.3.2).
The presented ion beam characterization measurements allow, furthermore, for an investiga-
tion of their performance in high-rate ion beams.
The tracking system consisted of a thin floating strip Micromegas doublet and a resistive
strip Micromegas. Tracks of high rate proton and carbon ions were used to study the de-
tector performance and optimize track reconstruction algorithms. Measurements with fixed
beam position were taken using protons with energies between 48 MeV/u and 221 MeV/u and
particle rates of 80 MHz to 9 GHz, and with carbon ions with energies between 88 MeV/u and
430 MeV/u at rates of 2 MHz to 80 MHz. Moreover, with both ion types, several measure-
ments using the active raster scanning beam delivery system of HIT were performed [Haberer
et al., 1993] i.e. the beam position was moved in small steps to different raster points. In
medical ion therapy irradiation, the irradiated volume is subdivided into raster points. They
are defined by a specific combination of beam position, beam focus, particle energy and flux.
The good multi-hit resolution of Micromegas allows for a characterization of the bunch struc-
ture and the spill structure of the particle beam. The track reconstruction method and
multi-hit capabilities of Micromegas are presented. The dependence of the pulse height of
charge signals on drift and amplification field and on particle rates and energies is discussed.
The single particle detection efficiency and the overall detector availability is presented. The
achieved spatial resolution in carbon beams is shown. Energy and beam dependent discharge
behavior is discussed.
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6.2.1 Setup
A schematic view of the detector system and the readout electronics can be seen in Fig. 6.16.
Ion hit positions were measured with three Micromegas detectors: A floating strip Mi-
cromegas doublet with one-dimensional strip readout and a resistive strip Micromegas with
two perpendicular layers of readout strips.
The doublet detector, consisting of two back-to-back floating strip Micromegas with an active
area of 6.4×6.4 cm2, has been described in detail in section 3.4.2. Performance of the detector
in 20 MeV proton beams is presented in section 6.1. The readout structure of each layer
consists of 128 copper anode strip with 500 µm pitch and 300 µm width. Each anode strip is
individually connected via a 22 MΩ SMD resistor to high-voltage. The strips were oriented
in horizontal y-direction, such that ion hit positions could be precisely measured in vertical
x-direction.
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Figure 6.16: Schematic setup in the high-rate test measurements with protons and carbon
ions at the Heidelberg Ion Therapy center, as seen from above. A Micromegas doublet with
6.4 × 6.4 cm2 active area and 128 readout strips per layer and a resistive strip Micromegas
with two perpendicular strip planes are read out using APV25 front-end boards, interfaced by
the Scalable Readout System. Due to the high particle rate, we triggered on scattered particles,
creating coincident hits in two scintillators. The attenuated trigger signals itself is acquired
with an additional APV25 front-end board to enable correction of the 25 ns time jitter present
in the Micromegas signals. Ions are moving into negative z-direction, their hit position in
the x-direction is measured by all three micromegas, the resistive strip Micromegas provided
hit information in the y-direction.
The resistive strip Micromegas with an active area of 9 × 9 cm2 and 358 strips per layer
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provided two-dimensional hit information in x- and y-direction. The resistive strips were
oriented in x-direction.
The three gas detectors were read out using APV25 based front-end boards, interfaced by the
Scalable Readout System, section 4.1.2. Charge signals, sampled every 25 ns, were acquired
for all strips within a readout window of 450 ns around the trigger.
The trigger signal was provided on the first measurement day by a single scintillator, read
out with a Hamamatsu R4124 photomultiplier, that was mounted behind the resistive strip
Micromegas under an angle of about 20◦ to the beam axis. Due to the high particle rates of
2 MHz and above, the scintillator detector could not be operated in the primary beam. The
trigger signal was derived from photons and scattered protons, produced by interaction of
the primary beam with the readout structure of the resistive strip Micromegas. In order to
eliminate triggers coming from random noise and photons, that are not coincidently produced
by ions, traversing the detector system, a second scintillator detector has been added for
the second measurement day, thus exclusive triggering on charged secondary particles was
possible.
Due to the lack of a high-rate capable trigger detector, the instantaneous particle rate could
not be measured directly, such that we rely on the requested beam intensity, as given by the
accelerator control system, for rate determination.
Discharge signals in both floating strip Micromegas layers as well as scintillator trigger signals
were counted with a FPGA based NIM scaler, read out via RS232 every 10 s. High-voltage
for the gas detectors was provided by two 12 channels CAEN A1821 modules [CAEN S.p.A.,
2013a] in a CAEN SY5527 mainframe [CAEN S.p.A., 2013b].
A premixed Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture was flushed through the gas detectors with an
overall flux of 2 ln/h. The detectors were operated at atmospheric pressure, which was on
the order of 1000 mbar during the measurements.
6.2.2 Accelerator and Beam Characterization
The accelerator complex at the HIT has been described in section 1.3.1. In the following
section measurements are discussed, that allow for a characterization of the synchrotron and
the microscopic beam structure.
At HIT the active scanning beam delivery system is used for localized tumor irradiation,
section 1.3.1. For each iso-energy-slice, which corresponds to a certain depth in the tumor,
the high-energy ion beam is steered with fast scanning magnets to a set of raster points, the
penetration depth is actively varied by adapting the synchrotron energy. The beam position
is measured with multi-wire proportional chambers directly in front of the patient, providing
feed-back to the scanning system.
Due to the finite ramping time of the scanning magnets and the necessary integration time of
the wire chambers, slow extraction of the beam from the synchrotron is used, section 1.3.1.
A particle beam with approximately constant, actively controlled intensity is available over a
period of 5 s, [Ondreka and Weinrich, 2008]. The complete cycle length, including injection,
ramp up, extraction, chimney and ramp down is energy and particle dependent [Rinaldi,
2014] and is on the order of 8 s. The energy dependence is caused by a magnetic field depen-
dent waiting time after acceleration, necessary to cope with Eddy-currents in the magnets.
Furthermore, the beam dump phase is longer for higher energy beams. A break with vari-
able duration between two accelerator cycles is used for internal communication between
accelerator and beamline subsystems [Scho¨mers, 2014]. The actual magnetic fields and their
temporal behavior in the six main dipole and in the quadrupole magnets of the synchrotron is
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measured with Hall probes and pickup coils. This allows for a direct correction of the magnet
currents, leading to a reduction of the cycle length from the nominal 8.7 s [Feldmeier et al.,
2012]. A further reduction to about 7 s is foreseen, as the quadrupole magnet hysteresis can
in the same way be measured and corrected for.
The spill length and the duration of the breaks between two spills could be measured with
the APV25 based data acquisition system: The time, at which each event is written to disk is
recorded in the event header with an accuracy of 1 s. Using the observed number of triggered
events per second and comparing it to the mean number of events per second during a spill,
the spill and spill-break duration could be determined with sub-second accuracy.
In Fig. 6.17 the spill and spill-break duration is shown for carbon and proton beams as a
function of the particle energy. The measurements were performed in continuous beam mode,
i.e. a new synchrotron cycle is requested directly after the previous has finished.
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Figure 6.17: Measured mean duration of beam spill and break between two consecutive spills
as a function of the particle energy for carbon ions (left) and protons (right). Measured with
carbon beams with I12C = 5 × 106Hz and proton beams at Ip = 8 × 107Hz. The error bars
represent the standard deviation of the measured durations for individual spills and spill-breaks
per particle energy.
The measured spill durations are well compatible with the expected length of 5 s, the spill-
breaks increase with particle energy, as expected. Additionally, we observe a considerable
variation of the spill-break duration, due to the variable delay between consecutive syn-
chrotron cycles.
The microscopic bunch structure of the beam can be measured in the Micromegas detectors.
As discussed in section 6.2.1, the data acquisition system is triggered by a signal in scintillator
detectors, created by secondary photons and particles, produced in the readout structure of
the resistive strip Micromegas. The Micromegas record particle hits within the acquisition
window of 450 ns around the trigger signal. If the bunch spacing i.e. the time between two
consecutive bunches is sufficiently small, ions in the previous and in the following bunch can
be detected, additionally to the particles in the bunch incorporating the triggering particle.
This is possible due to the good multi-hit capabilities of Micromegas detectors.
The signal timing of all strips, corresponding to a cluster, that could be matched to a particle
track, is shown in Fig. 6.18. The timing information has been determined from a fit of each
strip signal with a skew Gaussian function, section 4.3.
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Figure 6.18: Signal timing distribution, measured in Micromegas 0 with carbon ions at E12C =
340.77 MeV/u and I12C = 5× 106 Hz.
The dominant peak in the spectrum corresponds to particles from the bunch, that was trig-
gered on, particles from the previous and two following bunches are additionally visible. For
a fixed number of particles per bunch and an unbiased event selection, the peaks should be
similarly high. The inequality, that is observed for all beam intensities, is caused by two ef-
fects: First, we predominantly trigger on bunches containing more particles, since the trigger
is derived from detection of secondary photons and particles. Second, bunches seem not to
be filled homogeneously, which can be plausibly explained by the RF-Knockout extraction
method, used at the HIT synchrotron, section 1.3.1.
The spectrum is fitted with a sum of three Gaussian functions and a constant, the distance
of the peaks is a fit parameter and allows for an extraction of the bunch spacing.
The expected bunch spacing T can be calculated from the particle energy, represented by
γ = E/m0c
2
T (γ) =
d
c
√
1− 1
γ2
, (6.4)
where d represents the spatial distance of consecutive bunches in the synchrotron. By com-
paring measured and expected bunch spacing, a distance d = 31.7 m has been determined.
From the total synchrotron circumference of about 65 m [Ondreka and Weinrich, 2008], we
can conclude, that the synchrotron is filled with two bunches, which is consistent with reality.
The measured and expected bunch spacing is shown in Fig. 6.19 as a function of the energy
for carbon and proton beams. The measured values in carbon beams agree with the expected
bunch spacing for energies above 150 MeV/u, corresponding to a bunch spacing below 200 ns.
Below 150 MeV/u, deviations are observed, that are caused by the limited width of the data
acquisition window. The stronger deviations in the resistive strip Micromegas are caused by
a shift of the measured signal timings. The previous bunch is not visible in the distribution
anymore, leading to a less stable determination of the bunch spacing. The shift is due to
the faster signal rise time in this detector. As the signal rise time is determined by the drift
of positive ions from the anode towards the mesh (section 2.5) its smaller amplification gap
width of 128 µm compared to 150 µm and 164 µm in the floating strip detectors leads to a
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smaller rise time and thus a shift of the signal maximum towards earlier values.
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Figure 6.19: Measured and expected bunch spacing as a function of the particle energy for
carbon ions with I12C = 5× 106Hz (left) and protons with Ip = 8× 107Hz (right).
The same holds for the measured bunch spacing in proton beams, where the overall deviation
for the floating strip detectors is larger, due to the significantly higher number of particles
per bunch. Due to the higher granularity of the resistive strip readout structure, its deviation
is smaller for the higher beam energies.
Using the bunch spacing, given by Eq. (6.4), and the mean beam intensities I as given by the
accelerator control system, the mean number of particles per bunch np/b can be calculated
np/b = IT (γ) . (6.5)
Note, that this value depends both on the beam intensity I and on the beam energy E.
Considering the 450 ns acquisition window, the mean number of particles, visible in the
detectors per triggered event, np/e can be approximated
np/e = np/bnb/e(T (γ)) , (6.6)
where the number of bunches per event nb/e can be estimated from the bunch spacing and
the acquisition window, assuming an effective bunch length of 50 ns.
In Tabs. 6.2 and 6.3, the mean number of particles per bunch and per event, respectively,
are given for carbon beams for the intensity and energy parameters, that were used in this
measurement.
For the four smallest intensities used, reliable single particle tracking for almost all particles
is expected to be possible. A carbon ion typically produces a signal on three neighboring
strips. As long as two particles do not hit the same strip group, they can be separated. For
the higher rates, single particle tracking is still possible, but later arriving particles or those
directly in the center of the beam are expected to be inseparable.
The mean number of protons per bunch and per event are given in Tabs. 6.4 and 6.5. It
is clear, that, depending on the beam diameter, for the lowest particle rate single particle
tracking is still possible, but a considerable fraction of protons will merge into conjoint clus-
ters. For intensities above 108 Hz, single particle tracking is becoming increasingly difficult,
for intensities above 2 × 108 Hz, single particle tracks cannot be resolved anymore, but the
beam position can be measured accurately.
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energy [MeV/u]
intensity [Hz] 88.83 170.66 299.94 340.77 430.1
2.00× 106 0.52 0.40 0.32 0.31 0.29
5.00× 106 1.30 0.99 0.81 0.78 0.72
1.00× 107 2.59 1.98 1.62 1.55 1.45
2.00× 107 5.18 3.96 3.23 3.10 2.90
5.00× 107 12.96 9.89 8.08 7.76 7.25
8.00× 107 20.73 15.83 12.93 12.42 11.60
Table 6.2: Expected number of particles per bunch for carbon beams as a function of the beam
intensity and particle energy.
energy [MeV/u]
intensity [Hz] 88.83 170.66 299.94 340.77 430.1
2.00× 106 1.26 1.59 1.59 1.59 1.64
5.00× 106 1.94 2.48 2.49 2.47 2.59
1.00× 107 3.89 4.95 4.59 4.50 4.64
2.00× 107 7.77 9.89 9.18 9.00 9.28
5.00× 107 19.43 24.73 22.96 22.51 23.20
8.00× 107 31.09 39.56 36.73 36.01 37.11
Table 6.3: Approximated expected number of particles per event for carbon beams as a function
of the beam intensity and particle energy. The accuracy of the shown values is better than
10%, assuming a homogeneous distribution of particles over all bunches.
energy [MeV/u]
intensity [Hz] 48.12 91.48 152.58 177.7 221.06
8.00× 107 27.4 20.5 16.6 15.6 14.4
2.00× 108 68.5 51.3 41.5 39.1 36.0
4.00× 108 137.1 102.6 82.9 78.1 72.0
8.00× 108 274.1 205.3 165.8 156.2 144.0
2.00× 109 685.3 513.2 414.5 390.6 360.0
Table 6.4: Expected number of particles per bunch for proton beams as a function of the beam
intensity and particle energy.
energy [MeV/u]
intensity [Hz] 48.12 91.48 152.58 177.7 221.06
8.00× 107 27.4 34.9 36.5 35.9 35.3
2.00× 108 68.5 87.2 91.2 89.8 88.2
4.00× 108 137.1 174.5 182.4 179.7 176.4
8.00× 108 274.1 349.0 364.8 359.3 352.8
2.00× 109 685.3 872.4 912.0 898.3 882.0
Table 6.5: Approximated expected number of particles per event for proton beams as a function
of the beam intensity and particle energy. The accuracy of the shown values is better than
10%, assuming a homogeneous distribution of particles over all bunches.
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6.2.3 Track Reconstruction and Multi-Hit Resolution
Particle hits in the individual Micromegas layers are reconstructed by merging the position
and charge information from neighboring strips. The reconstructed hit positions are then
corrected for systematic deviation caused by the charge distribution discretization due to the
periodic strip structure, see section 4.3. Since usually more than one valid track is present
in the detector system, the Hough transform based track reconstruction algorithm is used to
identify the hit positions, belonging to specific particle tracks (section 4.4.2).
The track reconstruction algorithm searches for perpendicularly incident3 and straight tracks
over the entire active area of the detectors. It yields the combination of clusters, belonging
to a certain track and an estimate of the track slope and intercept, that is not further used.
Note that the term cluster denotes in this context a group of neighboring hit strips.
The identified tracks are then fitted analytically with a straight line to determine the track
parameters, see section 4.4.3. In the pulse height-, signal timing- and spatial resolution-
analysis, except for a few exceptions, clusters are considered only if they can be matched to
track.
As discussed in section 6.2.2, particles that coincidently create a signal on the same group of
strips cannot be separated in a strip detector. A simplified Monte Carlo simulation has been
developed to predict the reconstructible number of particles. It incorporates the detector
strip geometry, the cluster width in the detector, the beam spot size and shape and the
number of particles per event. The beam shape is described by the sum of two Gaussian
functions, corresponding to central beam and beam halo. The width of the central beam
is given by σcentral = FWHM/2
√
2 ln 2, where FWHM is the beam width as given by the
accelerator control system, the width of the beam halo is assumed to be σhalo = 2σcentral.
The distribution of 94% of all particles is described by the dominant peak. These parameters
have been adjusted to reach agreement between measured data and simulation.
In Fig. 6.20 the measured beam spot is shown for two different beam intensities. Due to the
high flux density in the center of the beam, signals from single particles merge into conjoint
clusters. An increase of the observed beam width is visible, that is caused by particles in the
beam halo.
In Fig. 6.21 the mean number of reconstructed hits per event for carbon beams is shown
for the first floating strip Micromegas. Superimposed are the simulated mean number of
reconstructed clusters and the true number of hits per event, as given by Tab. 6.3. The
mean number of reconstructed hits rises linearly for I < 20× 106 Hz and saturates for higher
beam intensities at around 5.5 hits per event. The saturation is due to merging of different
particles into conjoint clusters. Due to the biased trigger system, favoring bunches in which
the number of particles per bunch is higher than the average, the measured number of hits for
lower rates is slightly higher than the simulated one. The number of particles per bunch does
not seem to strictly follow a Poisson distribution at lower particle rates, which is plausible
due to the extraction mechanism of the synchrotron. A good agreement between simulation
and measurement for the higher intensities is visible, with deviations less than 10%.
Due to this cluster merging not all reconstructed hits correspond to valid particle hit positions
and can be used for tracking. The mean number of reconstructed tracks per event, shown in
Fig. 6.22, is thus lower than the mean number of reconstructed hits and even decreases with
further increasing intensity for I > 50× 106 Hz.
3Track inclination angle between −3◦ and 1◦.
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Figure 6.20: Beam spot in the first layer of the floating strip Micromegas doublet. Measured
with 88.83 MeV/u carbon ions at two different beam intensities with Eamp = 30.7 kV/cm and
Edrift = 0.33 kV/cm. The inefficient region between x = 31 mm and x = 36 mm is created by
a ground of 10 dead strips in the second floating strip Micromegas layer. A clear increase of
the beam width due to particles in the beam halo is observed.
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Figure 6.21: Mean number of reconstructed
hits per event in the first floating strip Mi-
cromegas as a function of the beam intensity.
Shown are the measured values in carbon
beams with E12C = 88.83 MeV/u, and the
simulated number of true and reconstructed
hits. The beam FWHM is 13.4 mm.
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Figure 6.22: Mean number of reconstructed
tracks per event as a function of the beam
intensity. The same runs as in Fig. 6.21 are
shown. The vertical error bars are smaller
than the markers.
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6.2.4 Pulse Height Behavior
The dependence of the pulse height of signals, produced by traversing protons and carbon
ions, on the electric field parameters, on the particle rate and particle energy is discussed
in the following section. The dominant peak in the pulse height or energy loss spectrum,
which is equivalent to the most probable energy loss of protons and carbon ions, can be
fitted with a Gaussian function. The most probable pulse height, as defined by the position
of the maximum of the fit function, is used to characterize the pulse height behavior in the
following.
The pulse height as a function of the amplification field in the two floating strip Micromegas,
measured with 88.83 MeV/u carbon ions, is shown in Fig. 6.23. For constant drift field, the
pulse height is directly proportional to the gas gain (Eq. (2.21)), such that the observed
exponential behavior agrees with the expected one. An exponential function has been drawn
to guide the eye. For Eamp > 29 kV/cm, the measured pulse height are slightly lower than
the expectation. A similar effect has been observed in measurements with 20 MeV protons,
section 6.1.3. It is due to saturation effects of the APV25 front-end chip. No significant
additional detector saturation effects with increasing gas gain are visible. Since the ionization
yield in both detector layers is approximately equal, the higher pulse height in Micromegas
1 is directly correlated to a higher gas gain at equal amplification field, due to a larger
amplification gap of (164± 1) µm as compared to (150± 1) µm for Micromegas 0.
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Figure 6.23: Pulse height of the floating strip
detectors as a function of the respective am-
plification field. Measured with carbon ions
with E12C = 88.83 MeV/u and I12C = 2 ×
106 Hz at Edrift = 0.33 kV/cm.
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Figure 6.24: Pulse height of the floating
strip detectors as a function of the respec-
tive drift field. Measured with carbon ions
with E12C = 88.83 MeV/u and I12C = 2 ×
106 Hz at Eamp0 = 29.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 =
28.7 kV/cm.
In Fig. 6.24 the pulse height of both floating strip Micromegas is shown as a function of the
drift field. Typical behavior is observed: Starting at low field, the pulse height increases
due to an improved separation of ionization charge and a decreasing signal rise time. Due
to the constant integration time of the APV25 chips, a decreasing signal rise time leads
to an increase of the pulse height. A maximum is reached for Edrift ∼ 0.25 kV/cm. For
further increasing drift field, the pulse height decreases again, due to an increasing transverse
electron diffusion and a changing electric field line configuration, see section 2.6 for a detailed
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discussion. Both effects lead to a loss of ionization electrons at the mesh.
The very high particle rates available at HIT, allow for a very stringent test of the floating strip
Micromegas high-rate capability. Pulse height spectra, measured for 88.83 MeV/u carbon
ions at different particle rates in the first floating strip and the resistive strip Micromegas are
shown in Fig. 6.25. Concentrating first on the floating strip detector, two peaks are visible
in the spectra for lower rates: A dominant peak, corresponding to the most probable energy
loss of a single carbon ion and a faint peak corresponding to a pulse height twice as high.
The entries at the lower edge of the spectrum are due to electronics noise and partially
detected particle hits. The second, faint peak is created by an accidental merging of signals
from two ions into a single hit cluster. This second peak evolves into a flat shoulder with
increasing rate. Up to the highest rate the dominant peak is visible, i.e. single particle track
reconstruction is possible. An overall pulse height decrease of only 20% is observed, that is
discussed in the following.
The overall current between mesh and anode strips is on the order of 10 µA at the highest
rate. Assuming equal currents on the 55 dominantly hit strips, this corresponds to a recharge
current of 180 nA per strip. The current leads to a voltage drop on the hit strips of about 4 V
due to the 22 MΩ strip recharge resistor. This corresponds to an amplification field decrease
of 0.27 kV/cm.
The gas gain decreases, according to Fig. 6.23, by about 15% for a field decrease of this size.
It seems that, additional to the voltage drop, ion space charge effects in the amplification
region and backflow of positive ions from gas amplification into the drift region lead to a
small decrease of the measured pulse height on the order of 5%. The ion backflow can be
determined by comparing the measured currents at cathode and mesh. (1.7 ± 0.2)% of the
produced positive ions are not neutralized at the mesh but move into the drift region. Space
charge effects in the amplification region are assumed to be the dominant component.
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Figure 6.25: Pulse height spectra, measured with 88.83 MeV/u carbon ions at different particle
rates in the floating strip Micromegas 0 (left, Eamp0 = 30.7 kV/cm, Edrift0 = 0.33 kV/cm) and
the resistive strip Micromegas 2 (right, Eamp2 = 31.3 kV/cm and Edrift2 = 0.57 kV/cm).
In the resistive strip Micromegas, the pulse height decreases by 90% when going from the
lowest to the highest rate. This is caused by the charge up of the resistive strip anode,
due to the high strip resistivity. The pulse height decrease could in principle be reduced
by increasing the anode high-voltage, although care must be taken, that the non-irradiated
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detector regions do not enter continuous discharge regimes.
A similar approximation as above for the resistive strip Micromegas is difficult, as the strip
resistivity of around 90 MΩ/cm is only coarsely known [Teixeira, 2012]. The mesh to anode
current is of the order of 4µA. Due to the higher strip pitch, we assume that 110 strips are
dominantly hit. The recharge current of 36 nA per strip then leads to a voltage decrease
of around 14.5 V, corresponding to an amplification field decrease of 1.1 kV/cm. Using the
dependence of the first Townsend coefficient on the electric field, Fig. 2.6, this corresponds
to a gain reduction on the order of 40%. The ion backflow in the resistive strip Micromegas
can be determined as above by comparing the currents on mesh and cathode. It is with
(12.8 ± 1.0)% considerably higher than in the floating strip detectors. This is on the one
hand due to a larger drift field in the resistive strip detector and on the other caused by a
smaller optical and electrical opacity of the micro mesh, consisting of wires with only 18 µm
diameter. The combination of both effects may lead to the observed pulse height reduction.
An additional contribution due to charge-up of the insulating material into which the resistive
strips are embedded is also possible.
The ion backflow in the resistive strip Micromegas is considerably larger than found in a
dedicated measurement with a similar detector, presented in section 5.4. This is due to the
considerable smaller amplification field during the measurements at HIT. The ion backflow
is determined by the ratio of amplification and drift field, as discussed by Colas et al. [2004].
The most probable pulse height, measured with 88.83 MeV/u carbon ions in all three detec-
tors, is shown in Fig. 6.26 as a function of the particle rate. The considerable decrease of the
pulse height in the resistive strip detector is visible.
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Figure 6.26: Most probable pulse height as a
function of the beam intensity, measured with
88.83 MeV/u carbon ions. The pulse height
of the resistive strip Micromegas 2 has been
superimposed, its scale is given by the sec-
ond axis. The electric field parameters were
Eamp0 = 30.7 kV/cm, Eamp1 = 29.9 kV/cm
and Edrift0,1 = 0.33 kV/cm for the floating
strip detectors and Eamp2 = 31.3 kV/cm and
Edrift2 = 0.57 kV/cm for the resistive strip
detector.
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Figure 6.27: Overall charge deposition spec-
trum in Micromegas 0 for different proton
rates, measured with Ep = 221.06 MeV/u
at Eamp0 = 32.0 kV/cm for the four lower
and Eamp0 = 31.3 kV/cm for the highest
intensity. The drift field was Edrift0 =
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As it has been discussed in section 6.2.2, single particle tracking in proton beams becomes
increasingly difficult with increasing beam intensity, due to the high detector occupancy.
Signals, produced by individual particles, are merged into few but large hit clusters. Instead
of discussing the single particle pulse height, the overall charge deposition by a bunch of
coincident protons in the floating strip Micromegas is regarded. It can be calculated by
adding the pulse height, measured on all hit strips in an event. The distribution of the sum
signal is shown in Fig. 6.27 for different beam intensities. The transition from single particle
resolution to integration over a set of proton signals is clearly visible.
The most probable energy loss of 12C-ions in 6 mm Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % has been calculated
as a function of the particle energy using Eq. (2.3). The relation between energy loss and
ionization yield is given by Eq. (2.4). In Fig. 6.28 the measured pulse height of Micromegas 0
as a function of the beam energy for carbon beams is shown. The ionization yield has been
superimposed and scaled to the pulse height at lower beam energies.
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Figure 6.28: Pulse height in the first Micromegas as a function of the particle energy, mea-
sured with carbon ions at I12C = 5 × 106 Hz and electric fields of Eamp0 = 30.7 kV/cm and
Edrift0 = 0.33 kV/cm. Superimposed is the calculated ionization yield.
The measured pulse height for higher beam energies is about 30% lower than the value
expected from the behavior of the ionization yield. The reason for this deviation is not quite
clear. The energy increase is correlated to an increase of the particle flux density by a factor
of 2, due to a decrease of the beam focus FWHM from 13.4 mm to 9.8 mm, but the thereby
expected pulse height decrease is on the order of a few percent. It is possible, that the bunch
structure of the beam, together with inhomogeneously filled bunches, leads to considerably
higher instantaneous particle rates. For future measurements, a fast counting detector for
high-resolution rate measurements should be included in the tracking system.
In Fig. 6.29 (left) the dependence of the cluster pulse height in all three detectors on the
proton beam energy is shown. With increasing energy the pulse height decreases, due to a
decreasing proton energy loss. For proton energies Ep > 100 MeV/u an increase of the pulse
height is observed. This is explained by merging of neighboring clusters into few, but larger
hit clusters (Fig. 6.29 (right)), as an energy increase is correlated to a decrease of the beam
focus size, which leads to a higher particle flux density. The limitation of the strip detectors
with respect to separating individual proton signals becomes clearly visible.
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Figure 6.29: Pulse height (left) and mean number of reconstructed hits per event (right)
in all three Micromegas as a function of the particle energy, measured in proton beams with
Ip = 8×107 Hz. The electric field parameters were Eamp0 = 34.6 kV/cm, Eamp1 = 34.1 kV/cm
and Edrift0,1 = 0.33 kV/cm for the floating strip detectors. The resistive strip Micromegas was
operated at Edrift2 = 0.43 kV/cm and Eamp2 = 39.1 kV/cm for the two lower and Eamp2 =
40.6 kV/cm for the two upper beam energies.
6.2.5 Efficiency
As it has been discussed in section 6.2.3, at least three detector layers are necessary to reliably
reconstruct tracks in the high hit-multiplicity environment at HIT. In events with more than
one valid hit per event in each detector layer, hits are considered as valid only if they can be
matched to a track. Since all detectors are thus involved in hit selection and at the higher
rates, there are always several particle signals visible in each detector layer, the single particle
efficiency calculation is strongly biased for particle rates above 2 MHz.
An unbiased single particle detection efficiency could only be determined for the lower rate
measurements with carbon ions. The measured hit efficiency in the two floating strip Mi-
cromegas is shown in Fig. 6.30 as a function of the amplification field. The lower efficiencies
of the second floating strip detector are caused by a group of ten dead anode strips in the
middle of the detector, caused by interrupted striplines due to low quality etch resist (see
section 3.4.2).
The efficiency of Micromegas 0 increases with increasing amplification field from 0.95 to
0.995, single particle detection efficiencies above 0.98 are reached for Eamp & 27.5 kV/cm.
For Micromegas 1, similar behavior is observed at a slightly lower level, due to the ten
inefficient strips. Note that due to the large ionization yield and the diffusion of ionization
charge in the drift gap, mesh supporting pillars, that cover about 1% of the active region, do
not seem to limit the efficiency anymore.
In Fig. 6.31 the detection efficiency of both floating strip detectors is shown as a function of
the drift field. It is almost flat, a minor decrease with increasing drift field, correlated to a
pulse height decrease, Fig. 6.24, is observed.
The efficiency for all three detectors as a function of the carbon ion energy is shown in
Fig. 6.32. For Micromegas 0, efficiencies above 0.995 are observed for all beam energies.
The second floating strip Micromegas 1 shows efficiencies above 0.96, the resistive strip Mi-
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Figure 6.30: Hit efficiency of the float-
ing strip detectors as a function of the re-
spective amplification field. Measured with
88.83 MeV/u carbon ions with I12C = 2 ×
106 Hz at Edrift = 0.33 kV/cm.
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Figure 6.31: Hit efficiency of the floating
strip detectors as a function of the respec-
tive drift field. Measured with 88.83 MeV/u
carbon ions at I12C = 2 × 106 Hz, Eamp0 =
29.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 = 28.7 kV/cm.
cromegas 2 efficiencies above 0.975 for all beam energies. Except for the dead strip region in
the second floating strip detector layer, all Micromegas show excellent detection efficiencies
for carbon ions over the whole energy range.
In Fig. 6.33 the efficiency for the three Micromegas detectors in 80 MHz proton beams is
shown. The measured values are above 0.99 for all energies and show only a weak energy
dependence. Even Micromegas 1 with ten dead strips shows a high “efficiency”, since there
is always a particle signal in a properly functioning region of the detector.
The measured hit efficiency for higher rates can not be interpreted as single particle detection
efficiency, but is a reliable measure for the overall detector availability, since it represents the
fraction of events, in which the detector was able to detect particles. If e.g. discharges
would be present, that affect the whole detector, the respective detector would be completely
inefficient for single events. The same holds for charge-up effects.
The transition from particle detection efficiency to overall detector availability can be nicely
seen in Fig. 6.34 (left). The efficiency of the three Micromegas detectors in carbon beams is
shown as a function of the beam intensity. Starting at low intensities, it increases from the
particle detection efficiencies, as measured above, to values above 0.99 for I12C > 20×106 Hz.
The availability of the floating strip detectors saturates at 0.998. The values, measured for
the resistive strip detector begin to decrease for the highest rates, due to charge-up effects.
Similar behavior is observed for 221.06 MeV/u proton beams as a function of the particle
rate. The floating strip detector availability is constantly high, even for the highest rates
of 2 × 109 Hz. This demonstrates the good discharge sustaining capabilities of this detector
type. Although the discharge rate increases significantly with increasing beam intensity,
section 6.2.7, discharges are limited to the affected strips. The overall detector availability
and the efficiency of the non-affected strips stays at a very high level.
In the resistive strip Micromegas on the other hand, the overall detector availability decreases
significantly with increasing beam intensity, to 0.72 for the highest intensity. This is caused
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Figure 6.32: Hit efficiency as a function
of the particle energy, measured with car-
bon beams at a particle rate of 5 × 106 Hz.
During carbon ion tracking, the two float-
ing strip Micromegas layers were operated
at Eamp0 = 30.7 kV/cm and Eamp1 =
29.9 kV/cm and a common drift voltage of
Edrift0,1 = 0.33 kV/cm, the resistive strip
detector was at Eamp2 = 31.3 kV/cm and
Edrift2 = 0.57 kV/cm.
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Figure 6.33: Hit efficiency as a function
of the particle energy, measured with pro-
ton beams with a mean particle rate of
80 × 106 Hz. The field parameters were
Eamp0 = 34.7 kV/cm, Eamp1 = 34.1 kV/cm,
Edrift1,2 = 0.33 kV/cm for the floating
strip detectors. The resistive strip detector
was operated at Edrift2 = 0.43 kV/cm and
Eamp2 = 39.1 kV/cm for the two lower and
Eamp2 = 40.6 kV/cm for the two higher en-
ergies.
by the overall voltage drop and charge-up effects. The ion back-drift is, due to a smaller
drift field, with 5% considerably smaller than in the discussion in section 6.2.4 and should
not have a strong influence on the efficiency.
6.2.6 Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution of a certain detector is determined by comparing the predicted particle
hit position with the measured hit position in this detector, see also section 4.5. The track
reconstruction has been described in section 6.2.3. In the three detector layers are only those
hits considered, which could be matched to a track. The predicted track is defined by the two
other detector layers. The residual between predicted and measured hit position for many
similar tracks follows in principle a Gaussian distribution. Its width is determined by the track
accuracy and the spatial resolution of the respective detector. The spatial resolution in this
discussion is approximated with the geometric mean method, see section 4.5.2. This method
yields correct results, only if the spatial resolution of the tracking detectors is similar, since
the method forces similar values for all detectors (section 4.5.4). Due to the small distance
of the two, in principle equal, floating strip Micromegas and the symmetric variation of
operational parameters in the two floating strip detectors, this assumption is justifiable.
The spatial resolution of the first floating strip detector is shown in Fig. 6.35 as a function
of the amplification field. With increasing amplification field, the spatial resolution improves
to its optimum value of σSR = 104 ± 1 µm at Eamp ∼ 29.5 kV/cm. The spatial resolution is
almost independent of the amplification field for Eamp & 27.5 kV/cm.
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Figure 6.34: Hit efficiency as a function of the particle rate, measured with carbon beams (left)
at E12C = 88.83 MeV/u and proton beams (right) at Ep = 221.06 MeV/u. During carbon ion
tracking, the two floating strip Micromegas layers were operated at Eamp0 = 30.7 kV/cm and
Eamp1 = 29.9 kV/cm and a common drift voltage of Edrift0,1 = 0.33 kV/cm, the resistive
strip detector was at Eamp2 = 31.3 kV/cm and Edrift2 = 0.57 kV/cm. In proton beams the
amplification voltage of the two floating strip Micromegas layers was reduced in steps of 10 V
with increasing particle rate, starting at Uamp0 = 510 V and Uamp1 = 550 V, Edrift0,1 =
0.33 kV/cm. The resistive strip detector was operated at Edrift2 = 0.43 kV/cm and Eamp2 =
39.1 kV/cm for the lowest and Eamp2 = 38.3 kV/cm for the other rates.
The dependence of the spatial resolution in Micromegas 0 on the drift field is shown in
Fig. 6.36. The spatial resolution improves with increasing drift field due to a reduction of
the transverse electron diffusion, Fig. 2.5. The transverse diffusion is minimal at Edrift ∼
0.3 kV/cm. For Edrift & 0.3 kV/cm the spatial resolution depends only weakly on the drift
field.
In Fig. 6.37 the spatial resolution is shown as a function of the particle rate. With increasing
rate a degradation of the spatial resolution is visible, caused by deterioration of the recon-
structed hit position by coincident hits on the same or neighboring strips. For the highest
rate still a satisfying resolution of σSR = (168± 1) µm is observed.
The spatial resolution improves with increasing particle energy from σSR = (121± 1) µm to
σSR = (97±1) µm, Fig. 6.38. Two effects are responsible for the observed energy dependence:
Multiple scattering in the readout structures and the shielding aluminum foil between the two
floating strip Micromegas, and a variable cluster width. The cluster width i.e. the number of
strips per cluster decreases with decreasing ionization yield, since the charge signals become
smaller. It is furthermore influenced by space-charge induced electron diffusion.
Multiple scattering (section 2.2.3) in the readout structure of the first floating strip layer has
the strongest influence on the observed spatial resolution. It consist of two layers of 35 µm
thick copper strips and a 125 µm thick FR4 board. The radiation lengths and densities of
copper and the FR4 board, approximated by the values for epoxy, are given by the Particle
Data Group4 and Gupta [2013]. The resulting total radiation length of the board can be
calculated with Eq. (2.17) and is X0 = 15.1 g/cm
2.
4http://pdg.lbl.gov/AtomicNuclearProperties
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Figure 6.35: Spatial resolution in Mi-
cromegas 0 as a function of the amplifica-
tion field, measured with 88.83 MeV/u car-
bon ions at I12C = 2× 106 Hz for a constant
drift field Edrift = 0.33 kV/cm.
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Figure 6.36: Spatial resolution in Mi-
cromegas 0 as a function of the drift field,
measured with 88.83 MeV/u carbon ions at
the lowest intensity I12C = 2 × 106 Hz for
Eamp = 29.3 kV/cm.
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Figure 6.37: Spatial resolution Micromegas 0 as a function of the beam intensity, measured
in 88.83 MeV/u carbon beams at Eamp = 30.7 kV/cm and Edrift = 0.33 kV/cm.
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Figure 6.38: Spatial resolution of the first
floating strip Micromegas as a function of the
particle energy, measured in carbon beams
with I12C = 5×106 Hz at Eamp = 30.7 kV/cm
and Edrift = 0.33 kV/cm.
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Figure 6.39: Calculated spread of a nar-
row pencil beam of carbon ions after 25 mm,
induced by multiple scattering in the read-
out structure of the first floating strip Mi-
cromegas layer. Shown is the standard devi-
ation of the resulting Gaussian beam profile.
Scattering in the shielding aluminum foil is neglected due to the small thickness of (28±2) µm
and the larger aluminum radiation length. Due to the small lever arm, scattering in the second
readout structure will only have a minor influence on the observed spatial resolution and is
equally neglected.
In Fig. 6.39 the spread σms (Eq. (2.16)) of an initially narrow carbon beam is shown as a
function of the beam energy. In a detector with an intrinsic spatial resolution σSR,int on the
order of a few µm, the spread σms would be equal to the measured spatial resolution σSR,obs.
For the floating strip Micromegas, the observed spatial resolution is given by
σSR,obs =
√
σ2SR,int + σ
2
ms . (6.7)
For the lowest energy, the spread σms is on the order of 34 µm, for the highest beam energy, it
reduces to 8 µm. For an intrinsic spatial resolution on the order of 100 µm, multiple scattering
distorts the observed spatial resolution by less than 6 µm.
The dependence of the measured spatial resolution on the beam energy is thus created by
a small contribution from multiple scattering and a larger contribution that is possibly cor-
related to the decreasing ionization density: With increasing particle energy, the ionization
yield decreases, such that the tails of the ionization charge distribution are not detected,
leading to a smaller and apparently favorable cluster width.
Intentionally shifting the assumed detector position allows for investigating the quality of
the track reconstruction method and thus the reliability of the measured spatial resolution.
The residual distribution, i.e. the distribution of differences ∆x between the predicted and
the measured hit position in the first floating strip layer, is shown in Fig. 6.40 for two dif-
ferent particle rates. The detector has been shifted by −0.5 mm in x-direction, the mean
residual, measured at the lower rate, shifts accordingly to +0.5 mm. This shows, that the
observed Gaussian residual distributions represent actually the differences between assumed
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and measured particle hit positions and are not artificially created by the track reconstruction
algorithm, section 6.2.3.
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Figure 6.40: Distribution of residuals in Mi-
cromegas 0, measured with 88.83 MeV/u car-
bon beams at two different beam intensities.
A fit with the sum of a Gaussian function and
a constant (blue line) is used to estimate the
fraction of well reconstructed tracks.
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Figure 6.41: Fraction of well reconstructed
tracks with respect to all reconstructed tracks.
The number of reconstructed tracks per event
is also rate dependent and is shown in
Fig. 6.22.
We observe furthermore, that the Gaussian peak sits on an approximately rectangular back-
ground, that is caused by mis-measured hit positions, coincidentally selected by the track
reconstruction algorithm. The background i.e. the fraction of mis-reconstructed events, in-
creases with increasing particle rate, as expected. Even at the highest carbon ion rate of
80 MHz though, the shifted residual peak is still visible, showing that a single particle track
reconstruction is still possible.
In order to estimate the fraction of well reconstructed events, the residual distributions can
be fitted with a Gaussian function with constant offset. The latter can be used to estimate
the number of mis-reconstructed events. Note that this method overestimates the number
of mis-reconstructed tracks. The fraction of well reconstructed tracks with respect to all
reconstructed tracks is shown in Fig. 6.41. It decreases from 75% at 2 MHz particle rate with
increasing rate and saturates at 50% for rates above 20 MHz.
6.2.7 Discharge Behavior
The discharge behavior of the floating strip Micromegas detectors in carbon and proton
beams is discussed in the following section. The underlying discharge mechanism and the
development of streamers has been discussed in section 2.7. Discharges have been monitored
(section 6.2.1) by detecting the recharge signal at the common strip high-voltage distributor
of each detector. After amplification and discrimination, the discharges were counted with a
scaler, read out every 10 s. Due to this large counting period and the inability to measure the
instantaneous particle rate time resolved, the determined discharge rates and probabilities
are aﬄicted with considerable errors. The variable spill-break structure of the particle beam
(section 6.2.2) makes a correction difficult. Nevertheless, clear trends are visible.
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Two different quantities are shown in the following: Counting the number of discharges
during irradiation yields the discharge rate. The discharge probability per incident particle
is determined by comparing the number of discharges to the assumed number of particles
during irradiation. We assume, that the requested beam intensity is equal to the actual mean
particle rate. The irradiation time, representing the duty cycle of the synchrotron, has been
estimated from the mean spill and spill-break duration.
In Fig. 6.42 the measured discharge rate and discharge probability in carbon beams is shown
as a function of the particle rate. Except for the points at I12C = 10× 106 Hz, the discharge
rate increases linearly with the mean particle rate, resulting in an approximately constant
discharge probability per incident particle. The low values at I12C = 10× 106 Hz are caused
by the mentioned variable delay between consecutive spills.
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Figure 6.42: Discharge rate (left) and discharge probability per incident particle (right) as a
function of the beam intensity, measured in the floating strip Micromegas with 88.83 MeV/u
carbon ions at Eamp0 = 30.7 kV/cm, Eamp1 = 29.9 kV/cm and Edrift0,1 = 0.33 kV/cm.
A linearly increasing discharge rate and thus a constant discharge probability shows, that no
cooperative effects between entering particles are present. Cooperative effects are expected,
if two particle hit the area in which the streamer develops (0.1 mm×0.1 mm) within the time
window of streamer development (∼ 300 ns). This would correspond to a particle flux density
on the order of 30 GHz/cm2. Even at the highest achievable carbon ion rates, the mean
particle flux density of 56 MHz/cm2 is by three orders of magnitude smaller. A considerable
difference between the discharge rates in the first and the second layer of the floating strip
Micromegas doublet is observed. As this difference is not observed in protons beams, see
Fig. 6.43, the enhanced discharge probabilities in the second layer can be explained by breakup
of carbon nuclei and production of strongly ionizing low energetic nuclear fragments, that
trigger discharges more easily.
The measured discharge rates and probabilities in proton beams are shown in Fig. 6.43 as a
function of the mean particle rate.
As above, a linear dependence of the discharge rate and thus a constant discharge proba-
bility is observed. At the highest rate a lower amplification voltage was set, such that the
amplification fields are reduced by 0.67 kV/cm and 0.61 kV/cm, yielding smaller discharge
rates and probabilities. Mean particle rates of 0.8 GHz and and 2.0 GHz correspond to mean
particle flux densities of 1.6 GHz/cm2 and 3.9 GHz/cm2. These are at least one magnitude
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Figure 6.43: Discharge rate (left) and discharge probability per incident particle (right) as a
function of the beam intensity, measured in the floating strip Micromegas with 221.06 MeV/u
protons at Eamp0 = 32.0 kV/cm and Eamp1 = 31.7 kV/cm for the four lower rates and Eamp0 =
31.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 = 31.1 kV/cm for the highest rate. The drift field was at Edrift0,1 =
0.33 kV/cm for all measurements.
smaller than the flux density for cooperative effects, such that the observed independence of
the discharge probability on the particle rate agrees with the expectation.
The factor of 10 smaller discharge probabilities as compared to carbon beams are due to the
factor 36 smaller energy loss of protons at equal energy per nucleon, see Eq. (2.1). Further-
more, the values shown have been measured at a proton energy of 221.06 MeV/u, compared
to 88.83 MeV/u for carbon ions, resulting in a factor of 2 lower mean energy loss. Using
higher amplification fields for protons i.e. working at a gas gain, increased by a factor of 2.5,
increases the observed discharge probabilities, see Fig. C.10 in the appendix C.2. The discus-
sion shows, that the occurrence of particle-induced discharges is correlated but not directly
proportional to the magnitude of the mean energy loss, as very rare ionization processes in
the far tail of the energy loss distribution are responsible for discharges.
The approximate discharge probabilities for different beam energies and amplification fields
can be found in the appendix C.2. No significant dependence on the particle energy is
observed, discharge rates increase with increasing amplification fields to maximum values of
4.5± 1.0× 10−7.
In a subsequent measurement, the presented results can be improved by improving the tem-
poral resolution of discharge counting and recording the instantaneous particle rate.
6.2.8 Summary and Outlook
A tracking system consisting of a floating strip Micromegas doublet with low material budget
and a resistive strip Micromegas has been successfully tested in high-rate carbon ion and
proton beams at the Heidelberg Ion Therapy center. The data acquisition system has been
triggered by signals of secondary photons and particles in scintillation detectors. Due to the
processing and transfer time of the acquisition system, a readout rate on the order of 1 kHz
has been achieved.
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A direct measurement of the bunch and the spill structure of proton and carbon ion beams
was possible with the Micromegas. The determined bunch spacing and the overall beam
structure is in agreement with the expectation.
In carbon beams the reconstruction of on average up to 5.5 particle hits per event and detector
layer was possible. The multi-hit resolution is determined by the strip readout structure, the
observed resolution is in agreement with the expectation. A Hough transform based track
reconstruction algorithm was applied. It allows for the simultaneous reconstruction of several
tracks per event. On average 3.2 tracks were found by the algorithm.
The determined spatial resolution of the floating strip Micromegas is better than 180 µm for
all carbon ion energies and rates.
The pulse height of charge signals in the floating strip Micromegas shows in carbon beams a
rate dependent decrease of 20%, when ramping from the lowest rate of 2 MHz to the highest
rate of 80 MHz. In the resistive strip Micromegas a pulse height decrease of 90% is observed.
Due to the high rates in proton beams, a separation of single particles is possible at particle
rates below 100 MHz. For higher rates, proton hits are merged into few but large clusters.
In the floating strip and the resistive strip Micromegas single particle detection efficiencies
close to 1 are observed. At very high rates on the order of several 100 MHz, no sign of a
discharge induced efficiency drop is observed in the floating strip detectors. The resistive
strip Micromegas suffers from charge-up, such that the detector availability reduces to 73%
at the highest proton rate of 2 GHz.
The detectors ran stably at all rates. In both ion beams a rate-independent discharge prob-
ability per incident particle on the order of 5× 10−7 was observed.
The test measurements demonstrate the suitability of floating strip Micromegas detectors for
high-rate ion tracking but also reveal the obvious limitations, introduced by the strip readout
structures.
In a future application, the detectors are foreseen for ion tracking in imaging applications
in ion beam therapy. Their suitability has been demonstrated with the presented measure-
ments. With the current detectors, full tracking at particle flux densities below 7 MHz/cm2
is possible. A further increase of the multi-hit resolution is possible by using an alternative
gas mixture and a faster readout electronics. If a tracking of all particles at particle rates on
the order of 100 MHz is desired, pixel readout structures have to be used.
A different, high-rate capable readout system has to be used though, if a high data collection
efficiency is desired.
It is expected, that the rate limiting factor in a detection system for ion transmission appli-
cations, based on single particle tracking, consisting of Micromegas tracking detectors and a
range telescope, constructed with homogeneous scintillator planes, will be the range telescope.
The achievable rate capability of the Micromegas detectors is thus sufficient.
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Chapter 7
Performance and Properties of
Micromegas
Floating strip Micromegas are discharge tolerant, high-rate capable, high-resolution micro-
pattern gaseous detectors. The properties and the performance of Micromegas detectors
have been evaluated in several measurement campaigns and in different applications. In the
following, results from the different campaigns, that are discussed in detail in chapter 5 and
6, are compared and discussed. Results acquired in the same campaign are displayed with
equal color coding in the figures but have not necessarily been obtained with equal operational
parameters.
Determination and behavior of the gas amplification is presented in section 7.1. The depen-
dance of the pulse height on the electric drift field is discussed in section 7.2 and compared
to the expected behavior of the mesh transparency. In section 7.3 the behavior of the detec-
tion efficiency is presented. The track inclination reconstruction in a single detector plane is
discussed in 7.4. In section 7.5 the achievable spatial resolution in different Micromegas detec-
tors and with different particle beams is reported. The discharge behavior and the discharge
tolerance of floating strip Micromegas is described in section 7.6. Further improvements of
the detectors, the operational parameters and the readout electronics are shortly touched in
section 7.8.
7.1 Gas Gain
The typical ionization yield of minimum ionizing particles in Micromegas detectors is on the
order of 50 e, assuming a drift gap width of 6 mm and operation with an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. %
gas mixture at atmospheric pressure (section 2.2). In order to reliably detect the passage of
such a particle, the ionization charge needs amplification by a factor on the order of 103 in
an avalanche like process in the high-field region between micro-mesh and anode structure.
As discussed in section 2.4, the gas gain can be determined with two different methods:
1. In low rate irradiation with charged particles or photons, a determination of the pulse
height of charge signals allows for an extraction of the gas gain. The ionization yield,
charge-to-voltage conversion factors of the preamplifier electronics and detector capac-
itance dependent factors have to be known (Eq. (2.24)).
2. High-rate particle or photon beams can be used to produce a constant current of ion-
ization charge in the drift region. By measuring the current between mesh and anode
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and comparing it to the known particle or photon rate and the ionization yield, the gas
gain can be calculated (Eq. (2.25)).
In the measurement campaigns that were presented in this thesis, the absolute gas gain has
been determined with the second method. Gas gains between 600 and 2300 for amplification
fields between Eamp = 33 kV/cm and 36 kV/cm have been measured in a 6.4×6.4 cm2 floating
strip Micromegas with an amplification gap width of (160 ± 3) µm under lateral irradiation
with 20 MeV protons (section 5.3). Gas gains above 1800 were sufficient to detect cosmic
muons, traversing a 15 mm wide drift region of the detector.
In 20 MeV proton tracking measurements approximate gas gains could be determined in the
two layers of a low material budget floating strip Micromegas doublet (section 6.1). Due to
the short ionization paths of only 6 mm, the measured currents were relatively low, such that
the determined gas gains are aﬄicted with an uncertainty of at least 25%. Another source of
uncertainty comes from the determination of the mean energy loss of protons.
For the Micromegas layer with an amplification gap width of (150±1) µm, gas gains between
500 and 8000 were measured for amplification fields between Eamp = 31 kV/cm and 37 kV/cm.
For the second layer with an amplification gap width of (164 ± 1) µm, amplification factors
between 700 and 6000 were observed for amplification fields between Eamp = 31 kV/cm and
35 kV/cm.
When taking the different gas pressures in the Micromegas into account, gas gains found
in proton tracking and in cosmic muon tracking under proton irradiation are in agree-
ment for equal amplification fields within their respective uncertainties. Using the gas gain
parametrization Eq. (2.23), a gain reduction on the order of 30% for a pressure increase of
35 mbar is expected.
The Micromegas characterization setup, that is described in detail in [Bortfeldt, 2010, chapter
4], has been used to determine the gas gain of a standard Micromegas under controlled pres-
sure and temperature conditions. Signal shapes for 5.9 keV X-rays, emitted by a 55Fe-source
in a 9×10 cm2 standard Micromegas, readout with a single charge sensitive preamplifier, were
acquired with a 12 bit 1 GHz flash ADC with a recording time window of 2520 ns [CAEN
S.p.A., 2010]. The detector was operated in a Memmert ICH 256 climate chamber, allowing
for investigating the detector performance at stabilized temperatures between −10◦C and
35◦C.
The gas gain has been determined by recording the signal pulse height with a charge sensitive
preamplifier (method 1). The temperature and pressure dependance of the gas gain has
been investigated in depth, leading to the parametrization coefficients, stated in section 2.4
[Lippert, 2012]. The same setup has been used in measurement by Kuger [2013] and the
author, used to verify an advanced Micromegas GARFIELD simulation. The simulation is
able to correctly predict gas gains in Micromegas with a precision on the order of 15%, by
including Penning and Penning-like energy transfers in gas avalanches. For a standard and
a resistive strip Micromegas with 128 µm amplification gap, operated with an Ar:CO2 93:7
vol. % gas mixture at 1013 mbar and 20◦C, gas gains between 400 and 5000 were observed
in measurements and in simulation for amplification fields between Eamp = 36 kV/cm and
43 kV/cm [Kuger, 2013].
The dependance of the pulse height on the amplification field has been investigated in most
measurement campaigns, presented in this thesis. Since the pulse height is, for a fixed drift
field, directly proportional to the gas gain, the relative behavior of the gas gain has been
investigated. In all measurements the expected exponential behavior (Fig. 2.6) was observed.
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7.2 Mesh Transparency
The electric drift field dependance of the pulse height is often subsumed under the term mesh
transparency. This is not entirely correct, as the electron mesh transparency describes only
the transmission of electrons, produced in ionization processes, into the high field region be-
tween mesh and anode structure. The electron transparency of micro-meshes in Micromegas
is considerably larger than the optical transparency. This is due to the high amplification
field, that acts like a funnel on ionization electrons, entering from the drift into the ampli-
fication region. The electron mesh transparency decreases with increasing drift field due to
two effects:
1. With increasing drift field, the configuration of electric field lines in the drift region
changes: More field lines end on the mesh, instead of reaching into the amplification
region. Thus more electrons are lost on the mesh.
2. Due to the considerable transverse diffusion of electrons, electrons do not follow strictly
the electric field lines. An increased transverse diffusion enhances the mesh opacity as
electrons diffuse out of the funnel and can be absorbed by the mesh.
Since the transverse diffusion in Ar:CO2 gas mixtures is minimal for low fields, where also
the electric field line configuration is optimal, the two effects add up, leading to the typical
pulse height decrease with increasing drift field. The simulated drift field dependance, see
section 2.6 and Fig. 2.8, is caused by these two effects. Maximum mesh transparency is
reached for small fields.
Starting at low drift fields, an initial increase of the pulse height with the drift field is often
observed. This can be understood as follows:
1. The rise time of charge signals, produced by traversing charge particles, is given by the
sum of the maximum drift time of electrons from cathode to mesh and the maximum
drift time of positive ions from anode to mesh, which is on the order of 150 ns. The
pulse height depends on the charge fraction, that arrives on the readout strips during
the constant integration time of the applied preamplifier electronics. If the signal rise
time is longer than the preamplifier integration time, smaller pulse heights are observed.
The maximum electron drift time in Micromegas with two different drift gap widths,
operated with an Ar:CO2 gas mixture, is shown in Fig. 7.1. A larger maximum electron
drift time and thus signal rise time is expected for a detector with larger drift gap. This
dependency is the dominant contribution to the observed initial rise.
2. A minimum electric field is necessary to reliably separate electrons and positive ions,
produced in ionization processes. An increasing drift field improves the separation and
decreases attachment.
A comparison of the simulated with the measured drift field dependence of the pulse height is
shown in Fig. 7.2 for measurements with an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture. The shown pulse
heights are scaled to the simulated mesh transparency for large drift fields, as best agreement
is expected in this region. The data have been acquired with a 48 × 50 cm2 floating strip
Micromegas in 120 GeV pion beams (section 5.2) and a 9 × 10 cm2 standard Micromegas in
90 GeV muon beams (section 5.1). Signals of the floating strip Micromegas with a 9 mm wide
drift region were acquired with APV25 based electronics, which features a typical shaping
and integration time of 50 ns. The small standard Micromegas with a drift gap width of 6 mm
was read out with Gassiplex based front-end boards with a signal shaping time of 650 ns.
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Figure 7.1: Maximum electron drift time as
a function of the drift field. Determined with
a MAGBOLTZ simulation for two different
Ar:CO2 gas mixtures at 20
◦C and 1013 mbar
and two different drift gap widths.
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Figure 7.2: Electron mesh transparency as a
function of the drift field in Micromegas with
woven meshes with 18 µm diameter wires for
an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture. Su-
perimposed are GARFIELD simulation re-
sults and measured scaled pulse heights in the
48×50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas (FSM)
in 120 GeV pion beams and in a 9×10 cm2
standard Micromegas (std) in 90 GeV muon
beams.
Starting at low drift fields, the measured scaled pulse heights rise and approach the calculated
values, due to a decreasing signal rise time. For Edrift & 0.5 kV/cm and Edrift & 0.8 kV/cm
the behavior of the measured values in the standard and the floating strip Micromegas,
respectively, is consistent with the simulation.
The difference between the two curves is rooted in the larger drift region of the floating strip
Micromegas and the shorter integration time of the applied APV25 chip, as compared to the
Gassiplex preamplifier.
Fig. 7.3 shows simulated electron mesh transparencies in an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas mixture
and scaled pulse heights, measured in a 9 × 10 cm2 standard Micromegas in 120 GeV pion
and 90 GeV muon beams.
As already discussed in section 5.1, the behavior in muon and pion beams is equivalent. The
initial rise of the measured pulse height is as above due to a decreasing signal rise time with
increasing drift field. The behavior of scaled pulse height and simulated transparency agrees
for Edrift & 0.8 kV/cm. Maximum mesh transparency is observed at a higher field than in
measurements with the 93:7 vol. % gas mixture. The differing behavior can be correlated to
the differing transverse electron diffusion, Fig. 2.5, and signal rise time, Fig. 7.1.
In a cosmic muon detecting floating strip Micromegas under lateral irradiation with 20 MeV
protons (section 5.3), the electron mesh transparency has been determined with an alterna-
tive method: Due to the sufficiently large ionization yield of 20 MeV protons and a large gas
gain, the measurement of the current between mesh and anode structure allowed for an inves-
tigation of the mesh transparency, independent of integration time effects of the preamplifier
electronics. This opens a window for comparison of the detector performance with simulation
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Figure 7.3: Electron mesh transparency as a function of the drift field in Micromegas with
woven meshes, consisting of 18 µm diameter wires for an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas mixture.
Shown are GARFIELD simulation results and measured scaled pulse heights in a 9×10 cm2
standard Micromegas in 120 GeV pion and 90 GeV muon beams.
at low drift fields.
Due to the smaller optical transparency of a micro-mesh consisting of 25 µm diameter wires,
the drift field dependence of the transparency in detectors with this kind of mesh is stronger.
In Fig. 7.4 simulated and measured electron mesh transparency are superimposed. As before,
the measured data has been scaled to the simulation.
The measured behavior of the electron mesh transparency, determined from a direct mea-
surement of the current between mesh and anode, agrees well with the simulated values in
the investigated range 0.13 kV/cm ≤ Edrift ≤ 0.4 kV/cm. The pulse height, measured in a
floating strip Micromegas doublet with APV25 based readout electronics in 20 MeV proton
beams (section 6.1), shows the expected initial rise and agrees with the simulated mesh trans-
parency for Edrift ≥ 0.4 kV/cm. This demonstrates, that the initial rise of the pulse height,
usually observed with Gassiplex or APV25 readout electronics, is dominantly caused by a
decrease of the signal rise time.
The discussion shows, that in order to reach maximum pulse height with a specific detec-
tor, interfaced with a specific readout electronics, the drift field dependence of the pulse
height should be investigated experimentally. It is not sufficient to rely on previously known
optimum drift field values, although one can generally say, that optimum values will be of
the order 0.5 kV/cm. If possible, the integration and shaping time of the applied readout
electronics should be adapted to the signal rise time in the interfaced Micromegas detector.
7.3 Detection Efficiency
The detection efficiency describes the capability of a detector to register the passage of travers-
ing particles. In tracking applications, a high detection efficiency for the respective radiation
is desired. The efficiency is limited by the pulse height of the charge signals and global and
local dead time effects. The latter are caused by discharges and charge-up. Furthermore, the
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Figure 7.4: Electron mesh transparency as a function of the drift field in floating strip Mi-
cromegas with woven meshes, consisting of 25 µm diameter wires for an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. %
gas mixture. Shown are GARFIELD simulation results (black line), measurements of the
current between mesh and anode in a 6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip Micromegas under lateral ir-
radiation with 20 MeV protons (dark green stars) and measured pulse heights in the two layers
of a 6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip Micromegas doublet with low material budget in 20 MeV proton
beams (yellow circles and blue diamonds). Measured data is scaled to the simulation results.
mesh supportive pillars, that cover about 1% to 2% of the active area, lead to inefficient spots
in the Micromegas. This defines an upper limit for the detection efficiency for perpendicularly
incident minimum ionizing particles.
The hit efficiency of a standard Micromegas for high-energy pions and muons (section 5.1) is
shown in Fig. 7.5. The detectors were operated with an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas mixture. The
efficiency increases with increasing drift field to values above 0.96 due to an increasing pulse
height and an additional more subtle effect: For small drift fields, the mesh transparency is
high, but the most probable pulse height is low, since the signal rise time is long and the
preamplifier electronics registers only the charge arriving within its integration time. The
efficiency is likewise low, first due to the clustering of ionization charge, that leads to a large
straggling of the measured pulse heights and second due to the small most probable pulse
height. The straggling of the observed pulse height is enhanced by the unfavorable relation
between signal rise time and preamplifier integration time.
The detection efficiency is not directly related to the absolute mesh transparency i.e. pulse
height (compare Figs. 7.5 and 7.3): Although the electron mesh transparency and thus the
most probable pulse height decreases with increasing drift field, the efficiency remains in the
efficiency plateau at values above 0.98 for muons and 0.96 for pions. Due to the larger electron
drift velocity, the signal rise time is small. The pulse height straggling is thus smaller than
at low fields, and the efficiency remains high.
The 2% difference between the measured efficiencies in pion and muon beams is caused by
the elevated discharge rate in the higher-rate pion measurements.
Measured hit efficiencies in three different detectors and in three different particle beams are
shown in Fig. 7.6 as a function of the drift field for measurements with an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. %
gas mixture. The data shown has been measured with a 9×10 cm2 standard Micromegas in
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Figure 7.5: Detection efficiency as a function of the drift field, measured with a 9×10 cm2
standard Micromegas in pion and muon beams. The detector was operated with an Ar:CO2
85:15 vol. % gas mixture. Significant jumps in the efficiency found in pion beams, are due to
dead time, induced by sporadic discharges.
90 GeV muon beams (section 5.1) and a low material budget floating strip Micromegas in
20 MeV proton (section 6.1) and 88.83 MeV/u carbon ion beams (section 6.2).
The measured values follow the universal behavior: Starting at low drift fields, the efficiency
increases to values above 0.98. As discussed above, this increase is correlated to a mean pulse
height increase and a lower pulse height straggling due to a decreasing signal rise time. Due
to the more homogeneous ionization of low-energy ions and the thus smaller pulse height
straggling, the increase is less pronounced in ion beams. For further increasing drift field, the
observed efficiency remains at a high level and depends only weakly on the drift field.
Discharges or charge-up effects that affect the whole Micromegas also limit the single par-
ticle detection efficiency. In the high-rate proton and carbon ion tracking measurements at
the Heidelberg Ion Therapy center (section 6.2), the rate dependent overall detector avail-
ability has been measured in floating strip and in resistive strip Micromegas at hit rates
between 20 MHz and 2 GHz by counting events, in which not a single particle was detected
in the detector. For the two floating strip detectors, the uptime was above 0.99 for all rates.
This demonstrates the discharge tolerance of floating strip Micromegas. Particle induced
discharges at a rate of several 10 Hz affect only the few involved strips and do not lead to an
overall voltage drop and thus inefficiency of the detector. The uptime of the resistive strip
Micromegas decreases from above 0.99 at lower rates to below 0.75 at the highest rate, due
to considerable charge-up of the resistive strip anode, which is not observed in floating strip
Micromegas.
The discussion shows, that high particle detection efficiency for different particle types can be
reached in floating strip Micromegas. Except for the initial efficiency increase with increasing
drift field, it depends only weakly on the drift field, that can thus be optimized for other
parameters like pulse height or spatial resolution.
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Figure 7.6: Efficiency as a function of the drift field for measurements with an Ar:CO2 93:7
vol. % gas mixture. Shown is data measured with a 9×10 cm2 standard Micromegas in 90 GeV
muon beams, the second layer of a 6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip Micromegas doublet in 20 MeV
proton beams and the first layer of the same detector doublet in 88.83 MeV/u carbon ion
tracking measurements.
7.4 Single Plane Angle Reconstruction – µTPC
Micromegas with strip readout structures can measure particle hit positions in one dimension
by comparing the pulse height of charge signals on adjacent strips (section 4.3). If additional
to the absolute charge on the readout strips, the arrival time of ionization electrons on each
readout strip can be measured, which is equivalent to determining the beginning of the charge
signal, two-dimensional tracklet reconstruction is possible. With the either known or in situ
determined electron drift velocity, the measured drift time of electrons can be translated into
a drift length. The readout structure yields hit information in x-direction, the drift time
provides additional information in z-direction. For inclined tracks, the z-x-data points can
be fitted with a straight line, yielding track inclination and intercept of the tracklet with the
readout structure (section 4.8).
This so called µTPC reconstruction method has been investigated and optimized in two
test measurements with a 48 × 50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas in 120 GeV pion beams
(section 5.2) and a low material budget floating strip Micromegas doublet in 20 MeV proton
beams (section 6.2). The detectors under test have been tilted with respect to the beam
direction, such that the relative particle track inclination was known.
The most probable reconstructed angle and the angular resolution as a function of the true
track inclination are shown in Fig. 7.7.
The most probable reconstructed angle is always larger than the true track inclination and
approaches the correct value for increasing track angles. The observed behavior is caused
by the detector specific systematic deviations of the reconstruction method (section 4.8.4):
Capacitive coupling of neighboring strips, a systematic shift of the measured charge positions
on hit strips at the edges of the strip cluster and mis-identified noise on adjacent, not actually
hit strips, lead to a systematic enlargement of reconstructed track inclinations.
In Fig. 7.7 results from a LTspice based simulation are superimposed, that predicts recon-
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Figure 7.7: Most probable reconstructed track inclination (left) and angular resolution (right)
as a function of the track inclination. Due to systematic effects, resolutions for angles smaller
and larger than the most probable reconstructed angle are different and thus stated separately
as negative and positive values. Shown are results determined with a low material budget
floating strip Micromegas doublet in 20 MeV proton beams (FSMd0 and FSMd1) and with
the 48×50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas (FSM) in 120 GeV pion beams. In the left plot,
the expected reconstructed angles are superimposed, that were determined with a LTspice
simulation, taking the capacitive coupling of adjacent anode strips into account.
structed track angles in the two layers of the 6.4× 6.4 cm2 floating strip Micromegas doublet
on the basis of the systematic effects. The internal setup of the simulated detector enters the
simulation. Observed and simulated reconstructed track inclinations agree well within their
respective uncertainties.
The deviation between true and reconstructed track angle is smaller in the 48×50 cm2 floating
strip Micromegas. This is caused by the larger ratio between coupling capacitance of anode-
to readout-strips and capacitance of neighboring strips and the smaller strip pitch of 0.25 mm
as compared to 0.5 mm for the small floating strip detectors.
Due to the systematic deviations and the occasional mis-identification of noise as hit, the
distribution of reconstructed angles shows asymmetric tails towards larger track angles. The
angular resolution is thus stated separately for angles smaller and larger than the most prob-
able. The angular resolutions for all three detectors are similar and improve with increasing
track inclination from
(
+15
−5
)◦
at 10◦ inclination to
(
+5
−4
)◦
at 40◦ inclination. The resolution
observed in the small floating strip doublet detectors at large track inclinations is by 2◦ bet-
ter, due to the denser ionization of 20 MeV protons and the larger strip pitch, that avoids
charge spreading over many strips.
The discussion shows, that the reconstruction of track inclination in a single Micromegas
plane is possible for minimum ionizing particles and 20 MeV protons with track inclinations
from 10◦ to 40◦. Systematic effects shift reconstructed angles towards larger values, these
effects can be quantitatively described by a LTspice based detector simulation. A smaller strip
pitch leads to smaller deviations between reconstructed and true angles at low inclinations,
larger strip pitch enables slightly better angular resolutions at larger track inclinations.
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7.5 Spatial Resolution
Spatial resolution is the accuracy of the hit position measurement of traversing particles
(section 4.5). It depends on the form of the readout structure, the pulse height of charge
signals on the anode, the electron diffusion in the drift region and on the track inclination.
Optimum spatial resolutions were reported in low-diffusion gas mixtures by Derre´ et al. [2001].
In the measurements presented in this thesis, the spatial resolution of a detector under test
has been determined by comparing measured hit positions with hit positions, predicted by
interpolation or extrapolation of a track, defined by reference detectors. The accuracy of
the hit prediction can be calculated from the spatial resolutions of the reference detectors
(Eq. (B.11)), that have beforehand been determined with the geometric-mean method (sec-
tion 4.5.2)
The distribution of residuals between measured and predicted hit positions for many similar
tracks was fitted with a single or double Gaussian function. The standard deviation of the
dominant Gaussian allows then for an extraction of the spatial resolution by quadratically
subtracting the track accuracy (Eq. (4.16)).
The spatial resolution for perpendicularly incident particles, achieved with a 9×10 cm2 stan-
dard Micromegas in 90 GeV muon beams (section 5.1), a 48×50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas
in 120 GeV pion beams (section 5.2) and a low material budget 6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip Mi-
cromegas with in 88.83 MeV carbon ion beams (section 6.2) is shown in Fig. 7.8 as a function
of the drift field.
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Figure 7.8: Spatial resolution for perpendicularly incident particles as a function of the drift
field for an Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture. Superimposed are optimum spatial resolu-
tions measured with 9×10 cm2 standard Micromegas in 90 GeV muon beams (green triangles),
48×50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas in 120 GeV pion beams (red squares) and a low material
budget 6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip Micromegas with 0.5 mm strip pitch in 88.83 MeV carbon
ion beams (cyan crosses).
The standard and the large floating strip Micromegas feature an anode strip pitch of 250 µm,
the readout structure of the small floating strip Micromegas doublet is formed by anode strips
with a pitch of 500 µm.
The observed spatial resolution is optimal at low drift fields Edrift ∼ 0.25 kV/cm. This can be
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correlated to the minimum of the transverse electron diffusion, Fig. 2.5. In the small floating
strip Micromegas an overall larger value for the spatial resolution is observed.
The optimum achievable resolution in the standard Micromegas, read out with the Gassiplex
based readout electronics, is on the order of 30 µm. In the large floating strip Micromegas, an
optimum resolution of 50 µm is reached, the larger value is correlated to the APV25 readout
electronics: The optimum spatial resolution is correlated to low electron diffusion, which is
reached at small drift fields. Caused by the short APV25 shaping time and the long signal
duration at low drift fields, the pulse height is rather low at small fields, leading together to
an overall worse resolution. The optimum resolution of the small floating strip Micromegas
with 500 µm strip pitch is a factor of two worse and is at the order of 105 µm.
The track inclination dependence of the spatial resolution has been investigated with the
48×50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas in 120 GeV pion beams (section 5.2, Fig. 5.30). The
accuracy of the hit position, defined by the charge-weighted mean of strips in the hit cluster
(Eq. (4.2)), degrades significantly with increasing track inclination, a resolution of only (1.15±
0.07) mm is observed for tracks with an inclination of 38◦.
For inclined tracks, the zero of the µTPC fit to z-x-data points (sections 7.4 and 4.8.1)
provides an additional particle hit information. The accuracy of the µTPC hit position is
better than the accuracy of the usual centroid method for tracks with an inclination above
18◦. It is on the order of (0.37±0.04) mm for inclined tracks between 20◦ and 40◦, and shows
only a weak dependence on the track inclination in this region. A combination of the two
hit positions is in principle possible and can result in better spatial resolutions for inclined
tracks.
7.6 Discharge Behavior
Discharges between mesh and anode structure are observed in Micromegas. They are non-
destructive and do not seem to permanently alter the detector performance, but due to the
necessary recharge of mesh or anode, dead time and thus inefficiency is created. Spontaneous
discharges are due to small detector defects and dust in the amplification region. Their
occurence can be reduced by thorough cleaning prior to assembly, assembly under clean
room conditions and commissioning with elevated high-voltage under air.
Particle induced discharges are triggered by ionization processes with large energy loss, that
lead to charge densities exceeding 2×106 e/0.01 mm2 in Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixtures. By
operating the detectors at a lower gas gain or using light drift gases with faster ion mobility,
the discharge probability can be reduced [Thers et al., 2001].
The occurrence of discharges seems unavoidable in Micromegas, but their influence on the
detector efficiency can be greatly reduced by adapting the readout structure. In resistive
strip Micromegas, the copper anode strips are covered with a thin insulating layer into which
resistive strips with a strip resistivity on the order of several MΩ/cm are embedded (sec-
tion 3.1.2). In this thesis, an alternative approach with floating copper anode strips has
been chosen (section 3.2): Copper anode strips are individually connected to high-voltage
via resistors with a typical resistance of several 10 MΩ, signals are capacitively decoupled via
small capacitances. In section 3.3, the good discharge tolerance of floating strip Micromegas
could be shown in theory and in measurements.
Discharge probabilities per incident particle depend on the particle type and energy, the
ionization yield, mesh transparency and gas gain, the amplification gap width and the applied
gas mixture. In this thesis, the discharge probabilities have been investigated in 9 × 10 cm2
standard Micromegas in 120 GeV pion beams, using an Ar:CO2 85:15 vol. % gas mixture
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(section 5.1), in a 48 × 50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas in 120 GeV pion beams, using an
Ar:CO2 93:7 vol. % gas mixture (section 5.2), in a 6.4 × 6.4 cosmic muon sensitive floating
strip Micromegas under lateral irradiation with 20 MeV protons (section 5.3) and in proton
and carbon ion tracking experiments with different ion energies (sections 6.1 and 6.2).
Due to the large parameter space covered in the measurement campaigns, Tab. 7.1 states the
order of magnitude of the measured discharge probabilities.
detector beam gas Ar:CO2 Eamp Pp
[vol. %] [kV/cm]
6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip 5.5 MeV alphas 93:7 37 10−1
9× 10 cm2 standard 120 GeV pions 85:15 41 10−5
48× 50 cm2 floating strip 120 GeV pions 93:7 38 10−4
6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip cosmic muons + 20 MeV
protons
93:7 36 3× 10−7
6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip 20 MeV protons 93:7 33 2× 10−7
6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip 88.83 MeV/u 12C 93:7 30 5× 10−7
6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip 221.06 MeV/u protons 93:7 30 5× 10−8
Table 7.1: Discharge investigation measurements. Stated are the detector type, the particle
type and mean energy, the used gas mixture, typical amplification fields and typical discharge
probabilities Pp. In cosmic muon tracking under proton irradiation, the discharge probability
per incident proton is given.
Except for the dedicated discharge measurements in section 3.3, the discharge probabilities in
low energy ion irradiation measurements are on the order of 10−7. In medium-rate minimum
ionizing particle tracking applications, typical discharge probabilities are on the order of
10−4. The three orders of magnitude larger probabilities are caused by the higher gas gains,
needed due to the considerably smaller energy loss of minimum ionizing particles, and the
larger energy loss straggling as compared to lower energy ions. Due to the relatively low
muon fluxes in the calibration measurements, presented in section 5.1, no direct comparison
of discharge probabilities for minimum ionizing muons and pions was possible. It is expected
though, that discharge probabilities for hadrons are higher than for muons [Thers et al.,
2001], due to the enhanced nuclear interaction cross section for hadrons, thus creating highly
ionizing nuclear fragments.
The measurements were performed at different particle rates between 10 Hz and 2 GHz. No
rate and particle flux density dependence of the discharge probability has been observed.
Cooperative effects between temporal coincident particles are not observed. Discharges in
floating strip Micromegas are localized. Cooperative effects at normal particle tracking oper-
ational parameters are expected for particle flux densities beyond 30 GHz/cm2, which exceed
by three orders of magnitude rates at which single particle tracking in Micromegas with strip
readout is still possible.
The slightly lower efficiency of standard Micromegas in pion beams as compared to muon
beams (section 7.3 and Fig. 7.5) showed the necessity for higher discharge tolerance of Mi-
cromegas in high-rate environments. Micromegas with floating strip anode have been devel-
oped as a consequence. In section 3.3 the high discharge tolerance of a small floating strip
Micromegas has been demonstrated.
This discussion shows, that floating strip Micromegas in various tracking applications are
discharge tolerant up to the highest particle rates.
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7.7 High-Rate Capability
The rate capability of gas detectors is in general limited by space charge effects due to
slowly drifting positive ions, created in gas amplification processes. In order to reach higher
maximum rates, the drift time of ions is reduced as much as possible, e.g. by gating grids in
wire TPCs or by small and confined gas amplification regions such as the holes of a GEM
foil. Micromegas are intrinsically high rate capable, due to short ion drift paths on the order
of 100 µm from anode to mesh (sections 1.1.1 and 2.5). Only a small fraction of ions on
the order of a few percent passes through the mesh holes into the drift region and drifts
slowly towards the cathode (section 5.4). The influence of this so called ion backflow on the
detector tracking performance has been investigated with flux densities of up to 60 MHz/cm2
(section 6.2). Positive ion space charge effects in the amplification region and ion backflow
induced pulse height reduction on the order of 5% are observed. Thus space charge effects
are of no concern to the rate capabilities of Micromegas.
The high-rate capability of a Micromegas detector is closely related to discharges and charge-
up effects. It has been shown, that discharge probabilities are up to highest rates of 2 GHz
independent of the particle rate (section 6.2.7). Dead time is produced by the necessary
recharge of mesh or anode structure after a discharge. While in standard Micromegas, the
dead time of the whole detector is on the order of 100 ms, it could be reduced in floating strip
Micromegas to about 2 ms for the affected strips. This leads to a discharge induced ineffi-
ciency, that is by more than three orders of magnitude lower than in standard Micromegas
(section 3.2.1).
In floating strip Micromegas a charge-up induced pulse height decrease, that is due to the
voltage drop over the strip recharge resistor, of only 15% has been observed at particle rates
of 80 MHz, corresponding to particle flux densities on the order of 60 MHz/cm2. The detector
ran stably up to rates of 2 GHz, no discharge induced global detector availability drops were
observed. Note that single particle tracking is possible with the constructed Micromegas with
strip readout up to particle flux densities of 7 MHz/cm2. If single particle tracking at higher
rates is desired, the readout structure has to be further segmented into pixels.
Comparing the pulse height reduction at rates of 80 MHz and the behavior of the overall
detector availability at rates of 2 GHz in floating strip and in resistive strip Micromegas,
demonstrates the suitability of floating Micromegas for very high-rate tracking applications.
In resistive strip Micromegas a pulse height decrease by 90% is observed, in contrast to
floating strip Micromegas, where a pulse height decrease of 20% is measured for a particle
rate of 80 MHz. The detector uptime of a resistive strip Micromegas decreases to below 0.75
at a particle rate of 2 GHz, the uptime of the floating strip detectors stays above 0.99.
7.8 Possible Improvements
Tracking systems consisting of floating strip Micromegas, can in several ways be further
improved for future measurements. In the following, adaptations of the detector design,
detector operation and the readout system are considered. For many applications, the rate
capability and the discharge tolerance of the current design is more than sufficient.
7.8.1 Detector Design
Floating strip readout anodes formed by bare copper strips with 35 µm thickness have proven
to be discharge tolerant and show up to now no signs of aging.
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The commissioning and repair of non-bulk Micromegas, i.e. in which the mesh is not per-
manently attached to the readout structure, is simplified due to the possible opening and
cleaning of the amplification region.
For minimum ionizing particle tracking detectors, the readout structure and the cathode
plane are carried by FR4 printed circuit boards. If the detectors are foreseen for operation
with elevated gas pressure with respect to the surrounding, a deformation of the outer gas-
tight skin cannot be completely avoided. The readout structure and cathode plane can be
reinforced by light but stable FR4-aluminum honeycomb panels, that lead to an at least
smooth deformation. Another approach is to add an additional gas-tight housing outside
of readout structure and cathode plane, as it has e.g. been realized for the cathode in the
6.4× 6.4 cm2 floating strip Micromegas doublet.
In order to enable single particle tracking in small Micromegas at flux densities larger than
7 MHz/cm2, the readout structure can be further subdivided into pixels.
The minimum signal length can be reduced by adapting the amplification gap width. Re-
duction to minimum values on the order of 75 µm seems feasible. The production accuracy
of the mesh supporting structure, correlated to the gas gain homogeneity, makes a further
reduction difficult. A reduction of the drift gap width also decreases the signal length and
reduces efficiency to background radiation due to a smaller active volume at the expense of
larger energy loss straggling and a reduced pulse height due to lower ionization of traversing
charged particles.
For detection of particle tracks, that are almost parallel to the readout structure, a consid-
erable increase of the drift gap into the Time-Projection-Chamber regime is possible. This
would allow for a resolution of events with large hit multiplicity, provided that the readout
structure is highly segmented into pads or pixels.
7.8.2 Detector Operational Parameters
The discharge probabilities and the signal length can be reduced by using a different gas
mixture, based on light noble gases such as helium or neon [Derre´ and Giomataris, 2001],
[Fonte et al., 1997]. The ion drift time, that defines the minimum signal rise time, is thus
intrinsically smaller, see Tab. 2.2. This has furthermore a positive effect on the discharge
probability as neutralization of ions at the mesh competes with ion production, that can
result in streamer development due to charge densities exceeding 2 × 106 e/0.01 mm2. By
addition of gas admixtures like Carbon-Dioxide, Methane, Isobutane or Tetrafluromethane,
the electron drift velocities can be strongly influenced.
7.8.3 Readout Electronics
The Gassiplex based readout electronics (section 4.1.1) runs stably in combination with Mi-
cromegas and provides reliable charge signal information for all detector strips. The currently
achievable readout rate on the order of several kHz could be improved by a hardware upgrade
to several 10 kHz. The relatively long shaping time matches the typical signal rise time well.
The APV25 based Scalable Readout System (section 4.1.2) provides information about the
temporal evolution of charge signals in steps of 25 ns. The maximum readout rate on the
order of 800 Hz can be considerably improved by using on-board common mode noise correc-
tion, baseline discrimination and signal analysis on the Front End Concentrator card. Basic
algorithms for this exist and are further improved in the near future [Zibell, 2014]. Correct
tuning of APV25 shaping time can improve the pulse height of charge signals at low drift
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fields.
Novel readout ASICs can enable high-rate readout in medical ion tracking applications. If
the electric drift field, that defines the signal rise time at small fields, cannot be adapted,
e.g. by high-voltage limitations in Time-Projection-Chambers, read out with Micromegas, the
integration and shaping time of the preamplifier electronics must be adapted to the signal
rise time. For large area Micromegas detectors, the strip capacitance can reach considerable
values, such that the preamplifier shaping time should be accordingly large.
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Chapter 8
Summary
In this thesis the development and the performance of novel floating strip Micromegas track-
ing detectors are discussed. Floating strip Micromegas are versatile, high-rate capable micro-
pattern gaseous detectors, with good spatial resolution and detection efficiency. A several
millimeter wide drift region and an approximately 0.1 mm wide amplification region are sep-
arated by a micro-mesh. Electrons, produced in ionization processes by particles traversing
in the low field region, drift into the region between the micro-mesh and the anode readout
structure, where a high field leads to signal amplification in gas avalanches. Micromegas are
intrinsically high-rate capable due to short ion drift paths and a highly segmented readout
structure.
High charge densities, produced by strongly ionizing particles, can lead to formation of
streamers and subsequent discharges between the micro-mesh and the readout structure.
Discharges are non-destructive and do not permanently alter the detector performance, but
lead to efficiency drops due to the necessary restoration of the amplification field.
The impact of discharges is considerably reduced in floating strip Micromegas by supplying
the copper anode strips individually with high-voltage via high-ohmic resistances. Signals
are decoupled over small capacitances. Due to this concept, discharges in floating strip Mi-
cromegas are localized and affect only few strips, thus, the dead time is small. The discharge
induced efficiency drop is by three orders of magnitude smaller than in standard Micromegas.
The microscopic structure of discharges in floating strip Micromegas is investigated in detail
and is quantitatively explained with a detailed detector simulation, considering the capaci-
tances within the detector.
Three different detectors are constructed, commissioned and investigated: A 6.4 × 6.4 cm2
detector with exchangeable SMD capacitors and resistors allows for an optimization of the
floating strip configuration. A floating strip Micromegas doublet of the same dimensions with
low material budget is constructed for low-energy ion tracking in medical imaging applica-
tions. A second layer of readout strips is added below the anode strips for signal decoupling,
avoiding the need for SMD capacitors. A fully integrated 48×50 cm2 floating strip Micromegas
with printed recharge resistors is build for high-energy pion and muon tracking.
Several analysis algorithms e.g. for track reconstruction, single plane track inclination recon-
struction or determination of the spatial resolution, are developed and implemented.
For detector investigation in high-energy particle beams, a tracking telescope, consisting of
four layers of 9 × 10 cm2 standard Micromegas and two layers of 9 × 9 cm2 resistive strip
Micromegas with an intrinsic resolution of each detector on the order of 50 µm is developed.
The telescope is optimized and employed in high-energy pion and muon beams. Particle track
measurements with an accuracy better than 20 µm are achieved.
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A large area 48 × 50 cm2 floating strip detector, with 1920 anode strips and a strip pitch of
250 µm, is investigated in 120 GeV pion beams for homogeneity of its performance. The pulse
height behavior is studied, variations below 20% show the good homogeneity. An optimum
spatial resolution of (49± 2) µm homogeneously over the detector is observed. The detection
efficiency is up to 0.95. Inclination of the detector with respect to the beam allows for an
investigation of the track angle reconstruction in a single detector plane. Optimum precision
of
(
+4
−3
)◦
is reached for a track inclination of 40◦. Probabilities for particle induced discharges
on the order of 10−4 are observed.
Cosmic muon tracking measurements in a 6.4×6.4 cm2 floating strip Micromegas under lateral
irradiation with 20 MeV proton beams at 550 × 103 protons/second allows for an investiga-
tion of the performance in high-rate background environments. The spatial resolution and
detection efficiency for cosmic muons are only affected by the proton background irradiation,
if the same strips are simultaneously hit as by the cosmic muon. Discharge probabilities per
incident proton are 3× 10−7, the efficiency is not affected by discharges.
The backflow of positive ions from gas amplification processes into the drift region, can limit
the high-rate capability of Micromegas with large drift gaps. It is measured in a resistive
strip Micromegas under irradiation with an intense 20 MeV proton beam. At typical working
points, the fraction of ions, flowing back into the drift space, is below 2%.
The floating strip Micromegas doublet is used in two applications that allow furthermore for
a characterization of the detector: A proof of principle study for tracking of 20 MeV protons
at 550 kHz demonstrates the high-rate tracking capabilities of the detector. Efficiencies above
0.99 are reached. Measurements with tilted detectors with respect to the beam allow for a
detailed study and an optimization of the single plane track angle reconstruction method. A
detailed detector simulation is developed, that quantitatively explains the observed systematic
deviations by capacitive coupling of adjacent strips and enables a correction of systematic
deviations. Optimum resolution of
(
+3
−2
)◦
are observed for a track inclination of 40◦.
The good multi-hit and temporal resolution of the floating strip Micromegas doublet enables
characterization studies of therapeutic proton and carbon ion beams at the Heidelberg Ion
Therapy center. The microscopic temporal structure of the beam is resolved, highly efficient
detection of particles up to the highest available rate of 2 GHz is possible. The pulse height
decreases by only 20% for a rate increase from 2 MHz to 80 MHz, due to the low internal
charge-up. Single particle tracking is possible at particle flux densities up to 7 MHz/cm2.
The spatial resolution for carbon ions at a rate of 5 MHz in a single detector layer is better
than 180 µm for all available particle energies, which is completely sufficient for particle
tracking in imaging applications. The spatial resolution is limited by the 0.5 mm strip pitch
of the detectors. Despite of discharge rates on the order of several 10 Hz at GHz particle
rates, the detector uptime is above 0.99. Rate independent discharge probabilities on the
order of 5× 10−7 are observed up to the highest particle rates.
This thesis shows, that Micromegas in general and floating strip Micromegas in particular
can serve a great breadth of applications. Low material budget floating strip Micromegas
are foreseen for ion tracking in medical ion range imaging. A combined system of several
Micromegas and a scintillator based range telescope is currently under development.
Large dimensional Micromegas of square meters size are foreseen for the upgrade of the Small
Wheel of the ATLAS muon spectrometer. These will exploit both the temporal resolution
with angle reconstruction for triggering and the high spatial resolution for precision tracking.
Algorithms and methods developed in the context of this thesis, such as the correction of
systematic effects in the single plane angle reconstruction, are adopted in the Muon ATLAS
Micromegas Activity collaboration (MAMMA). The knowledge about Micromegas, acquired
by this thesis indispensably contributes to the design optimization, and construction of the
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Appendix A
Readout Electronics and Services
A.1 Gassiplex based Readout System
A Gassiplex based readout system is used to acquire charge signals in Micromegas (sec-
tion 4.1.1).
The applied preprocessing front-end boards (Fig. A.1) have originally been developed for
readout of the cathode plane of the HADES1 Rich Imaging Cerenkov detector [Kastenmu¨ller
et al., 1999]. The analog circuit on the boards was modified to cope with the negative charge
signals encountered in Micromegas. Each front-end module carries four 16 channel Gassiplex
chips. Analog-to-digital conversion, digital threshold comparison and multi-event buffering is
performed on the front-end boards, that are directly mounted on the detectors. The on-board
signal processing and control of the Gassiplex chips is managed by a Xilinx XC4000E Field
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA).
analog 
input
Gassiplex ADCmultiplexing 
amplifier
FPGA
FIFOs
digital 
output
Figure A.1: Preprocessing front-end module, carrying four charge sensitive Gassiplex chips.
Analog signals from the four Gassiplex chips are multiplexed into the 10 bit ADC and stored
after digitization in the FIFOs.
Module control and data handling is performed through a custom-built VME based readout
controller, that can serve up to 48 modules in eight groups of six2. The readout controller
communicates via the VME private bus with the Detector Trigger Unit, which accepts the
NIM trigger signal and performs front-end module and readout controller busy handling. The
readout program runs on a CES3 RIO2 VME controller, which is equipped with an embedded
1High Acceptance DiElectron Spectrometer
2With modified front-end back plane 64 modules in total are possible.
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Power PC, providing fast access to the VME modules over the VME bus. Additional VME
CAEN V775 Time-to-Digital converters were added CAEN S.p.A. [2012], acquiring signals
from triggering scintillators and a 12 bit event counter, that was used to merge data streams
from different readout systems, see section 4.1.3. A detailed description of the necessary
modifications and the different components on the front-end modules as well as essential
grounding considerations can be found in [Bortfeldt, 2010, chapter 5].
Several front-end modules are daisy chained and communicate with the readout controller
via a backplane, which also provides mechanical stability. In the original HADES design,
backplanes supporting four or five modules have been used. Since this electronic was meant
to be used with 360 strip Micromegas, new backplanes carrying six front-end modules have
been designed. In order to immunize the whole readout chain against low voltage drops after
discharges in the detectors, it was essential to buffer the low voltage lines on the backplane
with low-ESR4 capacitors of different capacitances.
A schematic drawing of the readout system and the trigger logic in Micromegas calibration
measurements with high-energy pions and muons (section 5.1) can be found e.g. in Fig. 5.1.
A.2 APV25 based Scalable Readout System
APV25 based front-end boards, interfaced with the Scalable Readout System [Martoiu et al.,
2013] are used for acquiring time resolved charge signals in Micromegas detectors (sec-
tion 4.1.2). The scalable readout system has been developed in the framework of the RD51
collaboration at CERN [Pinto, 2010].
A drawing of the smallest table top version consisting of APV25 front-end boards, a digitizer
card, a Frontend Concentrator Card and the Data Acquisition Computer can be seen in
Fig. A.2.
Figure A.2: Schematic drawing of the SRS with
APV25 readout, adapted from [Toledo et al., 2011].
Figure A.3: APV25 hybrid front-
end board.
Specifically designed hybrid5 front-end boards are equipped with a single APV25 chip, Fig. A.3.
Connection to the detector is realized over 130 pin Panasonic connectors, all channels are
AC coupled and protected against discharges via fast diodes. A so called master hybrid
additionally contains the PLL25 ASIC [Placidi et al., 2000], which disentangles the 40 MHz
bunch clock and the trigger signal, that are fed to the hybrid board over a single differential
line pair. An occurring trigger is marked by a missing clock tick. The clock and trigger
4Equivalent Series Resistance
5This term is used within the RD51 collaboration and refers to the mixed analog and digital signals on the
front-end boards.
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signals can be passed to a so called slave hybrid such that control and parallel readout of two
front-end boards over a single HDMI6 cable is possible.
The front-end boards are connected to Digitizer or ADC-cards, that contain i.a. two octal 12
bit 40 MHz ADCs for digitization of the raw analog data and have been specifically designed
for interfacing up to 16 APV25 hybrids. The ADC-card is mounted via PCI connectors
on the generic Frontend Concentrator Card (FEC), which, being equipped with a Xilinx
Virtex 5 FPGA, provides readout flow control as well as digital baseline suppression and
data preprocessing. The interface to the Data Acquisition (DAQ) Computer is realized via
fiber or copper based Gigabit Ethernet. Raw data is transmitted as one over-sized UDP
frame per channel7, containing the data of all requested time bins. The typical size for one
frame is about 4 kB. For readout of systems with more than 2048 channels or within e.g. the
complex ATLAS readout chain, the FEC also exhibits a Data, Timing and Control interface,
allowing for the common readout of up to 40 FECs over a so called Scalable Readout Unit
[Zibell, 2014].
Due to the synchronous transmission of the asynchronous trigger to the APV25 frontend
boards, the recorded time resolved charge signals are aﬄicted with a 25 ns jitter. In applica-
tions, where the absolute signal timing is needed, the jitter can be corrected.
Three methods are in principle available: First, directly measure the delay between the analog
trigger signal and the synchronous trigger to the APV25 with an external Time-to-Digital
converter [Lo¨sel, 2013]. This yields accurate results, requires a second readout electronics
though, that has to be synchronized with the APV25 readout.
Second, record the analog trigger signal or a signal with a fixed delay to the trigger with an
APV25 front-end board (section 4.1.3). The trigger timing can then be extracted by fitting
the recorded signal with an appropriate function (section 4.3). The accuracy of the correction
is on the order of ∼ 5 ns and depends on the quality of the signal fit. It can be improved by
recording several slightly shifted trigger signals on separate channels.
Third, when two inclined, oppositely oriented detectors are available, the time jitter will shift
the two separately reconstructed tracklets into opposite directions. By reversing this shift,
the time jitter can be determined.
A.3 Flexible System for Gas Mixing and Pressure Control
A flexible system is used to mix desired detector gases from up to four constituent gases,
control the pressure in the detector system and regulate the gas flux.
The applied system has already been described by Bortfeldt [2010] and is again mentioned
here for reference. A schematic can be seen in Fig. A.4.
The ratio of constituent gases is measured and controlled by up to four Brooks Thermal
Mass Flow Controllers8. The constituent gases are mixed turbulently in a passive multi-disk
mixture cylinder, developed at LMU, and then passed to the detectors, which are connected
in series. By measuring the pressure at the outlet of the detector system9 and comparing it
6High Definition Multimedia Interface
7User Datagram Protocol. Its specifications allows for frames with maximum size of 1518 bytes, communi-
cation with larger frames, so called Jumbo frames is often possible.
8Two 5850S Brooks Instrument [2008a] and two SLA5850 Brooks Instrument [2008b] mass flow controllers.
9An Absolute High Accuracy Pressure Transducer Type 690A from MKS Instruments [1997b] with an
accuracy of ±0.08% reading in combination with a MKS Instruments Signal Conditioner Type 670B is used
to measure the pressure.
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Figure A.4: Gas mixture and pressure control system, taken from [Bortfeldt, 2010].
to a preset value in a PI-controller10, an electronically regulated exhaust valve11 is opened or
closed to stabilize the pressure within the detector system.
10Type 250 Pressure/Flow Control Module from MKS Instruments [1997a]
11Flow Control Valve Type 248A from MKS Instruments [1997a]
Appendix B
Mathematic Methods and
Algorithms
B.1 Hough Transform Algorithm
The Hough transform algorithm, proposed by Hough [1959] for the automated analysis of
bubble chamber pictures, can be used to find lines or patterns in pixel images [Duda and
Hart, 1972]. This is equivalent to finding tracks in a set of measured hit positions.
In this thesis, the Hough transform algorithm is used for track reconstruction in high hit
multiplicity environments (section 4.4.2) and for noise suppression in the so called µTPC-
reconstruction (section 4.8).
x
z
x1
z1
point in position space (zi,xi) line in Hough space a = zib + xi
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b
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Figure B.1: Transform of six points in position space (left) into six lines in Hough space
(right). The intersection point of the dark green, blue, dark magenta and brown line in
Hough space defines the parameters of the red track, crossing the respective points in position
space.
The principal idea is illustrated in fig. B.1. A point (zi, xi) in two-dimensional position space
can be interpreted as parameters for a function a(b) in the so called Hough space. The
transformation function can e.g. be a straight line
a(b) = zib+ xi , (B.1)
where zi is the slope and xi the intersect. By inverting Eq. (B.1), we see, that an arbitrary
point on the line in Hough space (bj , aj) ∈ a(b) defines a line in position space
x(z) = −bjz + aj , (B.2)
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that crosses the initial point (zi, xi) by definition.
Generally speaking, the points on the line in Hough space define the family of all lines in
position space that intersect with the original point.
Considering now our example in fig. B.1, we transform six points in position space into six
lines in Hough space. The point of intersection of four lines (b1, a1) defines the line in position
space that intersects with all four points and is thus the searched track.
In order to avoid problems with steep tracks, where a or b can become very large, in practice
we use the Hesse normal form line representation as transformation function
r(α) = xi cos(α) + zi sin(α) , (B.3)
where r(α) is the shortest distance of the line to the origin and α the angle between line and
z-axis in position space.
Since usually the points in position space do not lie not exactly a straight line due to either
an inaccurate measurement or due to physical scattering, the transformed functions in Hough
space do not intersect in a single point. In order to automatically extract the track parameters
anyway, two different methods are used.
First, we can construct a circle with a radius of the same order as the point accuracy around
each in position space, and transform all points within this circle into Hough space. The
Hough space is modeled by a two-dimensional histogram, whose bins are then filled according
to the set of transform functions. The most probable line parameter set is then given by the
bin with the maximum number of entries, see Fig. 4.23. This method is universal and is used
in the µTPC-reconstruction for eliminating noise or mis-measured timing values, correct
tuning of the circle radius though is necessary, see section 4.8.2.
Second, we can analytically calculate the points of intersection of the Hough transform func-
tions in Hough space and cluster them in a physical correct way, until the correct number
of intersection points is combined, see section 4.4.2. This method produces very reliable re-
sults, but can in the present implementation only be used in track reconstruction, since it is
explicitly assumed, that each detector layer contributes with one cluster to the track.
B.2 Analytic Line Fit and its Uncertainty
As it has been discussed by Horvat [2005], from where the content of the following section is
taken, the fit of a two parameter function such as a straight line x(z) = mz+a to a set of data
points (zi, xi) can be performed analytically. This can be used for e.g. track determination
from a set of measured hit position points or for reconstruction of a tracklet from measured
time-strip points in the single plane angular reconstruction.
Fitting the function x(z), determined by the two parameters m and a, to a set of i points
with the uncertainty wi for each point, is equivalent to minimizing the sum
χ2 =
∑
i
(mzi + a− xi)2
w2i
(B.4)
with respect to a and m:
∂χ2
∂a
=
∑
i
2 (mzi + a− xi)
w2i
= 0
∂χ2
∂m
=
∑
i
2zi (mzi + a− xi)
w2i
= 0 .
(B.5)
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We can now define coefficients g1, g2, Λ11, Λ12 and Λ22 as
g1 :=
∑
i
xi
w2i
, g2 :=
∑
i
xizi
w2i
Λ11 :=
∑
i
1
w2i
, Λ12 :=
∑
i
zi
w2i
and Λ22 :=
∑
i
z2i
w2i
.
(B.6)
Inserting these coefficients into Eq. (B.5) yields
Λ11a+Λ12m = g1
Λ12a+Λ22m = g2 .
(B.7)
This can be solved for intersect a and slope m using Cramer’s rule
a =
g1Λ22 − Λ12g2
D
and
m =
Λ11g2 − g1Λ12
D
,
(B.8)
where
D := Λ11Λ22 − Λ12Λ12 . (B.9)
As discussed in section 4.5.3, a reliable method to measure the unknown spatial resolution
of a detector is to interpolate a track, predicted by detectors with known resolution, into the
detector under test. By comparing the predicted with the measured particle hit position, the
spatial resolution can be calculated, using Eq. 4.16. Therefor the track accuracy σtrack has to
be known.
Assume a large number of identical tracks, measured by n detectors with known spatial
resolutions σi. Due to the finite accuracy of the reference detectors, each track is reconstructed
slightly differently. The predicted hit position xpred(z) scatters around its expectation value
〈xpred(z)〉. The track accuracy σtrack (x, z) is thus given by
σ2track (x, z) =〈(xpred(z)− 〈xpred(z)〉)2〉
=Var(a) + 2zCovar(a,m) + z2Var(m) .
(B.10)
A detailed derivation of the variance and covariance can be found in [Horvat, 2005]. Eq. (B.10)
ultimately leads to a relation between the track accuracy and the spatial resolutions σi of the
involved detectors:
σtrack (x, z) =
√
Λ22 − 2zΛ12 + z2Λ11
D
. (B.11)
The single detector spatial resolutions σi = wi are interpreted as the weights wi, used in
Eq. (B.6).
B.3 Histogram Binning for Transformed Variables
Histograms often represent a viable mechanism to display or analyze variables, being dis-
tributed according to complex distribution functions.
Consider a quantity x, distributed according to the probability density function fx(s). Often
other quantities g(x) are deduced from x. This derived quantity is then distributed according
to
fg(s) =
∣∣∣∣dg−1(s)ds
∣∣∣∣ fx(g−1(s)) . (B.12)
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To give an example x may be the reconstructed track slope, derived with the µTPC method,
section 4.8, and the deduced variable is in this case the track inclination angle ϑ = g(x) =
arctan(1/x). If a histogram is used to represent the distribution of the reconstructed track
angles, a systematic error is introduced when the histogram has a fixed bin size.
This can be understood mathematically, since the physical relevant quantity is the probability
of finding a track with a certain slope or with a certain track inclination angle respectively,
which must be unaffected by the transformation:
P (a ≤ x ≤ b) =
∫ b
a
fx(s)ds =
∫ g(a)
g(b)
fg(s)ds = P (g(b) ≤ g(x) ≤ g(a)) . (B.13)
Note the commutation of the integral bounds, which is necessary for a transform function
with dg(x)/dx < 0.
An example is shown in Figs. B.2 and B.3. The randomly distributed variable x follows a
Gaussian probability density function with mean x. The most probable value of arctan(1/x)
is obviously expected to be arctan(1/x) as the arctan is a monotonous function. As it
can be seen in Fig. B.3 though, the most probable value is shifted towards lower values for
increasing width of the original Gaussian distribution. This unphysical behavior is caused by
the incorrect binning of the histogram with a fixed bin width.
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Figure B.2: Random variable x, distributed
according to Gaussian distribution functions
with common mean 0.7 and standard devia-
tions 0.1 (black), 0.2 (red) and 0.3 (green).
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Figure B.3: Transformed variable
arctan(1/x), where the distribution for
x is shown in Fig. B.2. The shown his-
togram has a fixed bin width. Clearly visible
is the unphysical dependence of the most
probable transformed value on the width of
the distribution of x.
Going back to our application, this would lead to an unphysical dependence of the recon-
structed track angle ϑ on the shape of the distribution of the track slopes x. In order to
avoid this subtle, but devastating effect, a correct transformation of x → g(x) involves the
mutual transformation of the bin width dt = ti+1 − ti → |g(ti+1)− g(ti)| = ds. For any non-
linear transformation, this leads to the necessity of variable bin width for the transformed
histogram.
In Fig. B.4, the distribution for arctan(1/x) is displayed in a histogram with correctly trans-
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Figure B.4: Transformed variable arctan(1/x), where the distribution for x is shown in
Fig. B.2. The shown histogram has a variable bin width.
formed variable bin width. The most probable value is now indeed independent of the x-
distribution.
It should be noted, that the bin size of the transformed histogram tends to 0 for arctan(1/x)→
0, i.e. the number of bins diverges. For the displayed case, the bin width between arctan(−1/5)
and arctan(1/5) has been set to a constant value. As long as no physically relevant values lie
in this region, this is acceptable as it enables the representation of the whole possible value
range in a single histogram.
B.4 Probability for a Random Background Hit within an Ac-
quisition Window
Consider an experiment with a detector system, in which the data acquisition is triggered by
traversing particles. Upon a trigger, the data acquisition is recording detector signals for a
fixed time window with length T . Also consider a random background irradiation with mean
hit rate f . The probability of finding k background hits within the time window is given by
the Poisson distribution
P (k) =
λk
k!
e−λ , (B.14)
where λ = Tf is the mean number of expected background hits in the time window.
Thus the probability of finding at least one background hit in the triggered event is given by
P (k ≥ 1) = 1− P (0) . (B.15)
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Appendix C
Supplementary Material –
Applications of Floating Strip
Micromegas
In the following, supplementary material and detailed discussions of results from applications
of a floating strip Micromegas doublet in 20 MeV proton tracking measurements and proton
and carbon ion beam characterization measurements can be found.
C.1 Tracking of 20 MeV Protons with Floating Strip Micromegas
A floating strip Micromegas doublet with low material budget has been used for tracking
measurements of 20 MeV protons at the tandem accelerator in Garching. The measurement
campaign is described in section 6.1.
C.1.1 Angular Resolution
The reconstruction of track inclination in a single detector plane has been investigated, by
rotating the detector with respect to the beam. A summary of the inclination reconstruction
capabilities can be found in section 6.1.5.
The quality of the angle reconstruction and the shape of the resulting distributions of track
inclination can be estimated by determining the fraction of events within certain intervals. In
Tab. C.1 the fractions are summarized as a function of the angle for the eight points, shown
in Fig. 6.12.
C.1.2 Spatial Resolution
The spatial resolution can be approximated by directly comparing measured hit positions in
the two detector layers. A considerable degradation of the observed resolution is caused by
the beam divergence, which is considerably enhanced by multiple scattering of the 20 MeV
protons in the two readout structures. From runs with nearly equal operational parameters
for both detector layers, the common single layer spatial resolution is determined, using
Eq. (6.3). The operational parameters of one layer can then be varied, while keeping the
other layer’s constant, to determine the influence of e.g. the drift and amplification fields on
the spatial resolution.
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angle > 2σ< > 1σ< < 1σ> < 2σ> in 1σ<,> in 2σ<,> < 2σ< > 2σ>
layer 1
10◦ 0.321 0.172 0.207 0.296 0.379 0.617 0.227 0.157
20◦ 0.360 0.236 0.293 0.391 0.528 0.751 0.089 0.163
30◦ 0.360 0.253 0.294 0.394 0.547 0.754 0.082 0.171
40◦ 0.399 0.292 0.309 0.420 0.601 0.819 0.071 0.126
layer 2
10◦ 0.295 0.168 0.190 0.279 0.358 0.574 0.252 0.175
20◦ 0.380 0.247 0.279 0.374 0.526 0.754 0.097 0.153
30◦ 0.385 0.262 0.282 0.377 0.544 0.762 0.099 0.145
40◦ 0.417 0.295 0.303 0.404 0.598 0.821 0.078 0.114
Table C.1: Fraction of reconstructed track inclinations within certain inclination interval,
measured at Eamp0 = 33.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 = 31.7 kV/cm and a drift field of Edrift0,1 =
0.17 kV/cm. The shown values are aﬄicted with a maximum uncertainty of ±0.01. Intervals
around the most probable reconstructed angle ϑmp are considered. The angular accuracy for
lower angles is σ< and σ> for larger angles, respectively. Also compare to the definition in
section 4.8.3. For the calculation of the fractions, the angular accuracies from Fig. 6.12 have
been used. > 2σ<: [ϑmp − 2σ<, ϑmp], > 1σ<: [ϑmp − 1σ<, ϑmp], < 1σ>: [ϑmp, ϑmp + 1σ>],
< 2σ>: [ϑmp, ϑmp + 2σ>], in 1σ<,>: inside the one-sigma band around ϑmp, in 2σ<,>: inside
the two-sigma band around ϑmp, < 2σ<: smaller than ϑmp − 2σ<, > 2σ>: larger than
ϑmp + 2σ>.
The single layer spatial resolution as a function of the drift field is shown in Fig. C.1 for
different amplification fields. As the measured hit residual distribution are considerably
broadened by multiple scattering of the incident protons, the spatial resolution appears to be
independent of the drift field for the higher gas gains. A weak degradation with increasing
drift field is visible for the lower amplification fields as the intrinsic spatial resolution is of
the same order as the contribution from multiple scattering. Note that the values are similar
in both layers by definition.
In Fig. C.2 the spatial resolution as a function of the drift field for different particle rates and
differently shaped beams is shown.
The hit position per layer has up to now been reconstructed with the usual charge-weighted-
mean method, described by Eq. (4.2). This yields reliable and robust results for perpendicular
and nearly perpendicular tracks. As can be seen in Fig. C.3, the spatial resolution significantly
degrades for both detector layers from 500 µm at 0◦ and 10◦ inclination to 1100 µm at 40◦.
The dependence of the spatial resolution on the drift field becomes more pronounced with
increasing track inclination, as the contribution of the single detector spatial resolution to
the width of the hit residual distribution increases significantly, contrary to the multiple
scattering contribution.
For inclined tracks, an alternative hit position is given by the zero of the straight line fit
to time-strip-data points, used in the µTPC-reconstruction, see section 4.8.1. The resulting
spatial resolution is shown in Fig. C.4.
For track inclinations of 20◦, 30◦ and 40◦, an improvement with respect to the charge-
weighted-mean reconstruction of 15% to 20% is visible at the optimum drift field Edrift =
0.17 kV/cm. It has been shown in section 6.1.5, that also the angular resolution is best in
this field region.
For increasing drift field, the angular resolution and with it the accuracy of the hit position
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Figure C.1: Spatial resolution as a function of the drift field for the first (left) and the second
detector layer (right) for different amplification fields, Measured with perpendicularly incident
20 MeV protons at a mean rate of (420± 10) Hz.
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Figure C.2: Spatial resolution as a function of the drift field for the first (left) and the second
detector layer (right). Measured with different particle rates and beam foci shapes. During
the two measurements with lower rates, a prolate beam spot of (22.4 ± 0.5 × 1.3 ± 0.2) mm
was used. For the high-rate measurement and the angular scans, the beam was refocused to
(4.5 ± 0.2 × 3.5 ± 0.2) mm2. Measured with amplification fields Eamp0 = 31.3 kV/cm and
Eamp1 = 30.5 kV/cm.
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Figure C.3: Spatial resolution as a function of the drift field for four different track incli-
nations for the first and the second detector layer (left and right). Measured at Eamp0 =
33.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 = 31.7 kV/cm. The hit position in each detector layer has been recon-
structed with the usual charge weighted mean-method, see Eq. (4.2) and section 4.3.
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Figure C.4: Spatial resolution as a function of the drift field for the first (left) and the second
detector layer (right). The hit position in each detector layer is defined by the zero of the time-
strip-points fit, used to determine the track inclination in the µTPC-reconstruction method.
Measured at Eamp0 = 33.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 = 31.7 kV/cm.
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measurement degrades considerably. For the highest drift fields and inclinations of 20◦, 30◦
and 40◦, the spatial resolution, when using the µTPC-fit for position reconstruction, is by
30% to 20% worse than for the usual method.
C.1.3 Discharge Behavior
Discharges have been counted by registering for each layer separately the recharge signal
at the common strip potential. Particle rates were measured by counting signals from the
triggering scintillators. The discharge probability is then given by
Pd =
ndischarge
ntrigger
. (C.1)
Its error, dominated by the statistic uncertainty of ndischarge can be calculated, assuming
Poisson statistics:
∆Pd =
√
ndischarge
ntrigger
. (C.2)
During the measurements with perpendicularly incident, low rate beam, no discharges were
observed. The discharge probability for the parameter set, maximizing the number of dis-
charges i.e. 10◦ track inclination, high amplification fields, high particle rate, is shown in
Fig. C.5 as a function of the drift field.
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Figure C.5: Discharge probability as a func-
tion of the drift field. Measured with a
(470 ± 20) kHz proton beam, inclined by 10◦
at amplification fields Eamp0 = 33.3 kV/cm
and Eamp1 = 32.7 kV/cm. Due to the short
measurement times, considerable errors must
be accepted.
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Figure C.6: Discharge probability as a func-
tion of track inclination for the first (left)
and the second Micromegas layer (right).
Measured with 20 MeV protons at ampli-
fication fields Eamp0 = 33.3 kV/cm and
Eamp1 = 31.7 kV/cm and a drift field Edrift =
0.33 kV/cm. Errors have been calculated, as-
suming Poisson statistics for the number of
discharges per time interval.
Similar values for both detector layers are observed, with a maximum of Pd = (5± 2)× 10−7
discharges per incident proton at Edrift = 0.17 kV/cm. This field corresponds also to the
maximum electron transmission (Fig. 6.7) and is close to the correlated minimum transverse
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diffusion (Fig. 2.5). For drift fields Edrift > 0.5 kV/cm, the discharge probability is compatible
with 0.
In Fig. C.6, the dependance on the track inclination angle is shown, for a drift field Edrift =
0.33 kV/cm and amplification fields of Eamp0 = 33.3 kV/cm and Eamp1 = 31.7 kV/cm, since
about 18 minutes measurement time is available for each angle.
The discharge rate in the first layer is larger than in the second, since the proton beam
broadens with increasing depth, decreasing the instantaneous flux, due to multiple scattering
in the beam window and the detector readout planes. It depends on the track inclination,
a decrease by 40% when going from 10◦ to 40◦ is observed. The non-monotonous behavior
is probably caused by the variable particle rates between the measurements, leading to an
over-proportional variation of the particle flux. The particle rates were (460 ± 10) kHz and
(445± 10) kHz for the 10◦, (420± 10) kHz and (360± 30) kHz for the 20◦, (510± 15) kHz and
(520± 15) kHz for the 30◦ and (490± 10) kHz and (470± 10) kHz for the 40◦ measurements,
where the rates during the measurement of Pd0 were quoted first.
C.2 Characterization of High-Rate Proton and Carbon Beams
with Floating Strip Micromegas – Discharge Behavior
A floating strip Micromegas doublet with low material budget has been tested in high-rate
proton and carbon ion beams (section 6.2). The discharge probability in carbon beams as a
function of the particle energy is shown in Fig. C.7. It decreases with increasing beam energy
due to a decreasing ion energy loss in the active region of the detector.
In Fig. C.8, the same quantity is shown for proton beams. The outlier at 91.48 MeV/u is
caused by a long spill-pause of about 9 s during the measurement, that leads to an under-
estimation of the total number of incident particles. The large variance in the spill-pause
duration is also visible in Fig. 6.17.
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Figure C.7: Discharge probability per inci-
dent particle as a function of the beam en-
ergy, measured with carbon ions at I12C =
5×106 Hz and Eamp0 = 30.7 kV/cm, Eamp1 =
29.9 kV/cm and Edrift0,1 = 0.33 kV/cm.
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Figure C.8: Discharge probability per inci-
dent particle as a function of the beam en-
ergy, measured with protons at Ip = 8 ×
107 Hz and Eamp0 = 34.7 kV/cm, Eamp1 =
34.1 kV/cm and Edrift0,1 = 0.33 kV/cm.
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Due to increased amplification fields, the discharge probabilities for proton and carbon beams
are now similar. The energy dependance of the discharge probabilities in proton beams
seems to be smaller than in carbon beams, but due to the large systematic and statistic
and the smaller energy range for the proton beams, no clear statement can be made. The
major systematic uncertainties are the low time resolution and the inability to measure the
instantaneous particle rate.
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Figure C.9: Discharge probability as a func-
tion of the amplification field, measured with
88.83 MeV/u carbon beams at I12C = 8 ×
107 Hz and Edrift0,1 = 0.33 kV/cm.
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Figure C.10: Discharge probability as a func-
tion of the amplification field, measured with
221.06 MeV/u protons at Ip = 2×108 Hz and
Edrift0,1 = 0.33 kV/cm.
In Figs. C.9 and C.10 the discharge probabilities in 88.83 MeV/u carbon and 221.06 MeV/u
proton beams is shown as a function of the amplification field. They increase as expected
with the amplification fields. The behavior of the two layers is different in carbon beams due
to the fragmentation of carbon nuclei.
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